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The Counselors of Rcal Estate,, es,
t.rblished in 1953, is an intern.rtional
Aroup ol high profilc Fr()ie5si(,nals including members of pmminent real estate, fin.rncr,rl, leA.tl and accountrng [irms

well .-rs leaders of government and
academia who provide expert, ()biective
advice on complex real propcrty situations and land-related matters.
Membership is selective, crtendet-i
bv invitation only on either a sponsoft{
()r self-initiated basis. The CRE Desig.-rs

I
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Member and non-member author"
,thEli? manuscripts to:
".., "...,,1;":':Iril,,?,
Real Estnte lssttcs, c/o The Counselors
of Real Estate,430 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611. All
manuscriPts are revier,'ed by three members of the editorial board with the author's nam"is) kept anonymous.
When accepted, the manuscriPt and any recommended changes is returned to the author for revision. tf
the
manuscript is not accepted, the author is notified bv letter.
The poticy of Renl E-sfdte /ssr/t's is not to accept ariicles thdt directly and blatantly advertise, publicize,
or promote the author or the author's firm or products. This policy is not intended to exclude any mention of
the
author, his/her firm, or their activities. Anv such presentations horvever, should b(. as general ;s
possible, modest in tone, and interesting to a wide variety of readers. If a product, sen i.", o, .o^pon"y i, f"aturdd,
it shourd be
informational vs. Promotional in nature. Potential conflictJ of interest betrveen the-publication of an article
and
its adverhsing value should also be avoided.
Every effort ra'ill be made to notify the-author on the acceptance or rejection of the manuscript at the earliest
possible date. UPon Publication, copvright is held by The Counselors oi Real Estate (American Societv of Real
Estate Counselors). The publisher will not refuse any reasonable request by the author
for permission io reproduce any of his/her contdbutions to the journal.
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clude public and private property or^.ncrs, invr,sto6, attorneys, nccountants, financial institutions, pension funds and
advisors, governmtnt institutt)ns, health
care facilities, and developers.

t Through N e ftoork ing,
Etlucation & Publicatiols
Enrichrnefi

Networking continues

hallmark of
The Counselor organization. Thn)ughout
the year, programs provide cutting-edge
r'ducational opp()rtunitie\ for CREs rncluding se'minars, workshops, ttchnology sessions, and business issues forums
that keep member\ abrenst of leading industry trends. M.,etings on both the local and national levels,rlso prom()te Interaction betlr,een CREs ,rnd mtmbers
from key user groups including those

I

I
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patible ONLY. DO NOT submit colorized computer files -- the graphics must be crea ted'l
c.rie or black ntl
lvhite onl If possiblc, save in all of or at least one of the followin formats: .emf; .eps; .tif
8
3). Number all graphics (tables,/charts/graphs) consecutiv.,l v All graphics should have titles
4). AII notes, both citations a!td explana tory are to be numbere'd consecutively in the text
and placed at the qnd of
the manuscdpt
5) whenever possible, includc glossy phokrgraphs tn crarifv and enhance the content in vour article.
6). Article title should contain no m.re th.1n eight to ten w,rids inclucling an activt'verb.
7). For uniformitv and .lccuracy consistent rvith our editorial policv, refir to Thc Associattrl Press
-Slyle&ook.

THE BALLARD AWARD MANUSCRIPT SUBMISSION INFORMATION
The REI Etlitorial Bonrd is accepting manuscripts in competition for the 2000 William S. Ballard A$,ard. All
articles published in REI during the 2fi)0 calendar yea. ruill br eligible for consideration, including member
and
non-me'mber authors. The $500 cash award and platlue is presented annually each spring, during The
Cqunselors'Midyear Meetings to the author(s) whose, minu.script best exemplifies tfie high staniards oiiontent main_
tained in the iournal. The recipient is selected by a three-pe'rson subcommittee comprise'd of members of The
Counselors of Real Estate. (The 2000 recipient will b!, honored at The Counselors 200i Midyear Meetings.)

as the

specializing in financial, lc,gal, corporate,
and govemment issues.

CRE members benefit from
I

the CRE regularly accesses the most ad-

What is a Counselor ol Real Estate (CRE)?
A Counselor of Real Estate is a real estatt, professional whose prinrary business
is providing expert advisory sqr1 i6(.5 1.
clients. Compensation is often on an

nies retain CRES for advice on rcal estate

L

I

bi-monthlv membt'r newsletter, Tlte
Cororsr,hrr, .ind a rr'ide rangt, nf books
and monographs publisht'd by The
Crru nsr lor organization. A majrrr
plavcr in tht' technological revolution,

litigation support, asset management,
tr()ns/diJpositi0ns,rnrl 6cnt'r.rl analvsis.
CREs achitvt, results, acting in kev
nrles in .rnnual tr,rnsactions .rnd u or real
estate dedsions valued at over 541.5 billion. O!,er 300 of the Fortune 500 compa-

MANUSCRIPT/GRAPHICS PREPARATION
I). Manuscripts must be submitted on di sk (nlong u ith hnrtl copr ) in IBM or lC forEat only--Mac files cannot
be accommodated: .txt (text) file format or Word for Windows 6.0. All submitted materials, includin abstract,
I
text and notes, are to be double-spaced Number of manuscript pages is not to exceed 2 5 single-sided
sheets
approx. 7,000 words). Submit five copies of the manuscript, a 50- to 10o-word abstract* and a brief
biographi,
cal statement. Computer-created charts/tabl es should be in separate files from article text. f An ahstiocl
is a
brief synoltsis. ll the nmtuscriyl is acct,flrll\l for l
icalb , the allljract uttuld appanr ot tfu tablc )f cotltc ls poir.)
2). Graphics/illustrations are to be considc,red as figures, numbered consecutively and submittL'd in a form
suitable for re.production. Graphi cs nust either be submitted camera-ready or computer-generated as pC com-

break-even analysis, the environment,
cap r.rtes/viclds, REITs, dnd (apital formation. Mombers also bent,[it from the

vanced methodologics, techniques and
computer-generated evaluation proctdures available.

\',rluation, feasibrlity studies, ncqui:,i-

cale?:1,".:'i:: rr r.r deadrines.

on important topics such as instituti(mal
investment, sports nnd the c(rmmunitv
redl ('slate cthiCs, tcnnnt reprcsentatir,;,

nation (Counselor of Real Estate) is
awarded to all members in rec(.,gnition
of supt'rior problt.m solving ability in
various areas of specialization such as

holdings lnd inrrstments. CRf clicnts insee Editorial

ffi.

OT REAL ESTAIE,I,

/ssll.5 publishes four times annually (Spring, Summer, Fall, winter). The journal reaches a lucrativc
segment of thc' real estate industry as well as a representative cross section of professionals in relatcd industdes.
Subscribers to Rcal Estcte lssrrcs (RE1) are primarily the owners, chairmtn, presidents, and vice presidents
of
real estate comPanies, financial corporations, propedy companies, banks, management companies,
iibrarie,s, and
REALTORo boards throughout the countrv; professors and university person"nel; and prifessirinals in
S&Ls,
insurance companies, and lalr, firms.
Renl Esln ' lssttes is published for the benefit of the CRE (Counselor of Real Estate) and other
real estate professionals, planners, architects. developers, economists, government personnel, lar,r,yers, and accountants. It focuses on providing up-to-date information rTn problems and topics in the field of real estate.
Re'dl Eslafe

a

wealth of information publishecl in Thc
Counselors' quarterly journal, Rt,a/ Estite lssu.s, which offers decisive reporting un today's chnnging real est,rte industrv Recognizcd leaders contribute
critical analyses not otherwise available

hourlv or total fixed fee basis, although
partial or total contingent fee arrangements are sometimes r,rsed. Any possibil<tr perce,ived conflict of interest is resolved before acceptance of an
assignment. In any evt,nt, the Counst,lor
places the interests of the client first and
fbremost in any advice provided, regard-

itv of .rctual

less of the mr'thod of compensati(,n.
CREs have acquired a bro.ld rangt, of
expericnce in the real estat., field and
possess technical conrpetency in more
than one rcal (,state discipline.
The dient relies on the counselor for
skiUed and objective advice in as.sessing the

client's real estate n€.eds. implying both
trust on the part of the client .rnd trustworthiness on the part of the counselor.
Whether sole practitioners, CEOs of
consulting firms, or real estate depart-

ment heads for major corporations,
CREs are seriously committed to appl),in8 their extensive knowledge and resources to craft real c.state solutions of

measurable economic value to clicnts'
businesses. CIiEs assess the r.,al estnte
situation bv gathering the facts behind
the issue, thonrughly analyzing the collected data, and then recommending key
courses of action that best fit the client,s

goals.rnd objectives. These real estate
professionals honor the confidentiality

.rnd fiduciary responsibility of the clientcounselor relationship.
The txtensive CRE nctwork stays a
step ahead of the ever-changing reai est,rte industry by reflecting the diversity

ol all providers t,f counscling

services.

The membership includes industrv erperts front the corporate, legal, financial,
institutional, appraisal, academic, government, Wall Street, management, and

brokerage sectors. Once invited into
mt,mbership, CREs must adhere to a
strict Code of Ethics and Standards of
I)()fessional Practice.
Users of Cow$eling Setuices
The demand continues kr increasc for ex-

pert counseling services in real estate
m,rtters world$,ide. Institutions, estates,
individuals, corporations and federal,
state and krcal governmcnts have recognized the necessity and value of a CRE's
objectivity in providing advice.
CRES service both domestic and foreign clients. Assignments have been ac(cpled in Africa, Asi,,, the United Krngdom, the Caribbean, Central and South
America, Europe.rnd the Middlc East.
CREs havc been instrumontal in assisting the Eastem European lleal Property

Foundation creatr and develop private
sectot market-o ented real estatc insti-

tutions in Central and Eastern Europe
and the Newlv Independent States. As a
member of The Coun5elor organiz,rtion,
CIIEs have the opportunitv to travel and
share theirL'xpertise $'ith real estate practrtroners tr()m st'veral developing coun-

tries including Poland, Hungary, Bulg.rria, Ukraine, Czech Republic, Slovak
Republic, and Russia as they build their
rtal estatt, businesses and develop standards of professional practice.
Only 1,'100 practitioncrc througlrout
thr'!r'o!ld carrv theCRI Designation, denoting the highest recognition in the real
estate industry With CRE membcrs averaging 20 vears of experience in the real
cstate industrv, individuals, institutions,

corporations, or government entities
should consider consulting ivith n CRE
to define and solve their complex real es-

tate problems or matters.RU
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by /o/trr McMahatt, CRE

The real estate industry has experienced many setbacks over the years, but never has it faced a threat to its fundamental
role in society - proviiing"oiphvsical space foi people and firms to perJorm their day-to-day activities. It is only in the
the lnternet has spread and been adaPted to- .ommercial transactions that the true nature
last few, years, as the use
nature of the thre.lt
of this thieat has begun to emerge. This articlc explores the e-commerce phenomenon, r'xamincs the
tyPe'
to real estate, and sPeculates (,n the magnitude of the imPact on each Property

12

How Bnoxrns CnN Couurrn rHE RIsKs oF DIsINTERMEDIATIoN BY
LEvERAGING TrcHNolocv Tr.tNos hy lohn Stanfill

Eorronral Cnr-suonn
Spring 2000
klendtint t'or nto uscrillt sttbrttissiott

EMBRACING AND

Winter 2000
Geadline for mnnuscriltt subnission - Not'ernber 27)
"Contributor Infonnation" otr page 75 fot informatiotr
on submitting a manuscipt or call Faye Porter at 6-15.498.5858

William

I

I

Real Estate Isstes will bring your advertising message to users of counseling
sen ices in targeted industry sectors. To maximizc youl neth,orkinS oPportunities
and reach leading real estate professionals, call 615.498.5858 for pricing information.
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estate and Presents
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Aovrnrtslxc OpponruNrrlrs

regulated investor-ou'ned utilitics. That Particular sales markt't shows maior differenct's- in Prices Pcr
The imPlications of the first two years
kilowatt of capacity between non-nuclear and nucleai-fueled Powcr stations.
.t\'ith oPportunities for counselors u'ho choose
of market experience for local taxing iurisdictions are !-xPlored, toSether
to become skilled and informed in the market for Eenerating PIants'

;f

Srutrclc Ponrrolto ANerrsls: A NEw AppnoncH
byPdrosS.Sitito ides, lon A Stntlnrcl, Raymontl G.Tttrto,CRE, tt

I

See

The price de,regulatiJn of n,holesale and retail electricity markets mandated bY Federal legislation, and supPlementod
purchasers
by many stateii legislatures, has created an active market for the sale of Benerating plants. Non-re*ulated
to valut'
used
value
criterion
the
book
*iill fo.L p.op".ty tax assessments based on market evidence, rather than
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Fall 2000 - Focus Edition: Globalization & Real Estate
(tludlint for nnnuscriltt subtttissiotr - August 21)

Tnr Errrcr or ELEcrnrcrv Menxrr DenpcuLATrON ON LOCII PnOprnrr Tlx Assrssn:lrs &
FIscnL SrnatrtrY by William N. Kitmnd,lr., CRE, €t Gail L. Btrou

facilities

-

Summer 2000
Qlectllitrc for nm tscrilrt sttlnlissiott - May 29)

Bv taking advantage of ne$' lnternL,t-based technokrgies to strcamlinc oPerations and extend markt't reach,,fonvard
them. By
l,ookirrg f,.ok".ag"I can empower their brokers to spend lrss time'chasing deals and more time closinS
internal
with
enhanced
along
virtual
marketplaces,
of
;ew
bret'd
lntL,rnefs
of
the
capibilities
pJ*erful
l"o.".ai';r,g th"
further
and_even
proPosition
u.rutyia ul1ra m'anagement iools, brokerages can significantlv increase, their value-added
changes
technology
that
the
The
author
Predicts
justiiy their commissions by improving overall service to cu.skrmers.
,ire-intermediati.n" of the skilled broker vs. disintermediation.
it ut *ill be b.n,rght about is a
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REI INoex oF ARTICLES
The Raal Estate Issues "lnilex of Arficles" provides over 100 alphabetical subject
listings for articles Published in the journal during its 25-vear historv along rvith a
r".o.rd olphob"tical listing of authors. To order your copy of this convenient
reference, call 312 .329.8427; (cost $3,:tlus $j shi!4ting). The Irdcr can also be accessed
through The Counselors' home page at wwwcre'org
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33

DgTTTOINC AN OIL COMPANY ACXNST LI'[ICNTION FOR ENVIRONMINTAL CONTAMINATION
try lack P. Fricrlman, CRE
thoroughly defend litiSation
T-his case study describes the consulting skills and activities required to obiectively and
werc
extensive and the rvork
land.
The
challcnges
adiacent
contaminating
against a majoi oil company charged
'vith
jury
The
decided in favor of the
the
litigation.
course
of
in
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theories
several
adrranced
in'tensive because the plai.rtiffs

SusscRIprtoN lNronvarloN

Real Estate Issues publishes four times Per year (Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter)'
To subscribe to Rial Estate Issres or for additional information, contact The
Counselors at www.cre'org; 372.329.8427.
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ltrl Bowcn H' "Buzz" McCoy, CRE
of a brief
This manuscript attempts to describe some of the linkages b€tween global and local real estate. It consists
of
with
a
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iniernational
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survey of U.S.'real estaie capital markets,
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-to
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real
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EIr.rrNrNr DoverN on DoprrNenoN? by Douglns Tinnlotrs & Lara lNonatk
Under the Power of eminent domain, a Sovernment can acquire, with just componsation, private property for a
"public use." R!'cently, governments have stretched the public use doctiine in w.rvs that seem to trample private
ProPerty rigits. To thc dismay of prnperty riBhts groups across the country, the U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that
"Public use" is anythinB Eovernment says it is. Thc state courts are generaliy following iuit bv allowing
agencies to
take Private ProPertv for uscs that would have once bcen unfathomable. Cirmmunitiis intcnt on creaiing'lobs and
increasing tax revenues are using condemnation to take private prop.rty f()m onc business to be given io another
more attr.rctive husint'ss. Wht'n an<l rvhere does "public use" stop? This manuscript cliscusses the -ever brnadening
use of eminent domain.

CRE PERSPECTIVE
Counseling it the Public Sector - The Pepsi Center W ptar D.

53

Borurs, CRE

The author was chosen by the Mayor of Denver to serve for approximately three months on a task force that would
neg-otiate relationshiPs with the Denver Nuggets and the Denver Broncos regaiding their perceived needs for new
stadiums This Public/Private sector negoti.ltion resulted in the development tf the l;epsi Center in Denver. Little did
the author know upon accepting the appointment that three months would turn into three years. The author,s
ParticiPation in this volunteer counseling assignment eamtd him The Counselors' 1999 James Felt Creative Counseling
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Thearticles/submissions printed herein reprcsent theopinionsoftheauthors/contributors and not necessarilv those ofThe
Counsebrsof Real
Estatc or its memb€rs The Counselors assumes no responsibility for the opinions expressed bv tht'contributors to
this publicatrr)n l^,hether
or not the articles/submisst)ns are $iBned.
Currontlv Published quarterlv bv The Counsclors of Real Estate, a not-for-profit organizatfun, ol the National Association ()f REALTORSp,
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Blake Eagle CRE

MlTCenter forReal Estate
Cambridge, MA
,ack P. Fri.dman, CRE
Friedman & Associat's

_

Dalas,

Steven M. Friedman, CRE
Emst & Young LLPI
E&Y Kenneth Leventhal - Mcl-ean, VA
lames E. Gibbont, CRE

Returning to the "real" world, Buzz McCoy, CRE, discusses rvhether real
estate finince is global or local in nature, while Bill Kinnard, CRE, and coauthors opine on the effects that dereguLrtion of electricity rates \^'ill have on
property taxes. Other topics included in this issue are a new approach to
porifolio anall'sis (CREs Torto and Wheaton; Sivitanides and Southard) and

,ohn J. Hentschel, CRE
Hentschd Real Estate Sen'ices
Baltimorc, MD
James C. Kafes, CRE
AECON USA Realt), Advisors, lnc

itrategies in dealing $'ith contamination resulting from oil spills (CRE
Friedman).

New York, NY

ceorge R. Karvel, CRE
UniveEity ofSt. Thomas

In this edition ()f REI

Minneapolis, MN

Mark Lee Levine, CRE
University of Denver/Levine, Ltd
Consultants
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Raymond C. Mikulich, CRE
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Scott R. Muldavin, CRE
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inaugural "lnsider's

Pt,rspective" columns of Peter Korpacz on rescarch; Biom Hanson, CRE, on
the irospitality industryi and Robin Panovka on IlEITs. The'y join the
economics column, authored quarterly, by Hugh Kelly, CRE. It is hoped that
rcgular columns by such lc'ading thinkers in their fields will enhance the
appeal of REI and ensure that it maintains a contcmPorary, cutting-edge

n Inf o rm ati on

Why not give the gift of a REI subscription to a colleague or
business associate? Real Estate Issrres publishes four times Per year
(Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter). Place your order today!
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As the adage goes, "the only constant is change." For 25 years,
Real Estate Issues has been a constant source of ideas, insights, and methods,
assisting industry experts in meeting the challenges of a changing market

Sackman-Cibbois Associates
East Meadow,

Sub s crip ti
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The aforementioned topics are not new to Rr'al Esfnlt'lssltr's lndeed, somewhat opposing vie$'s were articulated by Hugh Kelly, CRE - at least with
,"rp".i t., the profundity of change wrought by technokrgy on uses of real
estite-in the Winter 1998 / 1999 Issue of REI ("And You Sav You Want a
Revolution? Technology Turns Out to Be a PIus for Real Estate Demanri").
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As techn()logy creates oPportunities, it also has some unpleasant effects'
Disintermediition of jobs and functions is one such result. The threat of
displacement is far reaching, ranging from travel a8ents to automobile
dealers. Virtuallv no industrv is immune Potential disintermediation ofreal
estate brokers and tht' importatrce of adaptability are strcssc'd bv John
Stanfill.
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t the start of the Second Quarter of 2000, Y2K is a distant memory, the
N.,tv Ec()nomy is roaring fonvard, the Fed continues its assault on
stocks, and e-commerce is firmly established as a way of conducting business. Terms like B2B and B2C have become part of our lexicon. In addition,
digital links between technology providers and businesst's are becoming
better understood as is the movemc'nt of goods and services in the nerv order'
CRE John McMahan's article on e-commerce lends claritv to the many
changes that are taking place and the business strategies that are evolving'
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soft the utttrld of intangihlcs, of ntedia, ofsofhoarc, and of
seruices-u'ill sootr contnmrtd tlrc it orkl of tht hard-the uorld of rmlity, of
atonts, ttfobjttts, ttfsteel and oil, and tlre hnrd u,ork done bV lhe sutnt olltrous."

"The u,ttrld ttf the

Kevin Kelly, Nrzu Rnlts for tlrc Ntw Econonty, 1998
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]osnrH I,V. DnCanro

I

n" real est.rte industry has experienced many setbacks over the
years - the economic roller coaster of cyclical boom and bust,
;'credit crunches" when financing compietely dries up, sudden
changes in government land use or tax policy, and physical destruction
as a result of wars or natural disasters.
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But never in its history has the real estate industry faced a threat to its
fundamental role in society - providing physical space for people and
firms to perfornr their day-k>day activities. It is only in the last few years,
as the use of the Internet has spread and been adapted to commercial
tr.rnsactions that the true nature of this threat has begun to emerge.l
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The lmpacl of E-Commerce

o

Real Estale

This manuscript explores the e-commerce phenomenon and why it is so
appealing h business firms and consumers. It then examines the nature
of the threat to realestate and speculates on the magnitude of the impact
on each property type.

WHAT IS E-COMMERCE?
Electronic business (c'business) is the use of the Intemet and other
electronic dc,vices to operate and manage businesses.r Electronic commerce (e-commerce) is e-business involving a purchase or sale transaction that occurs electronically.
Electronic transactions involving the sale of products or services to
retail customers are referred to as "Business to Consumer" or B2C.

1

Transactions conducted betzleen business firms are
called "Business to Business" or B2B. Flqrrrc 1 illustrates the process by which both B2C and B2B

acti\.ities occur.
B2C activities, including pavment for goods or ser-

margin) of tht web for the marginal cost of new
physical factory and equipment. This produces a
significant increase in the return on net assets
(RONA). To illustra te, Figrr re 3 compares theRONA
Ltf Annzon.cortr witlr Barnes & Nobles' non-web,
bricks ancl mortar operation.

Experts'& Consultants' Cnide,

(e.g. UPS, FedEx, etc.). This interface is generally
facilitated by the use of an "extranet," a dedicated
portion of the lnternet that connects an e-firm with
its suppliers and customers. Either the Iogistics firm
or the e-firm mav operate the extranet.

Tht. e-firm also may ust the web' to assist in producing and distributing goods or services. In the
case of a manufacturer, this may involve an
"intranet" connection within the firm with employees (and computers) involved in the marketing,

production, and distribution process. Since many
firms are, outsourcing many of their non-core activities, the process also mav involve an extranet connection with sub-contractors and suppliers.

WHY IS E-COMMERCE SO APPEALING TO
BUSINESS FIRMS?
Most pcople think of e-commerce in terms of B2C
transactions, largely because of the intense media
scrutinv and the large ad budgets of the B2C firms.
As indicated in Figrrrr'2, howevcr, 80 percent of
e-commerce is currentlv B2B and its relative position is expected to increase over the next fivc years.

l

Valuatio
Real Estate - Research fi Deuelopnent
Other - Firrance
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Many Iarge firms such as CE, Ford, and Ceneral
Motors are rapidly transforming their entire operations into Internet companies in which the web
controls or influences virtually all aspects of thc.ir
operations.

Louers Inoe stment Costs
Another major attraction of being an e-firm is
the role of the web in dranraticallv lowering the
amount of investment capital required to produce
a given dollar amount of revenue. This is achieved
by substituting the virtually zero cost (at the
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fax 71.1.633.8889
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Picitrg Not the Magnet
Another public perception is that lower prices
are the major reason for shopping on the web. In
fact, the we'b is often ,r,or. expensive than discount
bricks and mortar stores. ln a recent cost comparison studv covering food, stationarv, housekeeping,
health/beauty, toys, and paint/hardware, only
paint/hardware was cheaper on the web.{
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e-commerce firms do

enjoy is the fact that they do not have to charge sales
tax as a result of a government moratorium. Ci\,en
the rapid growth of e-commerce, however, and the

I

resultant increasing diversion of sale.s tax revenue
from state and local Bovernmc.nts, this pricing advantage ultimately may disappear.

EDWIN B. RASKIN

If

less. Many are "time

s

Liti8ation Consulting Strategy -

Chicago, IL 60d3

B

I

possibk'bv the lveb. There are many reasons for
this-shorter procluction cycles, higher employee
productivity, better inventory management, and
more direct control over distribution chanrrels.

e

Monhna Cir.le, Suite

71.1.633.8881J;

WHAT ATTRACTS CONSUMERS?

price, is not the ma,or attraction for B2C ecommerce, what is? As indicated in Fi.gurc.1, Ameri
cans have been working longer hours and relaxing

mprott

18202

much more quickly ("scalability") than a non-web
firm lhat must invcit in lhe tinte-c('nsu ming process of financing and constructing buildings and
other physical infrastructure. This is particularly
important to start up firms or those wishing to
introduce nerv business lines or products.

erat ing Eff iciency
The rapid growth in B2B is due largely b a
significant increase in firm operating efficiency made
I

Wayn€' W. Silzel Associates

A web-based firm also can capture market share
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A price advantage that
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vices, are conducted through the Internet directlv

with the consumer. The delivery of the goods or
service ("fulfillment") may be handled dirt'ctly by
the e-firm or by contracting with a logistics firm
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poor" and will tradt' price for

the convenience of ordering products and services
aI a conyenient time (anytime) and in a convenient
location (anywhere). For certain products, such as
toys, the n'eb also avoids a potentially traumatic in-

I

store experience that most shoppers prefer to es-

l

cape.
j

. . . investment

A Neu Value Chain
Ficurc 5 illustrate,s hort' e-commerce has created
a new value chain between producers and consum-

ers. lt begins w,ith a significantly different value
proposition than that of the traditional retailer.
Product/service sele'ction is massive and centralized as opposed to what is available only in a
physical store. Customer service is targeted and
personal rather than constrained by the local labor
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market. Timing convenience is significantlv be.tter:
24 hours a day, sevL,n days a week (24/7) as opposed to when a physical store is open. The extensive resources of the web also allow the e-tailer to
provide consumer education and offer solutions to
customer problems. Finally, web products and services compete globally on price, not iust against the
merchant down the street.
If the e-tailer's value proposition is fulfilled, the
customL,r's experience is positive and a bond of
loyalty can begin to evoh,e. The web firm benefits
from this loyalty as the customer buys more, tells
others about his/her positive experiences, and
makes suggestions to the firm for further improvements. This leads to revenue growth and, at some
point, increased profits, a portion of which can be
plowed back into enhancing and reinforcing the
value proposition.

Fulfillnent Still a Big Hurdle
Successful fulfillment continues to be a major
problem facing e-tailers. The front end marketing
and advertising is of little value if the delivery of the
product or service ("the last mile") cannot be completed in a timely and hassle-free manner. Consumer satisfaction levels decline when orders become "out-of-stock" or require too krng a delivery
time. On average, half of disappointed back-ordered customers cancel their purchases. 'Many etailers are just beginning to understand the overall magnitude and complexity of the fulfillment

.l
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problem, particularly in times of rapid increases in
sales activity.

oth B2B and B2C e-commerce threaten real estate,
Ithough in different wavs. This is tlue to some
undamental propositions:
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ociety."
he [nternet is based on the use of cyberspace,
hich is basically non-physical space.
eal estate, in contrast, is physical space.
very transaction that occurs on the Internet is a
ransaction that will not occur in physical space.
ver time, this substitution can result in less
ggregate demand for physical space, all other
hings being equal.
ven if agtregate demand for a particular property type is not affected, the Internet may require
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Cumulative supply pressures will result in
moderating real ADR growth. Nominal ADR will
gron, less than four percent in the next two years
while annual inflation is e.xpected to risr. at least by
2.5 percent- In inflation-ad justed terms, PricewaterhouseCoopers expects ADR to increase 0.9
percent in 2000 and 0.8 percent in 2001.
Moderating ADR growth and declining occupancies in 2000 will lead to decreasing RevPAR
trends. RevPAR is expected to grow 3..1 percent in
2000. RevPAR growth will improve slightly to 3.3
percent in 2001 as occupancv rate ceases its downward trendDespite the declining trend in RevPAR growth,
industry profits will continue to climb, but at a
decelerating pace. Hotels will increasingly rely on
non-room activities to boost revenues and cut expenses to improve profit margins. Pricen,aterhouseCoopers expects aggregate profits to increase to
$2.1.4 billion in 2000 and $26.5 billion in 200.1 .*.,

WHAT IS THE NATURE OF THE THREAT?
The threat to real estate is tnofold: 1). a direct
reduction in the aggregate demanil for physical
space; and 2). a reduction in the functions currently
associated with the use of these assets, indirectlv
resulting in reduced demand for affected proper-

Travel ap;ents
Automobile salespeople

Direct Reduction in Aggregate Physical Space
Demand
A direct reduction in the ag8re8ate demand for
real estate assets may occur because:
Physical space is no longer required: As noted,
demand for retail and sen ice space is reduced
when transactions occur over the Internet rather
than in a store or office. The more sales or sen'ice
volume handled over the web, thc Iess demand
for physical space. Space devoted to commoditylikt goods and services is most impacted by this
phenomenon.

The acceleration of inventory tumover: Demand for storaSe space is lou,er u,hen average

Bjom Hanson, Ph.D., CRE, Ntrrr York City, is tht global
hosllitolity industrv lndcr for Pricnt nterlnuscCoo1rtrs. Hc
is a rtcognizeel tttthority rtith ltis tlnrs Ltf consultirrg,

inventory turnover is reduced. Reduction in the
turnover rate of businc.ss firms has been declining for some timc as a result of "just in time"
scheduling, the extensive use o( bar coding, and
the growth of logistic firms b distribute goods to
the consumer.
These developments havcprovided the foundation for the Internet to emerge as an integrating and unifying force that will dramatically
improve the' efficiency of goods movement. As
an example, w,hen Dell Computer converted to
an Internet purchasing format, it reportedly reduced its average inr.entory turnover period
from 56 days to six.

hankittg arrJ rexnrth uyeriatce. Ht' ltohls Tlrc Corrrrsc/or of
Renl Estnk (CRE); Ctrtifitd Fraud Examint:r (CFF,); and

lnltrnntional

Mortgage brokers
Real estate brokers
Bank employees
Stock brokers

(F

SCI ) ltrofrsiotnl
deslgraf iolrs. Dr. Hanson is au arrtlnr ond lru1rcnl slteaktr
u,lto has b*rr quolttl in cLttotlltss nmior brrsilcss crrrl irdrrstry lluttlicnlbns. He is or hns beert on ot'ficar,board trrnbar,
ttr fatulty nrcmbtr of nnrty irtLluslry, eLlucntiLtnal, arul cit'it'
organ izat itnts ircl rr dirr g AH tr MA, H S& MAl, Corn dl Un i-

.,ersitV,al;.l Nt:t,Y(trk Unittusifv. tlthns sen cd ns Intenntional Presidcnt of the Cornall Socitty of Llotehucn ond utas
tlre Cornell Hottlit'r ttf tlre Ymr irr 1994.

Reduction or Elimination of Functions Occuting

in Physical Space
The second type of impact is created by the
disintt'rmediation of a function or activity, generally
in the services area. Every business transaction that
is performed over the web ultimately reduces the
demand for physical space to perform the same
transaction.
There are many traditional intermediary roles
that are impacted:
' Insurance agents

68

This is largely due to the significant cost savings
that the web can generatt'in service transactions, as

indicated in Fi.gurr

5.

ties.

ABOUT OUR FEATURED COLUMNIST

Foorl Sen,icc Corrsrr ltnuts

observes, the impact of technological change is
usually overestimated in the short run and underestimated in the long run.t
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The ltupact of E-Cotnitrce on Real Estote

No doubt there are other activities that will be
impacted over time. People made redundant will be
forced to retire or seek employment in ()ther areas.
Unfortunately, the new jobs in the lnternet industry
often require different skill scts than those of many
redundant employee. This is reinforced by thc general tendency of businesses to lay off older employees and hire younger ones.

WHAT IS THE MAGNITUDE OF THE IMPACT?
The magnitucle of t-commerce's impact on rcal estate n ill vary by property type, location, and physical configura tion of the.rsset.

Retail Properties
The web will have the greatest negative impact
on the aggregate demand for retail properties. To
understand thisbetter, it is important to distinguish
betu,een the economic health of the retailer and the
demand for physical retail space. Much has been
written about the ongoing battle'betu,een traditional and web retailers. While the "clicks and mortar" retailers may ultimately prevailover those that
are "born on the wt'b," this is not necessarily good
for real estatt' because the demand for physical
space is still reduccd.

Retail Assets Weakening: Re'tail has been a
depressed property type for many years. The annual growth in shopping center real retail sales per
square foot has been negative or neutral for most
of the last 20 years. This lack of gron,th, coupled
with an emerging concern about the impact of ecommerce, has led to lower investor expectations

for the future appreciation for regional malls, as
indicated in Frgrrrr: 7. In the public market, mall
retail REITs are currently priced at a 30 percent
discount to Net Asset Value (NAV), the steepest
discount of any major property typt'.s This, despite the fact that 1999 was one of the best years for
retail sales ever!
Shopping center space also is rapidly aging.10
almost three-fourths of U.S. space is over
yea rs and almost half is over 20 years. Older centers

Figures 6 -
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The performance in 1999 was mixed withinprice
segments. Both budget and economy segments
achieved the highest inflation-adjusted RevPAR
growth (+3.0 percent and +2.3 percent, respectively),
benefiting from healthv ADR gains. On the other
hand, luxury, upscale, and midprice properties sustained below-average inflation-adjusted RevPAR
increases. Though room demand was exceptionally
strong in these segments, room supply expanded
even faster. These led to large occupancy declines,
which in turn inhibited room rate increases among
these properties.
By region, strong ADR growth allowed New
England, Mountain, Pacific, and Middle Atlantic
regions to outperform the overall industry in terms
of real RevPAR growth (+6.2 percent, +2.1 percent,
+1.7 percent, and +,l.7 percent, respectively) in 1999.
In contrast, hotels in the East South Central and West
South Central reported declining real RevPAR
growth as both regions suffered weak occupancies
and ADR performance.
ln terms of location, resort properties registered the highest real RevPAR growth (+1.8 percent) due to above-average ADR gains. Meanwhile,
hotels in airport, suburban, and urban areas reported stagnant or declining real RevPAR. Hotel
occupancy suffered material declines in these markets, resulting in ADR growth only slightly above
inflation.
Among the top 25 metropolitan statistical areas,
Detroit, Miami-Hialeah, Ne*' Orleans, Washington

D.C., San Diego, Los Angeles-Long Beach, Boston,
Tampa-St. Petersburg, New York, and San Francisco/San Mateo reported RevPAR growth significantly above the industry average in 1999. Robust
Iodging demand expansion allowed ADR in these
markets to grow at least twice as fast as the rate of
inflation dt'spite significant drops in occupancy in
manv cases. In contrast, we.ak demand continued to
drive down occupancy and room rates in C)ahu
Island. Meanwhile, Denver, Dallas, Phoenix, and
Houston generated the most dramatic drops in real
RevPAR growth among the metro markets due to
rapid supply growth.

LODGING INDUSTRY OUTLOOK,
2000

To

2001

PricewaterhouseCoopL'rs expects room demand

to increase 3.0 percent in 2000; and 2.7 percent in
2007. (Tablc 3 Trrtsents the U.S. lorlgitg industry forcadsls. )

As new development proiects are expected to
slow, PricewaterhouseCoopers expects a gradual
decline in room starts through year 2001, From
151,866 rooms in 1998, annual room starts will declineat a compound annual rate of6.4 percent through
2001, but will still remain at high levels (exceeding
100,000 rooms). By 2001, demand growth will catch
up as room supply growth slows to 2.8 percent. As a

result, occupancies will decline bv 0.4 occupancy
point to 62.7 percent in 2000 from 63.4 percent in
1999, and stabilize in 2001.

Table 3

PricewaterhouseCoopers U.S. Lodging Forecasts, 2000 I

1999

2000

2001

63.9

63.1

63.0

1t2.7

2,357

2,440

2,515

2,582

2,652

3.2

3.5

3.0

2.7

2.7

.+.2

3.9

3.5

2.8

2.6

78.01

81.07

83.99

87.10

90.40

4.4

3.9

3.6

3.7

3.8

3.6

3.2

3.1

3.3

3.8

'1e98

Projected Non-Store
GAFO* Sales

Occupancy (%)

Billions

Fiqrire 8
$

160

Average D.rily Rooms Sold

$1

Change from Prior Year (%)

$120
I

tt00

Z0Oz
I

2002

62.7

I

I

End<rf-Year Room Supply
Change from Prior Year

(o/n)

I

$80

!
I

$60

Totat

Revenue per Available Room

trw

$20
$0

Change from Prior Year

(% )

I

I

'1998

2000

2003

200s

* Ceneral merchandise, apparel, fumiture, and other goods

I

Change from Prior Year (%)

Catalogue
E lnternet

s40

I

Average Daily Rate (5)

I

5orr.e: Forecasts are from Pric&L!,ltrl,]0ustc}r.ltet. Hospilililv Dirrclions, December 1999/ranuary 2000
Historical data are from Smith Travel Research.
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lmpact on GAFO space: Fig,r/r 9 translates the
projections in Flqrrrc ll into square footage of shopping centtr and powe.r center space. The 950 billion
in existing non-store sales was deducted from 2005
sales in order to focus only on incremental sales.
This generally assunres the impact of cxisting nonFigure

This analysis indicatts thnt the dannnd for lthysical
CAFO snles ctmld dropbt1asntuch as'15
-17
t
perct:fit
ou:r the nert st:len vc s.
liuce
space dcztottd to

Neighborhood Centers: To date, most observwill have little impact on neighborhood centcrs because of the high
percentage of food and beverage items. This is
furthc.r demonstrated in the marketplace where
neighborhood ce.nter REITs are discounted at the
second Iolvest rate (.19 percent) of any major property type.
The amount of money and talent being expended on online grocery operations such as
Webvan and Streamline, however, may ultimatelv
pose a threat to traditional supermarket chains that
operate on very lorl' margins. Webvan in particular
is focusing on reinventing the supermarket distribution system and, if it succeeds, all grocery store
metrics may change.
ers have assumed that the web
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While the impact on retail will most likely
involve a reduction in the amount of space required, aggregate demand for industrial space
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Non-store Sales Growing Rapidly: Non-store
retail sales havt'been rapidly increasinB, although
stilla relatively small percentage of total retail sales.
Catalogues continue to be the dominant format for
non-store retail sales although Internet sales have
been responsible for the bulk of the growth over the
last few years and are growinS; at a faster rate.
Between 1996 and.1998, virtually all of the
growth in non-store sales was over the Internet. The
growth in catalogue sales was about the same as
1992 - 7996, while ry sales growth was static.
Figrrrc 8 projects non-store retail sales of general
merchandise, apparel, furniture, and other goods
(GAFO)
- those considered to be most likely to
occur in shoppinB and power centers. The analysis
assumes that catalogue and TV sales will continue
at 1992 - 98 growth rates. lnternet sales were projected at the mean of two sets of industry projections. Based on this analysis, Internet sales should
become the dominant form of non-store CAFO
sales by 2005.
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may actuallv increase. The Iocation and design of
new industrial buildings, however, will be considerably different than today.

Aggregate demand: At this point, the aggredifficult to gauge. A strong
argumcnt can bc'made that industrial demand
will bc lower in the future as a result of the
decline in aver.ige turnover, made possible by
the increasing use of the web for inventory nranagement.
There are, however, many positive forces shaping industrial space demand. Increasingly, traditional office users are shifting to industrial facilities.
As an example, pension advisor Kennedy Associates has developed 24 facilities over the last tw()
years, utiLizing industrial construction techniques
to create more cost efficient office space. Most tenants are large, blue chip companie,s, utilizing the
space largelv for office-type operations.
The operations of web firms also are having a
positive impact on industrial demand. Initially, this
occurred through the development of space for
independent call centers taking online orders and
Iogistic firms delivering products to the customer.
Increasingly, holtever, web firms are taking
direct control of the ordering and fulfillment process. As an example, Annzorr.com isdeveloping millions of square feet of regional distribution ce-nters
within a dav's truck drive of many American markets.Webvan hasexecuted a contractwith the Bechtel
Group kr develop highlv automated, mega-warehouses in 26 cities across the nation.'
gate demand issue is

Metro Area Location: Thus far, we.b building
tmphasized being at or near the
delivery capabilitit's of major logistical firms such as
sitL. selection has

FedEx and UPS. This has meant increased demand

for industrial facilities at or near major airports,
particularly in hubs such as Memphis and Louisville.

As morc u,eb firms decide to manage their
own fulfillment, L'xpect expansion of de mand in
other major regional distribution centtrs such as
Atlanta, Dallas, Los Angeles, Chicago, and Northern New Jersev. These markets are also attractive
because the host city is usuallv a Iarge market in
itself, allowing rapid distribution to customors in
thc' immedia te' area. The resu lt could bc a negative
impact on industrial demand in second tier distribution cities.

Airport Locations: Whether or nut this new
demand will favor airport locations r,',ithin these
metro arc'as

l1

is

notclear. AMB I'ropertvCorp.,

a

largt'

industrial REIT, is developing new warehouse
facilities "on the tarmac" of airports throughout
the nation and, potentially, overseas. Other observers point to the necessity of being located
near regional .rnd local ground distribution systems.
If an airport location is desired, there is also the
issue of whethcr to utilizc an existing public passen-

ger terminal or one of an expanding number of
private freight and executive aircraft airports. Public passenger airport locations continuc' to have a
major advantage
40 percent or more of cargo is
still carried on passenger flights.r"

Building design: There also are major changes
occurring in the design of these nen,buildings. The
combination of a large, diverse inventory, high
turnover, and a "single point" delivery promise
retluires a sophisticated, dependable order tracking
system. A large portion of this can be automated,
requiring clear-span space for installation and operation of equipment, as well as the a',,ailability of
an adequate supply of dtpendable power. Multiple
truck operations require a large number of truck
bays and more land devoted to truck turning and
maneuve'ring.
Not all fulfillmcnt operations can be automatedlarger numbers of peoplc (for industrial buildings)
are required tooperate the automated systemand to
"hand-pick" special orde.rs." This means air-conditioning a higher percentage of building space and
providing more emplovee parking than would be
found in a traditional industrial building.
Since u'eb-based inventory turns much faster,
there are fewt'r invcntories stored and less dernand
for high rack storage space. This shifts building
design from a concern with cubage to ont, of square
footage, resulting in new buildings having lou'er
ceilings and a largcr footprint. When coupled with
a need for more employet' parking, industrial building sites will have to bc considerably larger than in
the past. Amazon's neu, 800,000 square foot warehouse in Atlanta is a good example of this new
prototype.
Public Warehouses: Industrial facilities for
smaller firms are also changing. Some of AMB's
new buildings, such as one under construction at
DFW airport, will allow four 747-cargo airplanes
to simultaneously unload directly onto the rl,arehouse loading dock. The goods are then transferred to onc. or more of 46 truck loading docks
situated on the, other side of the building. In essence, this type of facility is not a storage building
but a "through put" facility that mixes and matches
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fter a sloll second-quarter performance, growth of the U.S. economy
.{_laccelerated in the second half of 1999. Real gross domestic product (CDP)
grew at an annual rate of 4.1 percent in 1999, fueled by increased inventorv
buildup and export activity as well as continued robust consumer and business

I

spending.

?i

The pace of c'conomic activity in the U.S. will continue to remain strong at
least until 2001 as overseas economies gain momentum; Macroeconomic
Advisers anticipates real GDP kr slow slightly from 1999 to 3.4 percent in 2000
and 2.8 percent in 2001.
Theanticipated solid performance of the U.S. economy in thenexttwovears
rvill stimulate lodging demand growth as well as encourage continued development initiatives. Room rate advances will continue, but there will be a tightcr
spread betneen average room rate growth and inflation in the next two years.
Although profit margins are not expected to improve significantly going
forward, aggregate industry profits will continue to rise at a compound annual
growth rate, of 8.3 percent.

MODERATING RevPAR GROWTH
After peaking at 6.I percent in 1996 in the current cycle, the growth of U.S.
revenue per available room (RevPAR) has been trending down as the high level
of hotel construction has adverselv affected occupancie's and room rate growth
in most lodging marke'ts. Beginning in 'l996, U.S. demand growth failed to keep
pace with the supply expansion. The net increase in supply from 1996 to 1998
was almost 292,000 rooms, representing a compound annual growth of 4.1
percent. By comparison, thc. industry's historical supply growth average from
1975 to l99tl is 2.8 percent.
Occupancy d ropped 1.2 occupancy points to 63.9 percent in 1998 from 65.1
percent in 1996. Room rate increases also slowed to 4.4 percent in 1998 from 6.5
percent in 1996. The combination of lower occupancy and modest average
daily rate (ADR) gains caused RcvPAR grou'th to slide from 6.I percent in 1996
to 3.6 percent in '1998.
1999 PERFORMANCE

Statistics from Smith Travel Research (STR) shorv a continuation of these
trends in 1999. The stronger supply gro wth (+3.9 percent) rclative to dt'mand
growth (+3.5 perc€'nt) pushed down occupancy ratL's, thus limiting the industry's
ability to raise room rates and RevPAR. The occupancy in 1999 fell 0.5
occupancv point to 63.4 percent, w,hile ADR increased onlv 3.9 percent to 98.1 .07
in the same period one year earlier. As a result, RevPAR advanced by only 3.2
percent. In inflation-adjusted terms, RevPAR increased 1.0 percent. (Tnbles 1
nrtd 2 swnnmrizc the'1999 parformttrce itrLlicntors.)
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goods between air and ground transit, which, in
the process, substantially reduces inventory turnover.
ln summary, tho impact of e-commerce on industrial properties will br. both positive and negative. Cenerally, the positive is that many new facilitie.s n'ill bc required in ne,w locations- Most of the'se
will be built from scratcl.r due to major changes in
building location and design. Also, they will be
krcated as closely as possiblt'to key modal inte,rchanges in the path of goods movement, particularly at the nexus of air and ground transit.
Perhaps more far-reaching is the use'of the web
to change the logistic equation, requiring new buildings that facilitate air/ground transfer and have
little need for storagc. While this creates demand
for new, specially designed space, it reduces inventory turnover and could shrink the need for pure
storage space. This could have a negative impact on
the demand for existing industrial properti('s, particularly those in older industrial areas and,/or
se'cond titr cities. Over time, manv of these buildings could become functionally obsolete for industrial purposes and may better serve office, residential, or other uses.

Efficiency and lower transaction costs
u,hen
buving real estate. through investment in -publicly
traded stock, there is no need to negotiate iointventur(, agrL'ements and othercontracts; hire la\{yers and ground-lc.vel consultants; perform costly
groundJevel dtrc diligence; develop nr-.rv business relationships; hire a staff; open offices; or
incur frictional costs of entry and exit (transfer
taxes, title insurance premiums, etc.), all potential
aspects of direct investment in real estate. In
addition, in the case of foreign investors, FIRPTA
taxes typically can be avoided.

will always be an active private real estate
investment sector (as there is in non-real estate capital intensive industries that have long been public),
and some investors will continue to shy away from
investments in public REITs and REOCs because of
the view that such investments clo not provide the
There'

sought-after diversification from stock market investments historically provided by real estate investments (the lurv will be out for some time as to
this debate). But on balance, despite the recent setbacks, public REITs'and REOCs' roles as investment vehicles will continue k) grow as their advantages to investors converge with the inescapable
logic of providing the capital intensive real estate
industrv with access to the public capital markets.REl

Office Properties
We have noted that many service firrns will
suffer disintermediation as a result of the growth of
e-commerce.r2Since many of the emplovees affected
will not be candidates for "webifying," the odds are
high that this u,ill result in fewer employees per
dollar of revenue and lcss demand for traditional
office space.
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Financial, insurance, and real e.state (FIRE) services will be one of the major areas impacted. As of
1997, FIRE firms occupied approximately 30 percentof office space in the U.S."Any majnr reduction
in FIRE demand will most likely impact office space
in CBDs, particularly in second tier cities and those

lacking a strong higi-tech labor force. ''

Substitution Space: In some cases, Iower demand for office space'may bc. offset by demand for
new space in a new krcation or a nert, configuration.
It is also possible that vacated office space is reused
by non-traditional users, as reflected in the growth
of lnternet firms in downtown San Francisco's "Media Gulch"'i and New York's "Silicon Alley." For

those firms that can successfully webify all or a
portion of their operations, the new facilities are
more likely to be located in industrial rather than
office areas.
If the web reduces operating margins as

6+
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Thc lrnptcl of E-CLrr nvrce on Reol Eslolt

Real estate does appear to be threatened

by e-commerce, nlthough the threat is

quite differcnt for each of the major
property types. For some real estate Iinns
and indiaiduals, e-cornrflerce ,rray ,neafl art
erul to tlrc way busifiess has been coflducte.l

in the past. For others, e-cor?rrfierce ,nay
represent dn opporturlity to grow both
professionally and financially in u:hat
history zoill ,ro iloubt record as a defining
,nornent for the irdustry.
anticipated, FIRE firms may be forced to seek
Iower operating cost environments.r" In the long
run, this may have even broader implications for
the location of office operations and may further
contribute to the shift k) industrial-type facilities.

Apartffi?nt Properties
Demographics: Multifamily residential properties are already benefiting from the positive demand impact stemming from two maior traditional
apartment cohorts (boomers over 50 plus echo
boomers in the l8 - 25 year old category) experiencing rapid growth simultaneouslv.
In terms of web impact, few strong arguments
can be made that it rvill be nc'gative. In fact, thc
added convenience of web shopping could further
enhance the attraction of apartment living by delivering goods and services directlv to the individual
unit or community pickup station. This should be
particularly attractive to time-starved professionals
and older residents.

Web Initiatives: To take advantage of this,
several Iarge multifamily owners, such as BRE Properties, are experimenting with the development ofa
community home page from which a wide variety

of shopping and other services can be provided
over high capacity lines, without disrupting normal
phone service. The availability of on-site apartment
managers to explain services, expedite deliveries,
and explore rtsident needs creates a por!,erful mer-

chandising combination of considerable value to
retailers and others seeking to expand their penetration of local consumer markets.
The apartment owner also stands to benefit
handsomely. Most owners experience 50 percent
or greater annual tenant turnover. To the exent
that tenants evidence' greater satisfaction from

Figure 10
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their living environment, they may te.nd to change
residences less frequently. Lower turnover rates
mean increased income that falls directly to the
bottom line.
In addition, potential non-rental income
through advertising, licensing agreements, and
other arrangements with retailers may turn out to
be significant, further enhancing apartments as a
desirable invc'stment opportunity in the new ce'ntury.

benefit, as apartment living is made more desirable.
In conclusion, real estate does appear to be threatened by e-commerce, although the threat is quite
different for each of the major property types. For
some reaI estate firms and individuals, e-commerce
may mean an end to the way business has been
conducted in the past. For others, e-commerce may
represent an opportunity to grow both profession-

allv and financially in what historv will no doubt
record as a defining moment for the- industry.

SUMMARY
Figurc 10 summarizes the anticipated impact of ecommerce on various real estatL'property types.
Malls and pou,er centers should experience the
most direct negative impact, followed by CBD office buildings. Industrial and suburban office properties willexperience a significant impact, but largelv

in terms of a shift in design and location. It

is

The new Millennium is an excellent time to take
stock and challenge traditional ways ofdoing things.
From this re-examination of goals and circumstances, new strategies can evolve that will minimize dou,nside risks and perhaps uncover new
opportunities that were previously unknown.*.,

1

.

corporate real estate operating companies, or REOCs. For all of their shortcomings and maturational problems, publicly-traded REITs represent a new breed
of investment vehicles that have noteworthy virtues and fundamental advantages over many of the older methods of investing in real estate.
Take, for example, the perspective of the individual investor who bought
interests in syntlicated limited partnerships in the 1980's and whose plight is
onceagain making news. Therecarr belittledoubt that thepublic REIToT REOC
offers individual investors more liquidity, better governance and accountability of management, and better reporting and transparency than the syndicated
limited partnership structure.
And the same is often true from the perspective of institutional investors.
Take the admittedly crude example of an institutional investor based some'
where in thc Midwest who would like to allocate some funds to office buildings
in the'Southeast. The investor now has a choice between investing in the
publicly-traded stock of any number of REITs which focus on the sector or
utilizing one of the various private market alternatives that has historically
been available. Investing in the public stock will often prove advantageous for
a number of reasons:
r Instant access to information required tt-r make the investment decision
SEC filings on the REIT that provide dctailed information, including audited financials, can bc. pulled off the internet in seconds.
. Speed of execution and liquidity - de'pending on the size of the investment,
the'stock can be purchased and sold almost instantly with a few clicks of a

.

NOTES & REFERENCES

Neighborhood shopping ct'nters should feel the
least impact of the retail formats, although the
L.mergence of w,ell financed and managed ecommerce food and beverage business models
mdy pose a problem tei low m.rrgin supermdrket chains. Multifamily residential appears to
be the only propL,rty type that will not experience a significant negative impact as a result of
the growth of e-commerce and, in fact, may

its bear market wounds, are the lor.q-fsnlr advantages of publicly traded,

'

possible that net aggregate industrial space demand may actually increase.

t0

he current RE|T-related news centers on the day-to-day performance of
I REIT stocks, the ercessivc restrictions imposed by the REIT rules, methods
for retaining and compensating REIT executives, and predictions for when the
REITbcar market rvill end. Often forgotten, however, as the REIT industry licks

f

The worldwide use of the Internet doubles everv 100 days.
The web has reached 50 million users in less than five years,
significantly faster than television (13 years), the computtr
(16 years), or radio (38 years).

2. Examplesincludetelephones,faxmachines,computers,bar-

'

code xanners, credit cards, smart cards, teL{ommunica'
tions Iines, hand-held devices, robots, etc.
3. Theterms "web" and "lnternet" are used interchangeably in
this article.
4. ColdmanSachs
5. Wall Sl/eel lountol, November 22, 1999.
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mouse.
Assurance of getting future reports on a regular basis - public companies are
required to file with the SEC publicly available quarterly reports, including
financials, and to disclose all material events.

Tried-and{rue public company corporate governance structure

-

while

certainly not perfect, the governance structure that has e.volved in corporate
America is relatively rvell-defined, gives the shareholders a clear voice, and
provides mcchanisms for aligning the interests of management with those
of the sharcholders.
Comfort that the various Wall Street watchdogs (analysts, ratinS agencies,
investment banks and the financial press) will be keeping an eye on the
REIT.
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Once the hard work of determining the cvcle
position of the markets under study is completed,
the user can utilize the results as a management tool
for timing strategies, asset management and valuation, portfolio risk assessment, and short- versus
long-term lease decisions, among others. Every real
estate investment needs a stratcgy for a profitable
venture to include timing and an exit notion. Cycle
modeling and analysis provides a tool for such a
strategy.
Changes in the real estate markets are inevitable.
Some will bring back memories of times past; some
may be new wrinkles on old themes. Investors, eager
to avoid a repeat of past mistakes, continue to seek
out advance warnings of future risks to real estate
investments. The good ncws is that more timely
information on real estate markets is available in the
21" Century. And, real estate research provides the
modeling capability in the form of real estate value
cycle analysis that provides a powerful tool to anchor investment strate8y.REl

Peter F. Korpacz, M Ll, Bethesda, Marylard, is currtntly
the director nnd gktbal head ot' tfu strategic rcal estate
resenrclt group of Prican alcrhouseCoolters, LLP. Witlt our
35 yrurs Ltf exptrierrct in real estate appraisal, counseling,
anLl rexarch fitlds, he is sought after as a qualified experl
u'ittrcss in t'nri(rtrs slnte and ltleral courts in:ool:oing real
estale disputes,and is tnliotnlly recogrtizcd as an apprniser
and arbilrator irr realcsfrlc l.rx,ssessnr,nt disprrtts. He uas
fonnrrly lhe president of Peter F. Korpacz €t Associates,
Inc., ztltrcitt llr Korpacz Real Estate Investor Survey
uas first pttblishtd in 1988 and nour rnarks its 'l2th ycar in
publicatitttr ruder I he Pricnt'af erhouseCoopers' hnnner.
Be girnring in 2000, P ricetl'aterhousecoopers lau nched Real
Estate Value Cycles, a semi-attnual publicatiotr ol real
estate cycle informatirm on the positiort of office, zt arelttuse,
reliil, qpartmtnt, and hottl sectors irt 58 rnajor U.S. nnr-

1999).

7. Formoreof Peter'sinsightfulobservationsontheworkingsof
technology and the web, click on www.pikenet.com.
Lynch, CtitfiWrulit'e Valualiotl ol REITS, January 6,
2000. Other propcrtv types were: Apartments: 15 percent;
Neighborhood Shopping Centers: 19 perc!,nt, Hotels:21 percent; and Office/lndustrial: 22 percent.
9. Other Intemet firms rvith plans for developing large warehouscs include Barnesandnoble.com Inc., and eToys-com
lnc.
10. AMB I']roperties, Inc.
11. ln a recent survcy, approximately ,lO pcrcent of E-firms
reported that some "manual intervention" was required kr
fill orders (Source: Wall Strect lo nnl, November 22, 1999).
12. Some observers expect som ethinS of a counter trend or reinfermediation, as expcrienced people are incrcasin8ly re.
quired to i terpret the flood of comm@litized data made
possible by the Internet.
'13. Instituteof Real Estate Management
14. From l997 to 1999, the annual cmployment growth rate in the
financial services, insurance, and renlestate (FIRE) industries

8. Merrill

fell fromoverfourpercent towellbelow twopercent.

kets.

During

the same pcriod, the annual employment growth rate lor
"New Economy" industries such as telecom, recreation services, motion pictures, and computer and data processin8
remained near or above six percent.
15. As an example, it was r6ently announced that eight floors
(200,000 sq.f0 in the formerChevron building indowntown
San Francisco were leasrd k).r multi-media company.
16. Industrial space rents for $5-$6 sq.ft. versus$20-$30

foroffice

and retail-
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radical as the changr's in the real estate markt't have been over the last

10

THE RIsTs oT DTsINTERMEDIATIoN

corresponding effective demand. Later in the decade, however, it gave way to
a startling recovery u,ith vastly improved occupancies and double-digit market rent increases. ln the prrress, the public markets (REITs and CMBS)
emerged as the catalyst for disciplined and adequate real estate investment
dollars.
And yet, what else is new? Haven't we been there before? For some of us,
more than once in our caree'rs? Some of the same suspects and a few nert'ones,
only a diffe'rent time? The one constant through it all, peaks and valleys, is the
cycle of real estate performance. Market cycles are timeless, and the process is
unlikely to change.
The notion that real estate markets are cyclical is not new. What is new and
significant is the' recognition by informed decision-makers of the importance
of research on the cyclical nature of real estate markets with regard to real estate
values.
The real estate value cycle methodology t'mployed by the Clobal Strategic
Real Estate Group of PricewaterhouseCoopers incorporates both the physical
and capital market re'al estate cycll's through a simple concept. The physical
real estate cycle adclresses real estate economics - the interaction between
supply and demand, in other words, real estate that impacts vacancy rates and
rental rates. The capitaI market real estate. cycle addresses the redistribution of
real estate assets from se'llers to buyers the creation of real estate value
through new construction.
The combination of the physical and capital market real estate cycles occurs
in the formula known to many in tht real estate industry: V = I/R, wherein V
equals value, I equals income, and R equals the cap rate. The physical real estate
cvcle directly impacts the income (i) or real estate assets. If vacancv rates
increase and occupancy declines, rental rates decrease. The multiplication of
occupancy and rent theoretically equals income. The capital market real estate
cycle impacts cap rates (R), which respond to changes in vacancy rates and
changes in income. Real estate cycles impact the bid-ask between sellers and
buyers and new construction by developers and owners.

ETvTBRACTNG

Ity lohn Stnnfill

ver the past ferv vears many self-stvletl futurists have been
fervently predicting that the Internet's ability to enhance
communications between the principals in a commercial real
estatetransaction will lead directly towidespread "disintermediation"
in which all traditional intermediaries will become extinct. Obviously
such su,t'eping prognostication has been the cause for quite a bit of
concern among real estate professionals in general and among commercial brokers in particular. ln realitv, the glob.-rl reach and everexpanding capabilities of the Inte'rnet represent a myriad of opportunities for forwardJooking commercial realestate brokerages to greatly
enhance their value-added services as well as improving their cost
efficiency. By embracing these new technologies rather than avoiding
them, brokers can turn the Internet into a source of new empowerm rt instead of a threat of climination.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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u"o.t, the timelessness o[ real estate remains int.tct.
The real estate recession o[ the early'90s wreaked financial havoc on
investments saddled with the enormous overbuilding of the 1980s without the
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RAPID EVOLUTION OF INTERNET
E-COMMERCE CAPABILITIES
Over the past ferv vears a virtual stampede of companies have
stormed on to the Internet in a new and unrelenting "gold rush" to
mine the mother lode of e-commerce. According ttr projections from
Forrester Research, Inc., the online sales of hard goods alone will
reach $'1.3 trillion u,ithin the United States by 2003. Already, the nen,
frontier of e-commerce has proclucecl many undisputed high-profile
successes, such as Amazon.com, eBav, CeoCitie's, and Dcll Computer
Online. At the same time, the excitement generated bv these ner.,r,
online commerce alternatives is continuing to fuel the unrelenting
growth in the number of actively participating Internet users, currently estimated to include more than 80 million Americans, with
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Computer modeling adds immeasurably to the efficient and accurate
placement of each real estate market by property type and geography in the
proper phase of the full cycle - recession, recovery, e\p.rnsion, and contraction.
Alternativelv, the investor can analyze both the characteristics and trends in I
(income) and R (cap rate) in any given property market to determine where the
market is in the value cycle (Exhibil 7).
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In fact, we don't know which of the numerous
economic risks lurking out there might tip the
economy into recession. It is important, though, to
recognize that the risks are real. During the long and
very impressive cyclc, ofthe'90s we dodged a couple
ofexceptionallv serious troubles, including the threat
of a commercial banking collapse in the U.S. betu,een.l990 and 1993 and the potential for a severe
global decline in i998. Our hope in continued expansion is the likelihood that many of the weaknesses
listed above are already in the process of correction.

millions more joining in every month. Spurred on

The commercial rcal estate market

by the welt-publicized successes of these e-commerce pioneers and the growing acceptance of

has been sorfleTlthat slower to ernbrace

the Internct because of the iflherefltly

mainstream users, the Internet now represents a
maior opportunity for transforming both the residential and commercial sectors of the real estatc
industry.

dilferent nature of the cornmercial process.
lnstead of beiry driaen by tlrc mass
corntlufiicfrtion of standardized listing
itformation as in the residential sector,
thc comtnercial sector has tratlitionally
entdiled much ,rrole cornplex afld aaried
transactions that require a higher leoel
of management by the broker throughout
the entire sales and negotiation process.

While much of the "buzz" associated rvith tht.
lntcrnet h.rs been on the e\citint new succcsses in
retail-oriented, Business-to-Consumer (B2C) sectors, industry experts generally agree that the most
dramatic impacts of Web-enabled commerce are

just now beginning to emerge in the Business-tcr
Business (B2B) arena. While B2C applications offer
a new way for retailers to reach broader markets,
82B eBusiness applications entail sweeping opportunities for completely re-engineering existing supply chain and transaction processing relationships
for much greater efficiency using Internet-based
technologies.

But the economy gives us no Buarantees.
Don't be too dismissive of that old gentlc'man or
his sign. Asissooften thecase, there is great practical
benefit in a biblical injunction: Be watchful. You do
not know the day or the hour. The best insurance
against the ill effects of a recession, after all, is to
anticipate that you will one dayneed to cope with the
downturn. Tht' best time to start that planning is
now.REl

sales in the residential market are driven primarily
by the ability to put standardized information into
the hands of armies of local agents, the use of
Internet-based marketing has quickly becomt' a
powerful tool.

According to a new studv conducted by Activmedia,
the real estate market is predicted to be the seconcl
fastest BrowinB .rrena for online ctrntmerce, erceeded only by the growth in computer software
sales and ahead of publishing/ information services, financial services, Internet services and computer hardware. The Activmedia report indicates
that while overall business on the Internet is growing at an cxpkrsive 63 percent, the real estate sector
is experiencing an amazing 310 percent growth
rate. Although the bulk of this real estate e-commerce gron,th is in the retail-oriented residential
sector, the commercial real estate sector offcrs major opportunities for re-engineering the entire intermediary process to greatly enhance brokers' valueadded services and overall profitability.
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On the other hand, the commerciaI real estate market has been somewhat slou,er to embrace the
Internet because of the inherently different nature
of the commercial process. Instead of being driven
bv the mass communication of standardized listing
information as in the residential sector, the commercial sector has traditionally e'ntailed much more

complex and varit'd transactions tlrat require a
higher Ievel of management by the broker throughout the L'ntire sales and negotiation process.
Clients in the commc'rcialsector tend to look to thc'ir
brokers to provide a broader set of value-added
serr.ices n'ithin the context of a deeper and often
times ongoing relationship. Because of this need for
a deeper relationship, many commercial brokers
have traditionally been reluctant to "open-up" the
process, preferring to maintain more control over
exactly how and where the properties aremarketed.
Therefore, commercial brrkers require much more
functionality and flexibility from their investment

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN RESIDENTIAL
AND COMMERCIAL MARKETS

ln the earlv going, the residential real estate market
has actively migrated to tht' use of online marketing
and sales mechanisms because the lnternet represents a fairlv natural cxtension of existing standardized methodologies. For example, residential multiple listing services (MLS) havc been automated
for decade's and are u'idelv accepted as a core tool
for the industry. Moving MI-S databases online was
a verv logical step in response to the growing rvave
of a1;ents and their customers lvho routinely use the
Internet. Similarly, the enhancement of the markcting and sales process through the'online posting of
Web-based "brochure-ware" has become a routine
part of thc residential real estate arena. Because
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in online svstems.
As thev implement ne\^, Internet-based e-commerce
solutions, commercial real est ate brokers nr.ed to be
able to flexibly manage a variety of multi-dimr:nsional marketing methods, such as:

Worldwide marketing of their listings based on
a variety of parameters that go vvell beyond just

price and location;

E
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Options for privately posting listings within their
own organizations;
Capability to focus marketing efforts on pre-

qualified principals;
Ability to interactively search and retrieve
listings according to a r.r,ide range of parameters;

Flexibility to step the marketing process through

distinct phases, such as starting with private
listings and then transitioning to more r.r,idespread shared listings as required;
Options for efficiently delivcring both onlineand
hard-copy color marketing materials and offering memorandum in real time;

Efficient integration with existing legacy systems and desktop environments;
Capability to supplement the sale with valueadded support sen'ices at the point of transaction; and
Built in analysis tools for ongoing management
of the overall sales and marketinp; process to
achieve optimal results for customers and profitability for the broker.

OPTIMIZING LIQUIDITY,
SPEED OF TRANSACTIONS, AND
COST.EFFICIENCY
The basic objectives for the ultimate success of anv
market-making activity include the need to optimize Iiquidity for the customers while ensuring a
high degree of transaction speed and cost efficiencv. As the commercial real estate industrv Iras
become increasingly globalized and institutionalized, the ability to provide ready liquidity has
become an important consideration for professional investors, such as REIT managers and pension fund advisors. Likewise the ability to spec'd
up the transaction process ensures greater effectiveness of the market bv reducing the percentage
of deals that are at risk of "falling out" of the
process during protracted negotiations, due to
conditions such as changes in the economic environment.

The broker cotnmunity is discotsering

that the u,eIl-integlated deplovment of

atly
improae the underlyitrg cost efficienctt of

cylinders. We have been congratulating ourselves
about the breadth of the American economic revival,
most notably seen in a three-month skein of ,1..1

decent housing, medical care, or quality public education. And, with the Japanese model squarely be-

their operations by helping them to more
quicklV target qualified plospects afld to
rapidly moae their transactiot s florn
initial presentation to final corllpletion.

percent national unemployment, the best jobless
rate'in 30 vears. But rve actually have had many soft
spots in the past year or two. A simple list would
include;

stock market and the potL.ntial consequences of Wall
Street running out of gas in the near future .
Real estatc profe'ssionals do well to attend to the
total economic picture, good and bad. Real estate is
best conceived as a residual product of economic
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EXTENDING GEOGRAPHIC REACH AND
MARKET KNOWLEDGE
Perhaps the greatest impact of Internet-based technologies on the commercial real estate market is the
ability to immediately reach prospective customers
..tnvrt,here around the world and around the clock

with in-depth and highly effective information on
the propertv being offered. Unlike residential sales,
in which geographic location is the primary criteria
for matching buvers and sellers, the conrmcrcial
market has become an increasingly global arena, in

r.r,hich other business parameters generallv outrveigh geographic location. Therefore, to serve this
n orldwide marketplace, commercial brokers must
leverage availablt' Internet-based technologies to

improve their reach.
By using Internet-based "infornediary services" that
are tailored specifically t() commercial brokers, such

as the l'>ropertyFirst.com svstem, agents can gain
.rccess to detailed listings for thousands of

.-rr, ailable
properties, which can be easily searched and sorted
bv a rl'ide range of criteria. Properties can be ca tegorized according to location, size, price, and type,

Therefore, an increasinglv sophisticated customer
base is turning to their commercial brokers to use all
available technologies to optimize marke't reach,
liquidity, and transaction speed. Similarly, the bro-

such as office, industrial, shopping/retail, multihousing, hotel/resort, etc. This makes it a relatively
simple matter for a brokcr to quickly compile a list
of targeted candidate properties right from the
broker's desktop. Similarly, using services that provide database's of registered principals, commercial
brokers can interactively search and sort according
kr detailed profiles and buying criteria in order to
tluicklv match prospective buver requirements with
available properties.

ker communitv is tliscovering that the rvell-integrated deployment of Internet-based technologies
can greatlv improve the underlving cost efficiencv
of their operations by helping them b more tluickly
target qualified prospects and to rapidlv move thcir
transactions from initial presentation to final
completion.

Driven by the nee,d to better serve their custom('rs, m()st commcrcial brokers are nort recognizing the bent'fits of tapping into some form of
shared database servicl's to extend their reach and
speed up salescycles. However, the highlycompetitive nature of the commercial marketplace' and the
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A manufacturing

sector which has seen recent
employment losses in all industries except for
automobiles
A capacity utilization rate that was 80.7 percent in
October, an indication that our production chain
is relatively slack give'n the duration of this e.xpansion and that the surge of investment in plant
and equipment during the'90s is seeing suboptimal returns
A negative trade balance of historic proportions,
with each quarter's dip in the current account
creating a drag, now approaching $100 billion
c.very three months, on total GDP
An absolute drop inexports (notiust a lagrelative
to high importvolumes) from approximately $680
billion in l99Z to $660 billion in 1999
Federal belt-tightening that has seen governme'nt
spending growth slip behind real GDP increases,
not only in social programs but in defense (0.9
percent nominal growth in Fiscal 2000, or a loss in
constant dollar spending) ancl in net interest paynrents to the private sector (one of the consequence's of a budget surplus that lets us retire
high-yield Treasury debt)
An agricultural economy that is truly distressed,
$'ith net farm income at its loh'est kvel in a
decade

We shall probably never know the extent of the
productivity wasted in the obsessive attempt to
exterminate the Y2K computer buB, but it cost at
least a couple of decimal points in CDP during
'l998 and 1999.

In the face of such measures, it is all the most stunning that we have not only kept growing for so long,
but have continued to t'xpand robustly. The list
immediately above, hou,ever, does not exhaust the
sources ofconcern. Sociallv, we have to \.\,orry about
our incredible shrinking savings rate, the persistence of the underclass in the midst of gencral prosperity, and the question of n'hy - for all our wealthwc find large swaths of the population unable to find

Insider's [)erspective - Tlrc
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fore us, we need to consider the helium-powered

activity, receiving its value from the ability to provide functional, well-located, pleasing, and economically appropriate facilities. Real estate exists to house

purple and their interactions at work and play, to
provide a placc. to fabricate, store, distribute, and sell
goods. The very term "economy" comes from the
Creek oikos, meaning "house." I have found that real
estate, with all its tangibility, is an excellent vantage
point from which kr vierv the economy as a whole,
since property value so intimately rcflects economic
demand stemming from everv conceivable sector.
lf I have my rescrvations about the current good
fee.lings about the economy - based upon the factors
I've listed - I still do not see any immediate stumbling bbck that would end the successful run of
GDP gains in the near future. We have too much
momentum thus far in 2000 for any sudden contraction to be likelv. Industrial production figures started
to improve last summer and the National Association of Purchasin6; Managers Index for November
was solidly positivL'. Real personal income is advancing smartly and consumer confidence is high.
Thus, we havc just had the best holiday sales season
in more. than a decade, both in stores ancl on-line.
After-tax corporate profits have doubled since 1990
and are up 5.5 percent in the past year. We have a
Federal Budgct in surplus, giving the government
plenty of ammunition for economic stimulation
should it be nccded. And we already have a high real
interest rate - the spread of short-term rates over the
CPI that gives thc. Fedcral Reserve tremendous
monetary flexibilitv should it be needed, as it was in
lak' 1998.
No nonder that there is snickering at anv suggestion that "the end is near" for this cycle. Our
biggest danger might be complacencv, th(, optimistic belief that growth will go on fore.r,er. Ileal estate
analvsts know what this unrealistic faith looks like:
revenuo proiections that grow faster than inflation
throughout the cash flou, proiection, coupled with
an aggrcssive discount rate to calculate Net Present
Value.
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importance of the brokers' contributions to the process rctluire that these shared markttplaccs be clcsigned to preservt' broker autonomv and control.

INSIDER'S PERSPECTIVE

FOCUS ON THE ECONOMY
Tga Eruo IsNtr Nean . . . BUT REpENT lr.:vmv!
l,tt HuSh F. Kclh1, CRE
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we lrave gotten thr(rugh Y2K without needing to draw on all that

YY

bottlc,.l water.rnd c.rnned food. The survivalists have come back from the
mountains. The confetti is cleaned up from Times Square. Airplanes clidn't fall
from the sky. At last report, ATMs had notcycled back to the year "00" and were
still dispensing dollars, not rvampum. Even the hangovers have gone awav by

now.

When I was growing up, magazine cartoonists had clipart of a bearded,
rumpled old man carrying a sign saying, "The End is Near!" The punch line
would vary, depending on thc news of the day. But the comedy was .rlways the
same: the out-of-touch doomsayer with the millenarian message versus the gogetters !t ho made the r.l,orld revolve. We, the readers, alrvavs knew something
that the local Nostradamus couldn't see and our lar-rghter never inr.oh,ed
adopting his perspective. The end zoos,r'l noar; the party was destined to go on.
That rvas the point of the joke.
By the time this editkrn of Rr,n/ Eslalc,lsslrrs is in your hands, we will have
passed another significant event on tht, calendar. The present economic
expansion will havr, set a new record for longevity. Young pet.lple n,ho were in
grade school at the time of the last recession will be preparing for their college
graduations. Their fortunate older brothers and sisters, u,ho wcre given a few
shares of Microsoft as a graduation present in 1991, are now gazillionaire,s if
thev have hacl thescnse to hold on to their grub-stake. Wlren n,ill the party end ?
Even for those of us who still cling kr a belief in the business cycle, there is no
date fixed for the ball to drop, signaling the end of this extraorciinarv period of
growth. Orrr economic times are worth rr'flecting upon, as they have been
e'xceptional not only in le'ngth, but in the magnitude ancl the charactcr of thcir
vigorous gains.
First, it should be said that no expansion tlies of old age. Typically,
recessions are the result of either economic suicide or honricide. The' "suicide"
scenario involves death from overdose, too much of the, high Iife that overheats
some critical economic sectors until a reaction sets in. Such recessions are, in
effect, corrective measures in our economic system. "Suicide" is probably too
final a term, .rs the mechanism of a re'cessitx in fact serves to slow don'n the
economic pulse, rather than arrest the heartbeat entirely. The "homicide"
recessions are those either deliberately induced (such as the inflation-killing
recessions of the early '80s, engineered by the Fed under Paul Volker) or those
that are triggered by hostile maneuvering (including the oil crisis dorvnturn of
the mid-'70s and the Gulf War recession of nine ytars ago). Again, "homicide"
overstates the case sincc we have, up to now, alwavs been able to rebound from
the crisis.
Sc.cond, and notwithstanding the frequency with which we sec real GDP
grolvth soaring above four percent, this economv has not bcen hitting on all

Unlike the rclative.ly wide open nature of Intern!.tbased residential listings, it will be important for
comnrercial brokers to nrtrke use of online databases
that provide. the ability to ret.rin antl enhance the
importance of clicnt/broker relationships. For example, by onlv accepting exclusively-listed properties from licensed broktrs ancl building in mechanisms for automatic notification to the brokt.r *'ht,n
a listed property is matched with a buyer, a systenr
such as PropertyFirst.com can greatly streamline
the sales prtress while simultaneously enhancinl3
the broker's ability to capture the commission on
both sides of the transaction.

By fostering highly-ef ficient and well-structurecl
marketplaces that can be interactively used by both
listing brokrrs and qualified principals, this nerv
breed of online service has also laid a solid foundation for further enhancements to the commercial

broker's value-added capability. Furthermore, by
making use ofshared databasc sen ices maintainecl
by database experts and trained research staffs, an
individual broker and brokerage firm can turn into
an inr.1ustry-wide resourcc that rt'ould be ttxr costly
for any individual or firm to maintain.

THE IMPORTANCE OF DESKTOP SEARCH
CAPABILITIES AND DATA ANALYSIS
Of course in ordcr to enhancc their addetl-r,alut
and efficiently manage their business activities,
today's commercial broke'rs nt'c.cl mucl.r more than
just access to an online databasc. Brokers also net d
powerful u,ell-intc,grated capabilities to conduct
clata st-archts and analysis on their local deskkrp
machines. As ke1, participants in helping to shape
deals from start to finislr, comme'rcial brokers must
to be ..rble kr provide their clients h,ith in-depth
analysis of market conditions, historical trends,
negotiation strategies, etc.
In order to compete in krdav's global market, commercial brokerage firms need to equip their brokers
with powerful local applications that can empower

them to conduct in-depth, off-line analysis to ensure timely information, cost-efficiency, ancl a high
level of security. Bv setting up their internal information systems to mirror and complc'ment their use
of external online services, brokerage firms can
minimize learning curves and training costs whilL'

maximizing efficiency and bottomline service to
their clients.
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Brokers and their managers can also lt'vera6;e'the
same software and historical database b quickly
generate custom reports on kev performancr'pa-

rameters, such as sales volumes, transaction
timeframes, ancl closing ratios. Using the off-line
analysis capabilities, management reports can be
easily gene,rated bv broker, by office, by propertv
type, etc., which can also be- easily compared to
overall industry trends and benchmarks by tapping
into the broader set of information in the external
online databasc'.
LEVERAGING VALUE-ADDED SERVICES
AT THE POINT OF TRANSACTION
Another ma,or area in which the ust, of new
Intornet-based technology can strengthen the commercial brokers' valuc proposition is in the provision of ancillary and support serviccs that are often

required at thc point of transaction. As online
marketplaces become increasingly popu Iar mcchanisms for matching buyers .rnd brokers, the s.rme
sites can also be used to develop full-fledged communities or "portals" that bring krgether qualified
providers of a wide range of relatc'd services. For
instance, upon complt'tion of a transaction for office
space, the broker or their principal could also tap
into the onlint service for rcferrals to space planners, moving companies, tl'lephone svstem vendors, etc.
Because

virtually everything in commercial

real

estate is ultim.ltclv driven bv tlre transaction, it

will make sense. for the maiority of support

and

ancillary services to gravitate toward sites that
support the brokc'r and principal in the transaction
process.

THE BOTTOM LINE
By expkriting these nen, Internet-based technologies to streamline their operations and extend their
market reach, forrvardJooking brokeragt's can empower their brokers to spend less timechasing deals
and more time closing thent. As a result, brokeral;es
can simultaneously increasc their re,r,enue strt'am,
improve customer satisfaction, and lowt'r their internal cost structure to improvt' profitabilitv. In
addition, the ability to cross-integrate new Webbase-d services B,ith in-house softu,art tools n,ill
further irrcrease efficiency by providing a seanrless
environment for analysis, managing, ancl optimizing the overall process. Finally, the ability to readily
make a tailored set of .rncillary services available to
their clients at point of closing n ill enable brokcrs to
enrich their intrinsic val ue and strengthen their
ongoing custonrcr relationsh ips.

Ctn Counttr tl,r' Rists of Disirtu'rnurlintion By Entbrocitl md L{'..,"Si,r.( T.chitologv l'tt:itds
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Ultimatelv, the bottom line is that the rise of the
Internet does not signal either the threat of wholesale disintermed iation or even the diminution of
commercial real estate brokers. On the contrary, by
intelligently Ieveraging the powerful capabilities
of the Internet's new breed of "virtual marketplaces" along with enhanced internal analvsis trnd
management tools, brokerages can significantly increase their value-added proposition and even further lusti[y their commissions by imprtrving overall service to customers. One might consider the
technology changes that n'ill be brought about as
a "re-intermediation" of the skilled broker vs.
disintermediation.*.,
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
(contirued from page 72)
CBlRichartl Ellis' Int'eshnent Propertits Group until tlre
end ol 1997 , uherc he ueated an institutional markcting
capahility that propelled CB's market position lo the largest
inuestment brokerage firm in Anrcrica. (E-mail: jstanfill@

prop tyfirst.com)
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years, and we had no idea what
was going to happen when we
started. The whole thing iust grew.
There lvere highs and lows, personalities and styles, public and
private. What an education! Not
really a real estate deal, but real
estate related. The key was to work
for something that was fair, and
that needed to be the focus. We lost
track of that sometimes, but had to
keep coming back, never losing
sight of *,hat was fair. Being an
unpaid volunteer helped me to focus on fair without there being any
perception of advocacy or bias for
the City.

enioy it. This was an example of it.
My n'ife Devon, my best friend
and critic, listened and encouraged
and consoled and counseled. As
always, a key to my well-being and
efftctiveness.

LIFELONG BENEFITS
After the hundreds of hours
that were spent in this effort, my
memory u,illbeof the peoplc. Some
good, some not so good. I knen'
some from before. Know them better now. Some that I met durinB the
negotiations are my friends now.
Marv Kellcv and Craig Skeim
became more than just business
people to me. I got to know lheir
families beyond the busint.ss efforts we shared. I will never forget
this.
Tim Romani and I became verv
good friends. On the day of the
announcement in July 1997, the
DL'ttlter P]st included th,o articles
written by two different reporters.
One about Tim and one about me.
We each credited the other with
the success of the ne6iotiations and
told of ouramazing friendship. This
too, I will never forget.
Overall, I learned a lot about
real estate, politics, and people.
Some I wish I ditl not have to learn,
but was amazed that I had never
been exposed to it or lc.rrned about
it bcfore. I spent mtrre htrurs in
these negotiations than I can count
and it was worth it. I w.ould do it
again.
My father, Eugene Bowes, CRE,
encouraged me, through his example, to volunteer. ldo, and I

tiLlual irrttrpretalions of lha n'tnts.

Working on this negotiation was
the most diverse, challenging, and
educational counseling experience
I have eve'r had. Glad to have been
asked . . . glad to have been able to

help.".,

NOTE: I/ris rliclc is boseLl Ltrt tlrc
autl\r's trtcr orrl. Focts nid n'e lspr(
senled ara his rt'collections. Obtittrrsly,

nll pnrtits ittt'olt'ttl utoukl hnu indi

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Peter D. Bowes, CRE, is prc-siriort of
Botrtcs nnd Contpntty, n

llLtlv thnt sprcinli:.s

rctl esttlt cortt-

ir

rtpltrnisnl nuLl
counsclitrg rcgarLling latul and contnrcrt iol , specinl yrrrlttsr', rr( h'nfiouol , rtlt'i'
r on t tt'nt o I I - impn t t c d, n n d ot lrc r irt es t ntnl real cstnfu. Eozlrs is a ntunher of
Tlrt' Cortttstlors of Real Estatt nnd ltis
itttolttcnrut itt tfu Pepsi Ccnler yojerl
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NTRODUCTION: BACKCROUND TO THE ANALYSIS

Federal Energy Policv Act of 7992
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of Connecticttt, anLl a Ttrircipal itr
tlrc Raal Estate Corurstling Groult
of Anrericn. Part ol his prnctict irtt'olt'tsttaluatiott of ttuclear and ntttttruclcar ltowcr platrts, antl identit'icatfutt of HVTL prtlximitV impacts.
Htu,osa cotrsultattl on propertV tax
implicat itnt s of el ccf ricity dere guln
tion lothe Electric Property Asstssmenl Task Forct irt lllirtttis. Hc is
(Cotttirrued ort pagc 22)

Tlr

The
Comprehensive National Energy Policy Act mandated
restructuring the regulated clectric utility industrv in the United States
to a competitive pricing environment. While it also encouraged energy
efficiency, and the expanded use of renewable energy sourccs, the Act's
primary thrust was to requirL' competition (most especially compditive
pricing) in the electricity generation segment of the electric utility
industry. This meant competitive pricing of wholesale electricity at the
generating plant "gate." The traditional vertical integration of the
generation-production, transmission and distribution functions within
the electric utility industry was effectively dismantled. Wholesale price
competition was to be achieved through ownership-operation of generating facilities by non-regulated, non-utility owner-operators.

The transmission function, on the other hand, nas required to
remain under regulation by both the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) and state regulatory commissions. Subsequent to the
passage of the Act, FERC has mandated equal access to the transmission
network, for all generating facilities, and at the same fees. The distribution function also remains with existing regulated local utility companies, who must deliver electricity to customers of all power suppliers
rvithin their former franchise areas at the same fees and u,ith equal
ACCCSS.

Effect of Electricity Mnrket DtrtgulnliDt on Local Prolierty Tnr .Ass.ss,r,.,,r ls

I
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From the base of the initial requireme'nts and specifications of the Act, individual states \r'ere encouraged to pass their own restructuring legislation. In
the absence of anv such statt, legislation, federal
standards and requirements were to go into effect

generatinS plants. Multiple-plant transactions are
not uncommon. At the same time, it is unusual for
one purchaser to acquire the entire generating plant
capacitl, of an IOU.

bv 2002.

Flglrrc 1 also provides averal;es for plant capacitv,
reported sales price, book value (w,hen available),
and reported sales price pe'r KW, by type of fuel.
There is a residual "Other" category in acldition to

.

the major fuel types: nuclear, hydroelectric, coal,
and natural gas. "Other" sales include combinations of facilities using different types of fuel in the
same transaction, rvithout the necessary information to p.'rmit allocation of price by individual
generating plant, or bv category of fuel.

These types of things just made
tveryone mad and hurt our ability
k) get anvthing done.

State Action
Since 1997, several major statc.s have passed
legislation that both created a timetable for the

development of a competitive pricing system for
electricity and mandated choice of electricity providers for non-residential and residential customers alike. Approximately a dozen states in New
England, the Middle Atlantic [legion, and the UpperMid-West (plus California) have such programs
in place or in process. In most instances, non-residential ("commercial") customers n'ere given the
option to choose electricity providers or sources
before such choict, rvas offered to residential consumers.

Nearly all the state legislative programs require
divestiturc of generating facilities by regulated investor-owned utilities (lOUs), or at least "encourage" it. Municipal utility companies, other governmentally-operated utilities, and ek'ctric coopera-

tives are generally exempt from this divestiture
requirement. Shifting ou,nership and operation of
gen!.rating plants to ntx-regulated firms means
that a market-price basis for local assessment and
taxation of power stations must replace the existing
system of relying primarily on net book value. The
market evidr,-nce from the first t$.o vr'ars of divesti
turt' to non-[OUs indicates changes in plant values
that rvill likely have strong impacts on both the local
revenues and fiscal policies.
EMERGENCE OF A MARKET FOR
CENERATING PLANTS
Because of the mandate or "encouragement" of
divestiture in state "deregulation" laws, a reas()n.rblv active market for gt'nerating plants has developecl since late 1997. The first sales were in California, u,hich set the pattern for most of the other
transactions that have occurrcd subsequently. Divestiture of generating plants is accomplishccl
through public auction, most commonlv rvith sealed
bids. After bids are submitted and reviewed, there
is usuallv clirect nr,gotiation betu,een the seller and
the short list of ircceptable" bidders.
Figrr rc 1 presents summary information about sales
volumes and prices through October 1999. The 55
reported s.rles transactions included over 200
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While all of the hydroelectric facility transactions
(and many of thc coal, natural gas, "fossil fuel," and
geothermal facility sales) were multiple-plant transactions covering several communities, all of the
nuclear-fueled power station sales involved only
one facility (or a partial interest in one facility) in
one community. Since the purchasers are non-regulated, the impact of sales prices on assessed values

lvill directly affect the local community (town, citv,
or county) in which each plant is krcated and taxed.

Comparatiae Sales Prices by Type of Fuel

Average Sales Price per Kilowatt (SPKW)
varies considerably by type of fuc.l. Not surprisingly, hydroelectric generating capacity commands the highest average SPKW, because its
opcrating expenses are extremely low. Next is
coal, followed by "other." Natural gas-fired facilities have commanded generally relatively low
SPKW, in part because the plants that have transferred have generally been older and less efficient. In addition, their fuel costs have been rising in r€.cent years, rcflecting increased demand
for natural gas, especially from new construction, which is discussed belon'.
Nuclear-fueled power stations have sold at the
lowest average SPKW. This is also not surprising,
given the uncertainties of operating license renewal
or e-xtension, dccommissioning costs (both amounts
and timing) and on-site'nuclear waste storage costs.
This latter uncertainty stems from the lack of a
national nuclear wastc storage site, or even a designed future location. Moreover, to date, no nuclc'ar
power station (NPS) has received a license renerval. ln response to the prL'ssures of competition,
however, as of November 1999 there were over two
dozen NI)S license renewal applications pending
before the Nuclear Regulatorv Commission (NRC).
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Thc Nuggets announced they
were discussing a dc.al with
Douglas County (part of the

TRIMMING THE TEAM
To get ricl of some of the an-

Denver metropolitan area, but
r.r'ay south and rvithout a concentration of people).
The Mavor had a press conference' where he set a Coke can on
the lectern.

the negotiating team further. The
City's team rvas: Tom Ragonetti,
Iawyer; Liz Orr, City Dircctor of
Finance; Craig Skeim, sports facility consu ltant;,rnd me.Tim Romarri
rvas the Nuggets' kev nr.gotiator
and he had comparable support.

A GRIM FEBRUARY
In February 1997 there was a
meeting that we thought would

was called. I called to check in and
those that were there askcd me to

come, suggesting that there was
progress. Then we broke for lunch

and the bottom fell out. After
lunch, the Nuggets had changed
everything, would not agree t0
anything they had agreed to before
lunch, and things that were matters of degree they r,r,ould not con-

sider.

was angry. For the first time, I
had the feeling that the deal might
not happen. I raised my vorce
and it quivered and broke. A te,rrible day.
After that terrihle meeting in
Ft'bru a rv, we talked toTim Rom.lni
and suggested that thisdealneeded

-

a

.

There n as a basketball strike the
next year which illustrated why
the city net'ded the floor.
Effective replacement ofseat tax
funcls to support other City the-

aters and arenas facilities was
needed. This ended up being a
sliding scale u'ith maximums
and minimums based on attendance.

'

There had to be cross guarantees th.1t dealt with the requirement that the Nuggets and the
Avalanche play in The Pepsi
Center for 25 years. The guarantees were such that whether
the parent organization, the
Avalanche organization, or the
NuBgets' organization (each
separate corporations) failed, all
other parts of the agreement
would stay in place. This was a
key issue and gave the City the
security it needed tobe sure that
the teams would be in Denver
for 25 years.
So the stage was set to finish the
deal. What might seem like an un-

related event, but I am sure was

The rest was really a fast track:

.
.
.

kr be touched every dav bv some-

McNichols needed tobe handled

by someone. The most logical

the one who needed to do it. He
had a vested interest in getting the
deal done so he could build the
stadium, and the other key people
for the Nuggets were not always
available and their minds were not
focusc.d on this deal. Tim took that
suggestion and things started to
happen.

one to do that was the Nuggets
because it ivas operating an
aren.r that wtruld t.rke the major

events awav from McNichols,
and McNichols would be available kl take lesser events and
events on days when the Pepsi

ter was already being
used. But horl' much should

Cen
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vt'ry influentialevent, was the fact
that Comsat was going to spin off
all of its ownership in Ascent (the
Nuggets). That was going to happt'n June 30, 1997. That allowed
the Nuggets to focus on this as a
deal and get on with it. The agreement, in principle, between theCity
and the Nuggets, was signed in
July 1997 .

McNichols Arena would not
necessarily or aukrmatically be
torn down, and operations at

one at the Nuggets and that he $,as

leveling influence and helped

settle. the issues.

needed to be resolved:
' The City \^,anted a minimum
rent, referred to as a floor, to
protect it from a timewhen there

and I could not go at the time it

what is

resolved. This was a place where
Craig Skeim's backgror.rnd was

There were a lot of issues that

could be a basketball strike. If
that \^,as going to happen, the
Nuggets wanted an upper limit,
a ceiling, to allow them b get the
benefit of the significant upside
that it would produce. The Nuggets did not u'ant the floor and
theCitydid notwant the ceiling.
We h.rd to go back and explain
again that what we needed was
something that was fair, and if
there was goinB to be a floor
therc needed to be a ceilinp;.

...

maior event? . . . what is a
minor event?
difficult to Bet

tagonistic personalities, lve reduced

u,ork ou t details from earlier meetings. It was scheduled to be short

I got a pit in mv stomach because the games that were being
played were all beyond reason. I

the Nuggets be paid?
.1

.

contracts u'ere ready by October;

thePUD(zoning)wasapproved
in November;
the Nu8gets closed on the site
purchase for the facility two
days after City Council approved the PUD;
one week later construction
started;

'

the facility opened in September 1999.

This was an amazing journey.
Tlrree months turned into three
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Figure
When weand ourcounterparts
with the Nuggets met, it u,as a full
room. Mary Kellcy and I were the
onlv ones not being paid bv anvone. We were volunteers, with no
commitments other than to do the
best we could to negotiate a fair
deal, one that the City ancl the
Nuggets crruld brrth allord and live
with for 25 years.
Be[ore and during our negrrtiations, support and direction came
from the full Nuggets Task Force.

This kept the broad representation
involved in the process.

NEGOTIATINC THE DEAL
The first attempt at negotiating
thedealwas during the l994Christmas holidays. We met several times
a wt'ek, sometime's eight hours at a
timc.. Shortly after the holidays, we
reached a conclusion on numbers
and therent that the Nuggets would
to pay t0 the City, but stumbled on
an index of that rcnt. There u,as no
givt'on cither side rcgarding indexing the rent arrd $,e thought the
deal was dead.
Because tht'Nuggt'ts orga nization was a master at marketing,

we erpectt'tl thcm to .rrguc their
in the press. We met to develop our approach, which ba>icallv was damage control. We arranged a press conference for that
afternoon and, as it turned out, the
case

Nuggets did nothing n ith the press.
The Mayor called and asked if
I would meet with him before the
press conference. Because time was
short I asked him if there lvas someplace I could park that was close
and easy. I ended up parking in a

small inside parking area in the
City and County building that few
evcr get to see, much less use, and
thcn I rode up in the elevator reserved for the Mavor, other special
dignitaries, and prisoners. I did not
know that the elevator was there
and probably will never get to ride
in it again.

5l

What the Mayor wanted to talk
about was rvhether I and the City
team could meet with him and the
Nuggcts team after the press conference or sometime'in the evening,
so as not to lc,t this opportunity get
away. I told him I could after the
press conference, after teaching
schrxrl, and after going kr a family
dinner party.

NO DEAL?
The press conferencc started
with the st.rtement "thc deal is
dead." We thc'n described what we
had all been through and how hard
everyone had worked. We
complimented thc Nugg,etson their

participation in th(} communitybut
we were just not able to make a
deal. The only statement that got
on the news was "thedealis dead."
The Mayor did arrange for everyone to come back about 9:30
p.m., and the faces on the Nuggrts
team were anything but friendly
becauseall they had heard was "the
deal is dead." But through that effort, the Mayor got a commitment
for us all to meet again the nextday.
This was a long day for me. lt
started at 8:00 a.m. and ended at
2:00 a.m., with timc' out for teaching and dinner.
Thc ner,l dav we met again,
worked out a deal, and developed
a letter of agreement. If the Mayor
had not invited us all back the night
before, I do not know what would
have happened,but developing any
type of a deal would have been
much harder and taken much
longer. The Mayor's leadershipwas
terrific.
The ncxt task was to draw up contracts and consider some technical
legal issues. After about 90 days we
were within hours of having contracts ready to sign when a Colorado Supreme Court ruling came

down about possessory interests.
Effectively, it said all possessory

interests, anv private company,
even in a publicly-o*,ned facility,
would pay possessory interest

1

Summary of Sales of Electricity Cenerating Plants
I

taxes. Since this deal rvas based on
there being no real r.state taxes,
possessorv or otherwise, this n as a
nt'ar fatal blow. The Colorado Legislature. passed legislation beforc.

tu

Nucle.r

the end of its session in June that
would removt' the possessory interest tax. The Covernor, rvith lots
of support, vctoed the bill because
it was done k)o quickly, was not
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I
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lvell thought out, and probably
would not survive any legal tests.
HURRY UP & WAIT...
Then we went into the dolclrums. There was a mayoral election in May, at which Mayor Webb
w'as reelected. There nere some
new city councilmen. Through the
summc'r, there \a,as a lot of change
irr the leadership of the Nug6;ets'
organir.ltion. Thev hired Tim
Romani to build the new stadium.

rl

Number

Natural Cns

I(1

t,{01

2lt9

217

Other

25

1,3i9

'ti{

{li)

r,l3q

32E

Totals

(a)

I 16,2

260.76

103.2

J

Book Value Not Available for Atl Facilities

(b) Includes "Fossil," Ceothermal, Mixed, Multiple
(c)

For Only Sales with Book Value Availrble

(d) Weighted Average; Non-nuclear Weighted Average 125%

Tim had just finisht'd building

NOTE:

Multiple PIant / Facility / Source Sales Make "Per Plant" Data Unavailable.

Comiskt'v Park inChicago and was
ready for a nr.w challenge. He did
not know there w,ould be nothing
to do for awhile.
Not much went on between
June'lqe5 and January 1997. This

SOURCE:

Seller 8-Ks (plus Press Releases; Articles; and Baltimore Cas and Electric Co., PC&E and S<ruthern
Energy, Inc., Web Sites). All sales information obtained from the Inttmet is xdl guaranteed to be accurate

w.rs l8 months whcre we had infrcquent meetings at which there
was little or no progress. Two things
clicl happen; the Colorado Legislature passed legislation that removed possessory interest taxes,
and the Nuggets told us they could
not afford the deal they agreed to
in January 1995.
I am satisfied there was no will
on the part of the Nuggets k) do a
deal. Comsat was still in charge
.rnd Ascent was a sl.epchild. Their
interests rvould havt' been best
served to get the deal done and the
facility up as soon as possible, but
that was not going to happen.
The Nuggets and the Cityjockeyed
for position, often in the pre'ss:
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Pice ,os. Book Value
The early (1997 through mid-1998) auctions

Sales

produced sales prices well in excess of book value.
This led to ir widespread belief that the "stranded
costs" of IOUs would be fully offset by the "profits"
from the sale of their non-nuclear generating plants.
Subsequent transactions, however, have reduced
the ratio of sales price to book value. These figures
are summarized by type of fuel in the far right-hand
column of Figurt 1. Quite clearlv, nuclear-fueled
power stations havt'sold at a very small fraction of
their book value. On the other hand, hydroelectric
facilities and natural gas-fired generating plants
have sold at prices notably higher than their book
values. Coal and "other" fuels have sold at lou,er
ratios, but prices still average higher than book
value. Frlgrrrr 1 also shows, that on averagc, nonnuclear facilities as a group have sold at about 25
percent above book value. These findings have
implications for local property tax and assessment
policies, which are discussed bt'low.

The Effect of Elactricily Marktl Derr1ulatio

o

I

NEW PLANT CONSTRUCTION
One of the el€'ments of a competitive market is the
response of supply to increased demand. Virtually
all of the new construction that has been reported
over the period November 1997 - October 1999, has
been natural gas-fired. They have been predominantly combined-cycle gas turbines, with a sprin-

kling of co-generating facilities (*'hich are effectively gas-fired jet engines), Some 40 new electricity
generating facilities have been completed or started,
totaling approximately 22,280 Megawatts of capacity. Tht. average cost per kilowatt rl,as M56. That
figure has risen over the two-year period covered,
lirrgely because of increased demand for gas turbine
gcnerators and for skilled, experienced contractors.
The forecasts for new capacity construction and fuel
demancl provided in the sources cited in the Selected l{eferences all agree that re,liance on natural
gas turbine facilities will continue. Nuclear power is
not environmentally or politicallv acceptable. Both

btcal Proltrly lor,Assessrrflrfs

&

Fiscal SlabilitU
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coal-fired and hvdroelectric facilities face potentiallv insurmountable regulatory barriers, as well
as opposition from environmental groups. Further,
it is txceedinglv difficult to produce.r "new" geothermal facility. Finally, renewable energy sources
(e.g., rvind, solar) cannot compete in the current
and projected competitive-price market environment without subsidy. Moreover, thcy do not have
a record demonstrating sufficitntly high levels of
reliability to serve in any role except as peakers in
the overall electricity gricl system of the U.S.
It is .1lso easy to set'whv large numbers of purchases

of existing natural gas-fired generating facilities
'1997

havt. taken place between November
and October 1999. The SPKW prices for existing facilities
shown in Figrire 1 is still substantially lower than the
cost per kilorvatt for new facilities. Nevertheless, on
net balance, it is cxpected that natural gas-fired
combined-cycle turbines will continue as the technologv of choice for neu, construction, at least during the coming decade (or until an as yet unknown

competitive alternative cmerges).

IMPLICATIONS FOR PROPERTY TAXES
On average, tht new, non-lOU owner-operators

of non-nuclear facilities rvill likely face higher
assessmcnts, and pay more property taxes, than

the formcr IOU orvnt'rs did rvhen assessments
rvere based on book value. This will occur, however, only after assessors are able to utilizc sales
prices as the basis for nen', higher assessments.
In the inevitable ensuing debates over the Mar-

kd Value of the real propertv (and taxable tangible personal property) of existing generating
facilities that have sold, more explanatory details of the transactions will most likely emerge.
Fcw "clean" sales of the tangible real property

and perst'nal pr()perty of electricitv Sencr.ltinB
plants have been reported. Nearly all include
acquisitions of fuel contracts, power purchase
contracts with the selling IOU (some of which
are long-term, fixed-price contracts), employment guarantees for existing plant personnel,
and other intangible, non-rc'alty assets. There
will likely be considerable debate betnecn taxpayers and assessors over the allocation of sales
prices to taxable property. In particular, there
u'ill undoubtedly be major arguments over the
extent to which reported sales prices reflect nontaxable, intangible assets.

On aoerage, the nezo,
ozt)fl er- op

e

r ato

non-lou

rs of fl o n -nucle ar

facilities zoill likely face higher
assesstneflts, aflil pay ,nofe pfoperty
taxes, than the fonner IOU ozoners did
|ohefi assessrnents 7.oere based on

book oaluc. This

ztill

occur, hozoeael,

only after assessors ale able to
utilize sales prices as the basis
for

nezu, higher assesxnerts.

reductions in their assessments and propertv
taxes. Assessors will resist theseefforts as strongly
as possible, because of the large dollar reduction
in the local (county or nlunicipality) tax roll that
"marking to market" will entail. [n addition,
assessors' organizations in states with multiple
nuclear-fueled power stations will seek help
from the state legislature toobtain compensation
for , or at least amelioration of, the potentially
cataclysmic impact on local revenues. This has
already happened in lllinois and Connecticut,
for example. Similar fiscal catastrophes have
impacted local communities in u'hich nuclear
power stations have closed (e.g., Brookhaven,
Suffolk Countv, New York; and East Haddam,
Connecticut).
It will probably not matter whether any
nuclear porver station that has sold to a nonregulated IOU is in a state in which IOU properties are assessed and taxed state-$,ide on a unitary basis, or whether real property is assessed
and taxed directly by the county or municipality
in which it is located. The new owner(s) will not
be a regulated IOU with interconnected propertv throughout the state. Even if the new owners acquire more than one power station within
a given state, those generating plants will be
separate, free-standing facilities. The transmission lines and distribution lines with which the
power stations are connected will be still be
owned and operated by a regulated IOU.
Therefore, the likelv fiscal problems associated with the sale of a nuclear power station, or
a petition for revaluation based on market evidence, will be felt directly and fully by the local
taxing jurisdiction.

will likely stay in operation longer than has been anticipated. The prospc,ct of extending the current license perioti is a

Some nuclear stations

Nt rv, non-regulated owner-operators of
nuclear plants rvill undoubtedly se.ek dramatic
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became an indcpendent operating entity rvith simi-

lar but different shareholders and an independent
board.
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In luly 1994, Mayor Wellington Webb appointed a
Sports Facility Task Forct' and the co-chairmen were
Dan Muse, citv attornev, and me. I do not know whv
I was picked, unless it was because of my involvement h,ith the Downtown Denver Partnership that
had submitted a list of names for the Mayor to
consicle'r for the Task Force in general. The request
came directly from Mayor Webb and I accepted. The
Mayor thought the whole process would take about
three months.
The Task Force was to consider negotiating or
renegotiating relationships with the Denver Nuggets and the Denver Broncos regarding their perceived needs for new stadiums.
Mayor Webb had a few instructions in our consideration:
. Financially, the City had to be as well off after the
neg()tidtiuns as it was ht'fore.
. The teams had to commit to play in Denver for 25

For about three months, the Nuggets made pre-

sentations to the Task Force explaining why they
believed they needed to replace McNichols Arena

with a new state-of-the-art facility that would be
paid for mostly by them. One of the questions that
kept coming up was "if the Nuggets were going to
pay for the' staclium, why was there any discussion
at all about reaching an agreement?" Wellthere u'ere
several reasons:
. The Nuggets u,ere playing basketball at
McNichols Arena under a lease that would expire
in 2008. Thty needed to be released from that
lease and that took political action.
. The City had a surcharge on tickets that was used
for the operation of their facilities and arenas.
Because the Mayor said that, financially, the City
had to be as w,ell offafter the negotiahons as it rvas
before, replacement of those dollars was important.
' As we got into the negotiations, it was clear that
there were other public needs regarding rightsof-r,ay, access, signage, etc.
. The contracts needed to be approved by City
Council.
. The City Council had to approve the development plan (Planned Unit Deve'lopment).

years.
Membe.rs of tht,Task Force, totaling about 30, equally

divided between the Nuggets and the Broncos
groups, were made up of a broad representation of
they included people u'ith downour community
town interests, lawyers, finance people, union representatives,contractors, political representatives,com-

munity leaders, etc.
Note: Becnrrse th( trsolintions il,illr f/re Nl.gSefs
nLlua ccd to n dcal on a nap stadiunr, I u,ill tell thnt part
of tht storv. When the negotiations started, the
Nuggets were ou,ned by Comsat. Comsat also

owned the Avalanche that was playing in
McNichols and would be playing in the ne*, facility. For simplicity, the negotiations were always
described as being with the Nuggets. Over the term
of the negotiations, Comsat spun off a subsidiary
called Ascent that owned several operating parts,
including the Nuggets and the Avalanche. Comsat
controlled Ascent until the end of the negotiations
when, one month before our final agrL.ement was
reached, Ascent was fully spun off from Comsat and

This clcarly was a PUBLIC/private deal. We suggt'sted that the Nuggets not talk about this being a
purely private tieal or they would lose the deal.

NEGOTIATING WITH THE NUGGETS
The Nuggt'ts Task Force concluded that although
McNichols was physically usable, it ll,as functionally obsolete given krday's requirements of club
seats, boxes, etc. As a result, the Task Force authorized negotiations with the Nuggets.
The Task Force appointed a negotiating team
that included: Peter Bowes, CRE, co-chairman of the
Sports Facility Task Force; Mary Kelley, chairwoman
of the Nuggets Task Force; Dan Muse, City attorney
and co-chairman of the Sports Facility Task Force;
Dc.bbie Ortega, City counciln oman; and Cathy
Reynolds, City councilwoman. Others that were
part of the negotiating team were City staff members: Bar Chadn ick, City Planning Offict'; and Liz
Orr, City Director of Finance. Outside consultants
included: Thomas Ragonetti, attornevi and Craig
Skt'im, sports facility consultant.
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overanother, Bovernments

arL.

erodinB private prop-

erty rights. Condemning viable homes and businesses to private developers engaged in profit-making ventures bears no relationship to the intentions
of the founding fathers embodied in the Constitution. The courts have generally abdicated their responsibility to protect individual rights and limit
government powers. Until nerr, rulings return substantive meaning to three little words in the U.S.
Constitution j'for public use"- gove.rnments will
continue to take property for almost any reason at
all.".,
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the case of nuclear po$,er stations), the affected
counties and municipalities will be confronted
with the unhappy choice of reducing local services ()r incrensing ta\es on the remaining property owners within each affected taxing jurisdiction. Political turmoil mav be creatcd in some
instances, as homeou'ners (who vote) seek to
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commercial and industrial property owners (n,ho
do not vote).
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR COUNSELORS
Awareness of the issues involved and sensitivity to
their fiscal implications can equip Counselors to
prepare to meet the demands for new or expanded
counseling, advisory, and som(, valuation services.
A few select Counselors who are already established appraise'rs and.rre prepared to meet the
challenges of valuing generatin6i plants in a competitive environment for electricity price's will likely
find their valuation skills much in demand. A
broader range of opportunity exists, however, in
providing market analysis and advice to potential
bidders, as additional generating plants are nr.rde
available at auction. Similar opportunities exist to
assist and advise. IOUs about the review of bicls, or
further negotiation for acceptability b the sellt'rs.
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in which the nuclear power station is located,
this can mean some fiscal relief, although it will

To the extent that assessed values in the krcal
taxing jurisdiction are reduced (dramatically, in

6. " Pittsburgh
Wo<rl

cense renerval/extension applications pending
before the NRC. For the county or municipality

Non-nuclear facilities will, on average, likely be
assessed and taxed at somewhat higher ltvels
than n ould be associated rvith valuation through
net book value (depreciated original cost). There
will likely be a considerable range of variation in
the ratio of sales price to book value (and current
assessment), depending on the type of fuel involv€'d, with serious argument over the extent to
which sales price reflects intangible assets (as
has been discussed previously).

1. Berman v. Parker,348 U.S.26.75 S. Ct.98,99 L. Ed.27 (1954).
2. Ibid.
3. "Casino Land May Provoke Lawsuits" Craiis Datroit B sil2.July 1999: Lexis-Nexis. Online. Internet.

ket environment. As noted previously, as of
.1999,
November
there were over two dozen li-

gencrallv be minor relative to the loss assocLrted
with decreased Market Value.

NOTES

nsss.

real possibility in the emerging compctitive mar-

l-ZA.

ln the public sector, many assessors n'ill need counseling advice about how to proceed in dealing with,
or negotiating with, both new, non-regulated owneroperators of generating plants locatecl rvithin their
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jurisdictions, and with existing owner-operators.
The, latter u'ill be competing on the wholesale market for the sale of their product, evl'n though they
may still be regulated IOUs.
Finally, industrial and commercial clients seeking
appropriate locations need to be made aware that
therc' is one more location factor (or hazard) to be
considered when an electricity generating plant
(especially a nuclear powerstation) is located within
a community.
As a first step in preparing to meet these opportunities, interested Counselors should become familiar

with the

sources of data and information about
wholesale (and soon retail) electricity markets, and

with the functioning of markets for generating
plants. The'Sck'clcri

Re fererrce's

that follow provide an

appropriate starting point.*.,
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The very real possibility exists that the same parcel
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of private property could be encumbered bv numerous easements of competing companies seek-
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vice lines, all offering essentially similar services tcr
end users some distance awav? SLrtes vr'ill grapplc.
with the very real question of whether public policy

still requires that private companies of this nature
be allowed continued use of the porver of eminent
domain to the same extent permitted in the past.
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"THREATENED CONDEMNATION"
It is apparent from the examples discussed above
that various government agencies have taken full
advantage of the iudiciarv's broad interpretation of
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the term public usL'to seize private propcrty. This is

not the only manner in which those legal bodies
have pushed their authoritv to its limits. Thev havt'
also made liberal use of the concept of "taking" kr
restrict the rights of private property o$,ners.
The land acquisition process utilized by the Interior
Department, which overseesthe National Park Ser-

vice, frustrates many landowners. Once a Park
Service formally authorizes an expansion of an
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existing park, Congress must approve the plan. The
landowners whose properties fall within the designated area are notified. This, however, does not
mean the Interior Department stands ready to actually acquire the property. Unfortunately, Congress
must also appropriate the funding necessary to buy
the lands incorporated in the cxpansion plans. This
process often takes vears to complete and leaves
affected landowners unsure of wherc. they standRecent actions in Murfreesboro, Tennessee, highIight the issue. Stones River National Battlefield
would like to expand the existing park boundaries
bv an additional 750 acres.r' [f the Park Sen ice
condemned the acreage, and the park expansion
was deemed a worthy "public use," that might be
the end of the story. The eminent domain process

would be used in its normal way, the property
would be takcn and just compensation lvould be
paid.
The property owners affected do not know, however, lvhen their properties will be taken or lvhat
compensation they will be entitled to. The property
owners point out that the Park Servicc has yet to
purchase 200 acres from the last Stones River National Battlefield expansion, which occurred eight

vears ago. The landowners know that property
included in the expansion plan has limited value
since no one would buy the property for development purposes not knowing if and rvhen the land
might be taken for park use. In effect, the lnterior
Department has condtmned the land, but not paid
,ust compensation.
Should the prop€rty owners bear the cost of not
being able to develop their land, and having b wait
an unknown time for compensation? This case
illustrates a perverse form of "threatened condemnation."

SUMMARY
The use of eminent domain is a necessary power of

government. Many of this country's finest publicworLsprojectswereconstructedonlandcondemned
by the eminent domain process. Defining, however,
an appropriatL' "public use" is an entirely different
matter. The courts, both the Supremt Court and
State Courts, have ruled in ways that make it quite
easy for governmental agencies to abuse the use of
a very powerful legal tool. Communities throughout the country are cxtending the legal intcrpretation of when a taking is for the public good. Bv
stretching tht. power of eminent domain, particuIarly when it means favoring one private business

5'I

The city expects to condemn long-term industrial
and retail businesses down bv the waterfront to
makt room for casinos that will be financed by
public bonds. They also will take properties from
longtime resitlents for more upper class housing
while cutting the taxes for the new homes. Both
projects provide huge financial benefits to private
developers, private businesses, and private citizens. Fred Steinhardt, a local attorney familiar \\'ith
eminent domain cases, says "lf casinos are declared
a public necessity, the eminent domain law will
have been reduced to form and striped of substance." Detroit may face a tough fight if thc public
necessity challenge is raised. A recent New Jersey
court ruling that dealt *,ith condemnation for casino use in Atlantic City may provide precedent for
this case.

In the Atlantic Citv case, a pon't.rful businessman
tried to get local authorities to use condemnation to
acquire a next door property for expansion.rs Vera
Coking's rundown boarding house happened to be
located next to the Trump Plaza. Trump thought the
property was an eye sore that needed to be torn
down. He tried to buy the propertv, t() expand
Trump Plaza parking, but Coking would not agree
to sell. Trump then went to the city asking that they
use their poners of eminent domain to take the
building, which he would then raze. James Whelan,
Mayor of Atlantic City, said: "We are rebuilding
Atlantic Citv. The Future of this citv is not Vera
Coking's boarding house."
At Trump's rt'quest the State Casino Reinvestment
Development Authoritv began condemnation actions against the propcrty in 1994. State and city
officials said the move would further the citv's plan
to add more hotel rooms for the support of their nerv
convention facility. Lawyers for Vera Coking said
the plan was a ruse to allow Trump to avoid paying
market value for the land.

In a decision that could prove important throughout the countrv, the New Jersev Superior Court said
that taking the land by eminent domain was flawed
because it set no limits on what Trump could do
with the land after he got the propertv.rrThe Casino
Reinvestment Development Authority claimed that
the purpose of the condemnation was kr providt'
limousine parking and landscaping for the Trump
Plaza Casino. These improvements lrould in turn
improve parking, traffic control, and green space in
the area. The court examined the contract between
Trump and the agency and found that it did not
limit Trump Plaza to using the property in the way
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Communities throughout the country are
exte n ding th e I egal int erpre t a tion
of when a taking is for the public good. By
stretching the pozoer of eminent domain,
particularly uthen it mearrs f auoring
one priaate business ooer arother,
gooenrrflents ale eroding prioate pfoperty
rights. Condemniflg oioble homes and
businesses to prioate deaelopers engaged
in profit-making aerrtures bedrs
no relationship to the intertiotrs ol
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the founding fathers enbodied in the
Constittrtion. The courts haue generally
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approved by the agency in the development plan.
lnstead, the contract 6;ave Trump a "blankcheck" to
use the condemned propc.rtv as he wished. The
court's ruling takes a well-established legal doctrine, the re,ection of government action when the
rtal purpose is different from the stated one, and
applies it in a neh, context.
The decision has no effect outside'of New Jersey,
but for those who feel private propertv rights are
abused by such "takings," this ruling is important.
The New Jersey court said there was no guarantee
ofa public benefit strong enough to justify condemnation of property to turn it over to a private busi-

Ifthe ruling in this case sets precedent throughout the country, it u,ill be a revolution in condcmnation law and an important restraint on governmental powers. Land use lawycrs may finally have a
powerful tool in opposing condemnations and an
instruction manual on how to use it.
ness.

Can a citv condemn sound property to transfer it to
private business? The courts, in most cases, have

answered that question in the affirmative. To the
dismay of property rights groups across the countrv, the U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that "public
use" is anything Sovernment says it is. The state

courts are frequently following suit by allowing
governmental agencies to take private propertv for
uses that n ould have once been unfathomable.
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idiosyncratic characteristics of specific properties is becoming more and
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Strategic Portfolio Aualysis:

more relevant to strategically oriented investors. Mode'rn Portfolio
Theorv (MPT) applications presented in the real estate literature focus
on rtgions, divisions, or the nation and use averages and standard
deviations based on historical clata or Monte Carlo simulations to
measure performance and risk, rt'spectively.r Although such methodologies can provide useful insights in terms of structuring real estate
portfolios, they present some serious limitations as they do not take into
account differences in re.al estate market behavior across metropolitan
areas as well as the strong predictable components embedded in such
a behavior. Also, they are not tailored to take into account propertyspecific charactc.ristics.
Against this background this nranuscript presents a new approach to
strate'gic portfolio analysis that focuses on metropolitan markets, develops forward return and risk measures based on the predicLrble compo
nents of the space markcts, and allows the incorporation of idiosyncratic
property characteristics. The balarrce of the manuscript is structured as
follows: first the authors elaborate on the basic dimensions of real estate
risk and discuss how real estate investors can use MPT applications to

imprcve performance and reduce risk. Next, they outline what they
believe to be the distinguishing features of their approach and briefly
describe its basic steps. Finally, thev present an application of their
approach to industrial investment targeting.

A Nru Apprttach
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DEFINING REAL ESTATE RISK
One of the ma jor challenges in applying MPT b real
estate in a meaningful way is the derivation of
consistent return and risk measures across markets
or across specific properties. Developing such measures is particularly difficult given the uncertainties
inherent in real estate investment. For example,
investors acquire properties based on certain expectations regarding rental income growth and

value appreciation over the holding period. But
what if rents and values do not gron'as much as
expected or even decline? And how likely is it that
such a disaster $,ill occur? There are also uncertainties on the plus side, but these are n elcome! These
uncertainties regarding a property's cash flow and
investment performance lie at the heart of thc dcfinition of real estate risk.
Real estate investors are faced with two types of
risk: market risk and property-specific risk.

Market risk relates to metropolitan-specific factors
that mav adverselv affect a property's cash florr'. For
example, if the high-flying stock market of 1999
crashes, office space demand and eventually market
rents and propertv values rvill be negativelv affected. Some metropolitan areas, hoh'ever, u'ill be
affected more severely than others. For example,
Nerv York, whose economv depends highlv on
financial se.rvices, will take a greater hit than most
metropolitan areas in the country. Hence the notion
of market risk. Uncertainties regarding a market's
performance stem not only from the demancl side
but also from the supply side. For example, an
unexpected decrease in interest rates may trigger
greater construction than expected, thus softening
the market and depressing rental rates.
The notion of the property-specific risk is based on

the widely accepted argument that the extent to
which a specific property is affected by marketwide
fluctuations depends on such idiosyncratic characteristics as its lease rollover schedule, existing rent
levels, occupancy percentage, operatinS expenses,
capital expenditures, etc. Thus, in measuring risk, it
is important to go an additional step and examine

how sensitive a property's cash flow is to
marketwide fluctuations given such idiosyncratic
characteristics.

When defining real e'state market risk it is important to emphasize its forh,ard-looking nature.
Stock market originated theories and methodologies have established the historic standard de'viation as the measure of risk, placing more emphasis

2.t

on a backnard (as opposed to a forward-looking)

approach. Forward risk, or more appropriately,
uncertainty, is not necessarily best capturL'd by the
standard deviation of past movementsf For real
estate, in particular, an historical/stock market originated approach is inappropriate for two maior rea-

to build a $36 million warehouse and distribution
center. Pittsburgh's mayor said, "We will proceed
aggressivelv to file a declaration of takinS. We're
going to move on this. This is an opportunity kr
anchor the largest manufacturing facility in the

city."

sons. First, unlike stocks real estate cannot be traded

instantly. Liquidity constraints force long holding
periods that run typically between three and 10
vears. Second, the real estate narket is cvclical and
slo*, to adjust.r The real estate market does not
follow the random walk fluctuations observed in
the stock and bond markets n,here tomorrori,'s
price fluctuations have nothing to do with where
the market is today. Given the widely documented
cvclicality and slow pace by which real estate markets react to random economic shocks, lvhat mav
happen tomorrow has a lot kr do with today's
market conditions.l
To understand the above argument, consider two
hypothetical office markets, A and B. Market A has
a high historic volatilitv of returns, let's say five
percent, but also a very low vacancy rate, let's say
three percent. Market B, on the contrary, has a low
historic volatilitv of returns, let's say two percent,
but happens to be in the middle of an explosive
building boom that has recently driven vacancy
rates up to 1tl percent. Using the backward definition of risk as .-r guide, one would, without hesitation, point to market A as more risky. On the other
hand, if dilferences in the current stage of the market n'ere to be factored in, n'e rvould have a d ifferent
assessment. Obviously, market B with ar.r 18 percent
vacancv rate would bc' much more susceptible k)
rent decreases and investment performance deterioration in the event of an unexpected de'crease in
demand than would market A with only a three
percent vacancy rate. Hence, contrary to h,hat a
backward-looking approach lvould suggest, market B may in fact be more risky than market A.

RISK AND MODERN PORTFOLIO THEORY
Consistent estimates of risk nreasures for specific
markets and/or properties can enable real estate
investors to make more intelligent strate8ic investment decisions by applying MPT. MPT allows real
estate investors to build better portfolios by systematicallv evaluating the risk and return characteristics of the opportunities available across all markets. For example, an investor considering 50 markets and four propertv tvpes has to choose among
200 potential investment targets. By applying MPT,
real cstate investors can identify those combinations of tar8et cities and propertv types that can
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After months of political maneuvering designed kr
condemn the PWC property, the Heinz Company
finally stepped in and offered to make a deal. Heinz
finally negotiated directly with the Kumers. lust
like many eminent domain cases across the country, it was the private developer, Heinz, and not the
city that called for and then called off the condemnation. When the city was proceeding with condemnation, the Urban Redevelopment Agencv had
told Htinz officials to stav clear. The Agency didn't
want Heinz's involvement to undercut the city's
"public use" justification.T The fact that Heinz, a
private company, could remove the threat of eminent domain shows iust how private this deal really
was. Why shouldn't private firms do their own
bidding?
The redevelopment agency in San Jose, California,
provieies anolher erample of an agency using eminent domain tobenefit large businesses. Thatagencv
used the eminent domain process to acquire private
property needed for a second Adobe Systems, Inc.,
office tower next to its downtown headquarters.
Even though the property was needed for private
use, the agency justified the condemnation based
on the sheer magnitude of the project, and therefore
its positive impact for public intcrest.s
The same agency threatened to use condemnation
to take a do\a,ntown building that Woolworth Corp.
once occupied. Woolworth planned to divide the
building to house a subsidiarv retailer, Champs

Sports, and a Burger King. Thc redevelopment
agency had other plans for one of the largest groundfloor retail spaces in the downtown area. They
hoped to lure a more coveted retailer, Ross Stores,
into the building, and were willing to us!' eminent
domain if necessary to orchestrate their development desires."

Ultimately, city council was able to purchase thc
propertv without resorting to the use ofcondemnation. The property is located in a redevelopment
zone, but should the government decide that one
retailer is more desirable'than another business?
Wouldn't this plan send the \4'rong message to
other downtown property owners by suggesting
retail favoritism?

EtfiinL\l Doruain
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A Texas case provides yet another example of just

how far some redevelopment agencies are willing
to be go to use public money, power, and influence
b help powerful private corporations, builders,
and developers. Indianapolis-based Simon
DeBartolo Group owns shopping malls all across
the country. In Hurst, Texas, a suburb of Fort
Worth, they own the NorthEast Mall. The
DeBartokr Croup decided that in order for their
mall to be competitive in the Dallas-Fort Worth
area they needed to expand to add anchor stores.
The city approved the expansion proposal, and
even agreed to share local sales tax revenues with
the mall developer and to repay its land acquisition costs. It was important to the city to accommodate the mall, since over 60 percent of the town's
tax revenues were generated bv this shopping center."'
.127

To make way for the expansion,
homeowners
would lose their homes. Most of the homeowners
werewilling to selltheir homes, they were receiving
offers that exceedt'd the appraised value of their
homes. Not all of the homeowners wanted to sell
however, and those unhappy with being forced to
give up their homes refused to accept thedeveloper's
offers.
At this point, City Council voted to use its power of
eminent domain to take the homes of holdouts. City
Council member Henry Wilson said, "right, wrong,
or indifferent, we're a partner with Simon
DeBartok)." City Attorney John F. Boyle Jr. said "the
person getting property taken can't distinguish between a park or school and a shopping mall." The
plaintiffs attorney, Scott Moran sar|, it differL.ntly,
"if vou're big enough and powerful enough, you
can get a city to do your bidding." tt
The issue of public necessity will also be a focal
point in court battles over the taking of land for
Detroit's riverfront casino district. The Detroit city
council voted 6-3 in March of 1999 to approve the
use of eminent domain condemnation for the casino district.rr City officials have cited the creation
of about I 2,500 permanent casino iobs, in addition
to construction jobs, in saying that the casinos
constitutL. a public purpose. The city and the developer actually even refusecl to negotiate u,ith the
property owners for a voluntary purchase at a
nrarket de'rived price. Instead thc.y preferred to
take the land by force. Condemned businesses are
much cheaper than those purchased on the open
market, because the owner is only compensated for
the propertv, not the valuc of the business.

.19

which businesses should occupy a particular parcel
of land? Zoning ordinances might detcrmine how
intense the usc can be in a given area, and even what
tvpes of businesses are allowed in an a re.r, but these
governmental powers certainly cannot force one
firm out in favor of another. lt has to be frustrating
for a successful business to be informed that they
must sell their property and move so that some
other business can relocatr. onto their property.
Citi.'s, counties, and regions aggressively compete
against one another to attract new business. They
also must try to retain businesses they already have.
ln both cases, Iarge corporations often have tremendous leverage as they play one location off against
another location. Economic Development Agencies
ofte'n find themselves playing a high stakes poker
gamL' to attract or retain an important employer. To
play successfully, cities must often offer huge incentives to corporate America. If a corporation is big
enough, or important enough, they can often get on

the "corporate welfare" wagon. Cities regularly
give big businesses special tax breaks, free land, and
many other concessions. If private property has to
be taken from a smaller business to assure retention
of a larger firm, or to assure a relocation of a major
new employer, so be it. Eminent domain is often the
technique used to provide the desired land for the

important employer.
ln downtown, Pittsburgh a proposed $480 million
rede'velopment project called Market Place at Fifth
and Forbes is causing quite'a stir among politicians
and local business owners. William Robinson, a
state legislak)r who represents the Downtown are.a
has criticized the city's proposed project. He says
theproject is moving too fast.-rnd isn't fair to smaller,
longtime Dorl,ntown merchants who are faced with

losing their property to a national development
firm. Robinson has vowed to draft legislation aimed
at narrowing the use of eminent tlomain, since he
fears condemnation isa ttrolthatcould figure prominently in assembling property for the Market Place
proiect.'
Eminent domain has been used in Pittsburgh and
elsewhere to clean up areas classified as "blighted."
Congressman Robinson has argued that "blight"
has been applied toobroadly and that his legislation
would include a more precise definition of blight.
The Congressman said," I am concerned that local
governments and redevelopment agencies have
taken a cavalier approach to eminent domain-" The
city has designated large sections of Downtown
and the North Side as Blighted, but Robinson doesn't

l6

Cities regularly gizte big businesses
special tax breaks, free land, and many
other concessions. lf piaate property lras
to be taken from a smaller business to
assure letefltion of a larger finn, ol to
assufe a relocatiofl of a major nezo
erfiploveL so be it. Eminent domsin is
often the technique used to Woaide the
desired lancl for the important employer.
think they are truly in bad shape. He knolt's that the
property cannot be taken by eminent domain until
the city declares the property as blighted." The
problem I have with this project is that Fifth and
Forbes avenues, in the'ir current condition, can
hardly be calle.d blightect by any stretch of the
dc.finition," Robinson said. "Most of the businesses
that will be forced out are not failing."

Another Pittsburgh property highlights the dual
problems associated with owning land in an area
designated as blighted, and the "corporate welfare"
mentality. Back in 1980, the citv declared the property on which stands the Pittsburgh Wool Company (PWC) b be blighted-" The owners of PWC,
Roy and Jeff Kumer, didn't even learn about their
blight designation until 1999.
The Kumer's property is legally "blighted" despite
th(' fact that it is clean, well maintained, and houses

six thriving businesses that emplovee more' than
100 workers. The Pittsburgh Wool Companv received a blight designation because it does not have
a front or side yard. In Pittsburgh, an area can be
declared blighted ifit meets one of l0 vague criteria
including such things as "inadequate planning" or
an "econonrically undesirable" uso. Once an area
has been deemed blighted, the city can easily condemn any pr()perty in that drea.
On August

the urban development agency
authorized the city of Pittsburgh to issue a "declaration of taking" on the PWC property and an ad join1'1, 1999,

ing rental property owne'd by Roy Kumer. To n,hat
"public use" would the city put the Kumer's property? After spending $10 million to buy and clear

the land, Pittsburgh planned to sell it to the H.J.
Heinz Co. for $1.5 million. Heinz officials threatened to leave the city, taking 1,300 jobs with them,
if Pittsburgh didn't acquire the land Heinz needed
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achieve t/rc Ltr:st lettcls of return ioith miitrtunt risk.
There are many ofthese portfolios, each with different levels of return and risk. AII of these ideal, or
optimal, portfolios define what is called the t'ffrcirnl
frontier. The efficient frontier is a very useful ana-

first measuring an asset's risk exposure and return prospects and then incorporating it into the
portfolio of existing holdings.
Determine best city/property type allocations
for building new portfolios - The identification
of the efficient frontier using MPT applications
can first help investors to understand, thr: rang,e of
returns--;trul tfu ntininrum risk lt'i't'ls associttL\l uith
thest rttunts-tlnl can be aclittttl giacn today's
ill'est u: t opportunitits. Second, it provides a
tangiltlt' ltrttchnnrk against which investors can

lytical tool, as it provides a frame of reference,
allowing real estate investors to evaluate whether
they can dcr better by rt'posifiorrirr.q thair portfoliLts.

Flqrrre 1 illustrates this point using two hypothetical
existing portfolios and an efficient frontier pkrtted
in risk and return space. The strategic implication of
Fi.grrrc i is that an investor can improve the performance of an existing portfolio and reduce risk by
altering its composition in terms of property types
and markets. For example, Portfolio A in Fi.qrrrc 1
can move upward to a higher retrrrn and even lower
risk level by adding exposure to the Dallas office
market (Portfolio B). MPT applications can help
investors and portfolio managers in a number of
other ways:

contrast and evaluate their own return objectives
and risk preferences. Finally, itcan help investors
determine hou, to tllctcate their funds across the
different property types and intelligently select
taryt cities. The efficient frontier can be cttslotrized to take into account each investor's objec-

tives and preferences, such as the exclusion of
markets n,hose size is belon, a certain threshold
or minimum and maximum required allocations
per market and property type.

Introduce a disciplined approach to real estate
investment and managemenl - MPT provides a
consistent and systomatic framework for anaIvzing real estate portfolios and developing investment strategies either at the metropolitan
area/prope'rty type level or the asset-specific
level.

Make intelligent new investment target choices
will best complement existing holdings
and help better achieve specific investor objectives - MPT applications cannot only help investors evaluate the c'xtcnt to \!'hich a strategic repositioning of their existing portfolios *'ill improve
performance and rcduce risk, but also guide
them in implementing such a strategic repositioning. For example, asset allocation analysis
can 6;uide investors as to uhnt aidit[onal Ttroparty

that

Evaluate the impact of new acquisitions on
existing portfolios - MPT applications can help
evaluate the impact of new acquisitions on the
return and risk profile of existing portfolios by
Figure
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typt, allocatittrts md targL,t cities will best complement existing holdings so that portfolio performance is maximized. The asset allocation model
can be constrained so that the efficient frontier
and the optimal portfolios generated take ink)
account the spt'cific characteristics of existing
holdings that cannot be liquidated ovt'r the period of analvsis.

averages and standard deviations as return and
risk measures, respectively. Within this context,
the au thors believe that the following features may
distinguish this approach from others.

The' landowners argued that

AltilitV to ct)aluate return llrospects rrttd lhtir associotal risk both nt tht nmrkel and the nsstt-sptcific leaels:
The proposed approach can be used for not onlv
evaluating risk and return for local real estate markets but also for specific properties taking into
account their idit)syncratic characteristics. Consideration ofasset-specific characteristics not only helps
capture differences in return and risk characteristics across individual properties, but also more accurately assess the return prospects and risk profile of existing portfolios.

Monitor changing portfolio return prospects
and risk profile - Given the dynamic nature of
the economy and changing real estate market
prospects, regularlv updated asset allocation
models help investors and institutions holding
sizable real estate portfolios to continually monitor and evaluate llrc pottntial inrptct ofstrclr dlnlg{ng narket prosptcts on thtir Ttortfolitts. As such,
they can help investors to manage their portfolios more effectively by being proactite to foreseeable market movements brought about by
unpred ictable cconomic shocks.

Analysis of an existing portfolio at both the
local market and asset-specific levels can provide
useful strategic insights by contrasting these against
the efficient frontier, as in the hypothetical example
of Figure 2. This representation demonstrates how
measured specific asset characteristics contributt'
to portfolio risk profile and return prospects, compared to averagc' market performance and risk. The
figure indicates that the existing portfolio's return
and risk profile t valuated at the asset-specific levelpoint B - is closor to the efficient frontier, as compared to its profile evaluated only at the market/
property type level - point A. To understand how
these two portfolios differ, assume that portfolio A
has an office building in Dallas, and that the forecast is for this market to fall over the next four vears.

PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS APPROACH
This section elaborates on horv the proposed approach differs from tvpical MI'T applicatfuns to real
estate that have been presented in the literature. The
authors then discuss its theort'tical founelation and
basic ste'ps.
1). Distinguishing Features
Most MPT applications to rcal estate that have been
presented in the literature arL'usually performed at

the national or regional level and use historical
Figure
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I

Existin8 portfolio evaluated at the asset-specific level
Existin8 portfolio evaluated at the market/property type level
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their propertv could
not be taken for redevelopment since their parcel
was commercial and not residential or slum housing. Additionallv thev contended that the property
could not becondemned forsale to a privateagency
for redevelopment fora privateand nota public use
as required bv the Fifth Amendment. In a unanimous decision, the Supreme Court ruled in favor of
the, citv's use of eminent domain saying: "The concept of the public welfare is broad and inclusive.
The values it represents are spiritual as well as
phvsical. Aesthetic as w,ell as monetary."']
In 1981, General Motors convinced Detroit officials
that prosperity would follow if the city removed
more than 3,500 people and 130 small businesses
from nearby l'oletown to make rvav ftlr a Cadillac
plant. The court system moved quickly and favorably toward Detroit because the city and its dominantemployer, the auto industry, were in thedepths
of a serious recession. The stated purpose of the
Polebwn proiect, supported by the high court dec!
sion, was to create and preserve jobs. But the high
court did say that cases in which property is turned
over to private developers should bt' reviewed bv
courts with "heightened scrutiny" to avoid abuses.3
Three years later the U.S. Supreme Court gave the
ultimate ,udici.rl nod to such "takings" bv government. [n 1984 the court, in a unanimous decision,
allowed a Hawaiian housing agency to force large
landowners to sell land to homeowners who had
previously leased the land on which their homes
were located.r

In the Hawaii case, the court said eminent domain
had traditionally been permitted if it re'lated to anv
"conceivable public purpose"
- and in this particular case, the public use was said to be the antimonopolistic purpose of the plan. The sweeping
Ianguage in that case opened the flood gates for
cities and counties across the U.S. to stretch the
term, "public use," to cover virtually any taking that
might create jobs or increase the tax base. Critics
also say condemnations sometimes are carried out
to help the politically powerful at the expense of
those not well-connected.

14%

u.

Congress authorized the Agency to lease or sell
portions of the land to private parties if those partics
would carry out the redevelopment plan.

1999/2000

Few would argue that eminent domain is not a
legitimate tool to acquire land necessary for the
creation of infrastrucfure needed to create a better
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life fora community or region. The public could not
function without highways, sewer and water lints,
schools, and recreational facilities. Likewise, the
public good is generally lr,ell served by allowing
railways and power utility companies to use condL'mnation to acquire the right of ways necessary to
provide important public services. Condemning
properties to create redevelopment zones has alscr
become a ge.nerally accepted method for revitalizing blighted areas. At what point, however, should
the use of this very powerful process be questioned?

Should governmental agencies use eminent domain to take property next to a public-use facility,
such as a dorvntown arena, to be sold to a private
interest so that a parking garage or restaurant can
be developed? Should a public agency be allowed
to condemn private property of one business to
turn that property over to another private business?
Should a city or countv have the right to force
businesses, and even homeowners, off their properties to create more jobs or higher property or sales
taxes?

Eminent domain has taken a frighte'ning turn in a
very un-American dirc.ction and it is time to reconsider if the aggressive use of this powe'rful tool is not
beginning to trample private property rights. Public
works and private enterprise are obviously linked,
but injecting the power of government to force
citizens to surrender their property and their rights
to benefit specific busincss interests is fundamentally wrong.
THE AGGRESSIVE USE OF CONDEMNATION
ln recent years, governments have begun to broaden
their definitions of what constitutes a public use.
M.rny now us( eminent domain as,rn economic
bol, they condemn the property of one landowner
or business and give it to another business. Legal
scholars and attorneys specializing in eminent dt>
main issues say this expanded definition has placed
an additional hardship on property owners who
have to prove that land taken is not for a vital public
use. The judiciary has watered down eminent domain laws.
Communities that are a5;gressivelv using their powers of eminent domain do so primarily to increase
tax revenues. They use the catch phrase "economic
development" to iustify their actions. By displacing
a smaller business in favor of a larger one, they
expect to generate higher property and sales tax
revenues. Is it the right of public agencies to decide
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any of these proceedings is whether it ultimately
affords just compensation for the propertv taken.
Condemnation proceedings vary according to individual state and federal laws- In general, the proceedings should be conducted as quickly as possible. A proceeding does not retluire court involvement if the condemnor and landorvner enter into a
contract for the taking of the property for a public
use. A seizure based on such a contract is as effective as if it werc done through formal condemnation proceedings.
The condemnation process usually consists of tlvcr
stages; proct'edings that prescribe the. condemnor's
right to take the property, and proceedings to set the

compensation b be paid for the taken property.
During these proceedings the prop('rty owner may
continue to use the property as long as the use does
not substantially change the condition of the property or its value.

The owner has the right to due process during the
condemnation hearings. They must be notified in a
timely manne'r and given a reasonable chance to
address the issuesofwhether theuse theproperty is
being taken for is an actual public use and whether
the compensation is indeed just. Due process does
not require a jury trial in condemnation proceedings, although various state constitutions and statutes provide for assessment by a jury.

"PUBLIC USE" .
AN EVER BROADENING PHRASE
The concept of "public use" has become quite broad.
The public use limitation at one time was held by
many courts to limit both what the government
could acquire and to whom it could delegate the
authodty to acquire private property. Historically
eminent domain was used for very obvious public
works projects. More recently it has been extended
to include the condemnation of private land for
resale to other private individuals or firms for urban reneu,al. The concept also has been broadened
to include quasi-public organizations, such as util-

ity companies, railroads and pipelines.
Originally, courts applied a "use bv the public" test
to property seizures. Governments could take property only if the public would be allowed to use it.
Lawmakers also gave private entities like railroads
and public utilities eminent domain power. The test
they had to pass in court was called "public advantage." The question to be answered was: "Does the
building oftransportation networks or energv plants
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The protection of rights in property lies

at the heart of our constitutional system.
To the framers of the Constitution,
the protection of indiuidual liberty
uas essential. By enumerution of
specific pou)ers grarted to uarious
goaerrtnent officials, many felt therl
had createil a goaern rrent of sufficieflt
checks and balances to ensure iniliaidual
liberties would be protected.
Others felt it necessary to make explicit
the most important of those liberties
which the Constitution sought to protect.
The Bill ot' Rights did this by specifying
freedon of speech and religion; freedom of
press afld assetnbly; the right to bear arms;
the right to trial by jury anil cross
exaffiination of accusing witnesses; and
freedom from cruel or uflusual punishment.
serve the public interest?" After the Depression,
governments got into the busintss of redevelopment, restoring underused orblighted land. In many
cases, local Bovernment agencies took over the
projects when private companies were not willing
to assume the risk. These actions were deemed
"public use" takings, even if the land ultimately
went to private parties.
In the past half century, the U.S. Supreme Court, as
well as various state Supreme Courts, have played
an important role in extending thr". ability of governmental agencies to use eminent domain to take
propertv for almost any use they deemed desirable.
In a seminal case, Berman vs. Parker (1954), the
Supreme Court greatly expanded the notion of
"public use."' This case involved the constitutionality of the 1945 District of Columbia Redevelopment Act. This Act declared it the policy of the
United States to eliminate all substandard housing
in Washingkrn, D.C., because such areas were "in.iurious to the public health, safety, morals, and
welfare." The Act also created the District of Columbia Redevelopment Land Agency and granted
that agency the power to use eminent domain for
the redevelopment of blighted areas. Additionally,
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Due to this negative forecast the analysis creates
point A. However, assume that this office building
has a triple-A tenant on a 10-year lease. Clearly, in
this case, the correct return-risk calculations need to
take the property-specific terms into account. This
consideration moves the portfolio to point B - clearly
a better position than point A.
Forutard-lottkitts return, risk nnd corn:lation messurcr: The methodology is specifically structured to

produce forward- and not backward-looking risk
and return estimates. These estimates are produced
using the same consistent approach across markets
and property types. As such, they are fully comparable and can be used as inputs for MPT applica-

tions.

A sophisticakd snd sdaanced annlyticnl approach:
ln typical backward-looking MPT applications, the
derivation of return and risk measures on the basis
of historical data is a fairly simple task; however,
this is not true in the case of a forwardJooking
approach. In the view of the authors, the sophistication of the proposed methodology is best reflected
in four features. First, the methodology makes use
of over 200 metro-specific econometric models that
havebeen developed and utilized through theyears
by Torto Wheaton Research (TWR). These models
are structured on the basis of powerful economic
and econometric principles and capture the idiosyncratic interactions of local real estate market
variables such as rents, vacancy rates, construction,
and the Iocal economy. Given the well-established
segmentation of real estate markets along metropolitan boundaries, such modeling is crucial for
understanding each market's unique prospects and
sensitivities.
Second, the development of risk measures is
based on the econometrically estimated forward
variance of the economic factors that drive each
market's forecasting models and a market-andproperty type by markerand-propertv type evaluation of how such rcorrornic variance translates into
forwardJooking variance in lrteslru:n t performance.
Third, the return and risk estimates take into
account each market-and-property type's current
market conditions and econometrically estimated
prospects. Finally, both the return and risk measurestake into account prevailing differences across
metropolitan areas/property types in capitalization rates, a key factor in determining purchase
price and investment performance.
Methodology
Given the very limited availability of historical
2).

Strategic Portlolio Arnlysis: A Na u Apprttach

retum series bv metropolitan area and property
type, direct modeling and forecasting each market's
return is not feasible without some compromising
assumptions. However, with the significantly greater
availability of historical series for rental rates and

other crucial space market variables, it is Possible to
develop forecasts of market-average and/or building-specific expected returns and associated risk
measures by taking into account each market's
unique behavioral patterns as well as a building's
specific characteristics.
Accordin2; to conventional portfolio theory, the
expected return of an asset is the probabilityweighted sum of its returns undc'r different scenarios, while the risk associated with this expected
return can be calculated as the probability-weighted
sum of the squared deviations of the returns under
each scenario from the expected return. Equations
(1) and (2) describe the fundamental theory behind
the asset return and risk estimation methodology.'

E(r),= 2

p,,*r,,

fl)
o',=Z

p,,*1r,, E(r),1'
(2)

Wlure
E(r)

expected return for metropolitan area

o-

variance of expected return in

P,

metropolitan area 7
probability for scenario i in metropolitan

f

area f
forecast retum for scenario i in
metropolitan area f
The inputs entering equations (1) and (2) are derived through an elaborate and sophisticated market-by-market econometric analysis process. The
steps involved in the estimation of return and risk
measures and their use in MPT applications are the

following:
.1.

Estimation of structural econometric models for
each market/property type;

2. Econometric estimation of forward variance of
and associated probabilities for all exogenous
economic variables that drive each market/property type's forecashng model;

3. Development of forecasts of pessimistic and
optimistic economic scenarios for each market,/
property type;
4. Development of rent and vacancy rate forecasts
for pessimistic, base case, and optimistic scenarios;
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5. Translation of rent and vacancv forecasts for
each scenario into Internal Rate of Return (lRR)

forecasts using a discounted cash flow model
that takes into account each market/property
type's capitalization rate;
6. Estimation of forward-looking return and risk
measures for each market area/property type
using the estimated IRRand respc'ctive probability for each scenario and equations (1) and (2);
7. Estimation of correlation coefficients using historical and forecast rent changes;
8. Assessment of investor objectives and identification of asset allocation model constraints implied by those objectives;
9. Derivation of the efficient frontier;
10, Estimation of the return prospects and risk profile of existing real estate portfolio at the market/
property type level and at the asset-specific level
and assessment of need for strategic reposition-

ll.

ing,
Estimation of the efficient frontier that incorporates existing holdings as constraints in the opti-

mization process;
12 Identification of an optimal portfolio that best
satisfies investor objectives.

AN APPLICATION TO INDUSTRIAL
INVESTMENT TARGETING
This section presents a simplistic application of the
nerv approach to industrial investment decisionmaking and, particularly, to the selection of target
cities for industrial investments. More specifically,
the authors present and discuss the return and risk
estimates for l0 major industrial markets generated
via the proposed approach. Subsequently they construct three portfolios of target cities, one using the

MPT approach and two using simple rankings of
the 10 markets. Finally, thev compare the return,/
risk profile of these portfolios to demonstrate the
superiodty of the MPT-derived mix of target markets.

Dallas, Houston, Los Angeles, Northern New Jersey, Philadelphia, San Francisco, and Washington
D.C. As Tnblr' ? indicates, high investment returns
are expected in all markets ranging from 14.1 percent to 18.9 p€.rcent. The industrial market with the
highestexpected return is Boston followedby Hous-

ton and Washington, D.C. The industrial market
with the lowCSt cxpected rcturn of 14.1 percent is
Los Angeles. The risk associated w,ith these expected returns ranges significantlv across markets
from 0.3 percent in Northern New Jersey to 2.l
percent in Washington D.C. The estimates suggest
that the old adage, "higher returns are associated
with higher risk," is not always true. For example,
Houston has the second highest return but is by no
means the second most riskv marke't. This may be
consistent with an inefficiently priced market in
which cap rates do not adiust to fully price in
future increases in cash flow. Thus, the market
presents a buying opportunity without increased
risk.
A fen, things ne'ed to be said regarding the high
return and lorv risk estimates for most markets. The
relatively high returns are mostly due to the use of

existing NOI in the calculation of the acquisition
price. Due to tht' long-term leases characterizing the
industrial market increases in rental rates during
the recent years are not incorporated in existing
lease rates. As a result, rates on existing leases are
considerably below market. Thus, by capitalizing
the existing NOI (as opposed to stabilized NOR, for
example) we have produced acquisition prices that
may be lower than the ones inv.'stors may eventually pav in the marketplace since sellers will require
some premium frrr anticipated incrcases in preiperty cash flolv as leases rollover to higher market
rents. Thus, lower accluisition prices help boost our
expected return estimates. Experimentation with
acquisition prices based on stabilized NOI (which is
calculated using market rates) has produced considerably lower return estimates.

lndustial Market Rehtm and Risk Estimates
Tnble 1 presents return and risk €'stimates for 10
major industrial markets. The return estimates are
based on forecast cash flows for the average industrial building in each market; and an acquisition
price calculated using the direct income capitalizaticrn approach. Such cash flow forecasts have been
generated using nlt's Ouzoox hlt:H.,rcrnt software
and market data as of mid-year 1998.

The 10 ma jor markets used to demonstrate the
usefulness of the proposed approach in industrial
real estate investing are Atlanta, Bosbn, Chicago,

2ll

The authors believe trl'o factors are primarily
responsible for the low risk estimates. First, the fact
that most of the markets are close to the peak of their

performance with increasing rents and most importantly,low vacancy rates. To understand this argument, bear in mind that the return and risk measures have be'c'n calculated on the basis of investment performance under alternative scenarios. The
importance of the low vacancy ratc. is that it shields
the market from any severe investment deterioration in the case of pessimistic scenarios. In addition,
the fact that rents are close to their peak does not
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individual liberty was essential. By enumeration of
specific pou,ers granted to various govc.rnment officials, many felt they had created a government of

exists in the government whenever a public use will
be derived. By thc same token, the exact procedure

sufficient checks and balances to ensure individual
liberties would be protected. Others felt it necessary
to make explicit th€. most important of those liberties which the Constitution sought k) protect. The
Bill of Rights did this by specifving freedom of
speech and religion; freedom of press and assembly; the right to bear arms; the right b trial by jury
trnd cross examination of accusing witnesses; and
freedom from cruel or unusual punishment.

Constitution. Only certain limitations on the process are enumerated, the most important of which
are "due process" and "just compensation."

Recognizing that a government could easily abuse
these

civil rights if a citizen's property and liveli-

hood were not guaranteed, the United States Constitution also imposes a dutv on government to

protect private property rights. Within the Bill of
Rights, numerous provisions directly or indirectly
protect private property rights. The F()urth Amendment guarantees that people are to be "secure in
their persons, houses, papers, and effects...". The
Fifth Amendment states that no person shall "be
deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due
process of [aw; nor shall private property be taken
for public use without just compensation." The
Fifth Amendment implies the federal government's
right to exercise its power of eminent domain. The
right of the federal government to exercise eminent
domain within any state is not subiect to control bv
the various state legislatures. It is subject only to the
Federal Constitution and the statutes emanating
from it.

ln addition to the Bill of Rights' provisions, the
Fourteenth Amendment echoes the Due Process
Clause of the Fifth Amendment, stating that "No
state shall deprive .rny person of life, liberty, or
property without clue process of law." As sovereignties, within their borders and within the limits
on their powers as defined by the U.S. Constitution,
the states also possess the right of eminent domain.
Most state constitutions, actually all but two, specifically give the state this right. What constitutes
property for the purposes of the "takings" must be
established mainly by state sources of law, including common law, statutes, and state constitutions.
State 'takings" clauses are quite important because
many of them contain language stronBer than that
of the Fifth Amendment.
The power of eminent domain in this country is
unusual in that it is inherent or implied. The Federal
Constitution dtrs not explicitly grarrt this power.
Instead, the law assumes or implies that the power
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for condemnation is not addressed by the

U.S.

ELEMENTS OF EMINENT DOMAIN
When exercising the use of eminent domain, the
governmental agencv must prove that all four elementssetfourth in the Fifth Amendment are present.
These elements include: 1). private property;2).
must be taken; 3). for public use;4). with just compensation. Over the years these elenrents have been
broadly interpreted.
Private property may include not only land, but
also items such as fixtures, leases, options, stocks,

and other items. Our concern in this manuscript
will relate to real property and not personal property.
The second elcme'nt of eminent domain is taking.
This refers to the taking of physical property or a
portion thereof. lt also can occur when the taking
reduces the value. of the property due to noise,
accessibility problems, or other agents. In general,
compensation must be paid not only if the property
is physically taken, but whenever a restriction on
the use of the property is so extensive that it is
tantamount to confiscation of the property. The
courts traditionally have not recognized the regulation of property by the exercise of police power as a
taking. Practices such as zoning restrictions may
determine the owner's use and surelv may impact
on the owner's rights and the property's value.

The last element prescribed in tht' Fifth Amendment requires that when private property is taken,
there'shall be compensation paid to the owner that
is fair to the public as well as to the property owner.
The amount of compensation should be measured
by the ou,ner's loss rather than bv the public's gain.
The measure of damages is often tht' fair market
value of the property harmed or taken for public
use. The value for real property is assessed based on
the uses to which it could reasonably be developed,
a concept referred to as the property's highest and
best use. Differe'nt states have different procedures
ior determininl4 ,ust compensation and acquiring
title. Some require deposit of estimatc'd iust compensation into court, while others do not. Some
allow for trial bt'fore a jury, while others use the
commissioner system of knowledgeable persons
appointed to advise the court. The litmus test for
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Tables 1 -
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Trblt, 1: The 10 Maf or Industrial Markets Ranked by Retum

lndustrial Market

EurrurNT DoMATN oR
Dourr.lATloN?
hr1

Etliciency
Ratio

18.9%

1

.6o/o

8.01

Houston

18.60/o

0.8olo

16.64

Washingon, D.C
S. Fancisco

17.37o

2j%

5.32

16.9%

0.9%

12.58

Philadelphia

16.7'/"

Dallas

'16.50/o

0.8%

Aflanta

15.8%

1 .1o/o

8.71

N. N. Jersey

14.50/"

0.3%

25.33

Chcago

14.1"/"

0.6%

13.55

Los Angeles

14.1'/"

0.6%

13.70

8.93
12.45

Douglas Tirnmotrs & Larn Wornack

Major Industrial Markets Ranked by Efficiency Ratio

TNTRODUCTIoN

Expected

I f minent domain is a very powerful, and therefort, potentially
I- dangerous thing. The legal concept of e'minent domain is well
established. The U.S. Constitution endorses the taking of private
property for "pubiic use," with just compensation. Without it, many
of this nation's greatest public-works projects would not c,xist. Ttrlay,

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Douglas Timmons is an assistattt
profcssor of finance al Middle Tennes-

src Stnl( Uttit,rrsilv. Ha receircd his
Ph.D. irt real astnte and urban land

tht UnipersitV of Floritla.

prirwry nrats ofrasealch nre mortgagr lrnnkirrg aud rnl eslote ittteslHis

tnent ntmlysis. (E-mail: jtintntorts@
mtsu.cdr)

however, many local and state governments are usil.lg their awesome
powers of condemnation, or eminent domain, in a kind of corporate
triage grabbing property from one privatt business to give to
another. A device that has been used for centuries to smtxrtlr tlre way
for public works such as roads and parks, and later to ease urban
blight, has become a marketing tool for governments seeking to lure
bigger business. Communities intent on creating jobs and enlarging
their tax bases have stretched the meaning of "public use" to cmbrace
a host of undertakings that promise to improve tht'ir economic or
social well-being. It is time to consider whether privatc prop€'rty
rights are being abused. The purpose of this manuscript is to ctxrsider
iust horl'far the term "public use" can, or should, be stre,tche'd beforc
a trampling of private property rights occur.

THE LAW
Eminent domain can be defined as follows: The power to take private
property for public use by the federal government, a state, municipality, or private person or corporation authorized to exercise functions
ofpublic character, following the payment ofjust compensation to the
owner of that property.

Lara Womack is an associate prot'essor ofbusitrcss htt' at MiddleTen essee
(CotttirtueLl orr pagc 52)
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Return

The protection of rights in propertv lies at the heart of our constitutional system. To the framers of the Constitution, the protection of
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lndustrial Market

Relurn

Etficiency
Ratio

Risk

N. Jersey

145%

0.3%

25.33

Houslon

18.6%

0.8%

16.64

Los Angeles

14j%
14j%

0.6%

13.70

0.6%

13.55

S. Francisco

16.9%

0.9%

12.58

Dallas

16.5%

0.8%

12.45

Philadelphia

16.7%

Atlanta

15.8%

1.1%

8.71

B6ton

18.9%

1.6%

8.01

Washingon, D.C.

17 .3o/o

2.1%

5.32

Chicago

8.93

I

I

allow for increases significantly higher than the
base-case in the case of the optimistic scenarios.
Hence the relatively low volatility of expected re-

sources of risk, including pricing and capital availability. While these additional risks are crucial to

turns under alternative scenarios and the relativelv

asset classes, the authors believe they are not as

low risk estimates.

strong in influencing the relative risk of different
real estate markets. Thus, despite some caveats in
terms of the accuracy of the estimated return and
risk levels, the authors strongly believe that they
convey very valuable insights in terms of the reln file
rewards and risks of industrial investments across
markets.

The second reason is that the estimated risk
measure focuses on the risk from economic uncertainty in the market. While the authors have focused on this risk because they believe it is the most
important in targeting markets, there are other

Strategic Portlolio Analysis:

A

NerLt Approach

factor in when comparing real estate with other

29

An important summary measure of the risk/
return profile of an investment opportunity is the
Sharpe or efficiency ratio calculated as the return in
of the risk free rate (assumed kr be six per-

excess

cent) over the risk measure. Tnblt'2 ranks the 10
industrial markets by this efficiency ratio. As it can
be seen from this table, the market expt'cted to
provide the highest risk-adjusted return is clearly
Northern New Jersey follolved by Houston. The
industrial market expected to provide the lowest
risk-adjusted return is Washington, D.C. Tnbfu 2
underscores the importance of measuring risk
when targeting markets for industrial investments. Notice that the two markc'ts with the lowest risk-adjusted return, (Boston and Washington, D.C.), are the same ones featured in Taltla 1
among the three highest returrr industrial markets. These are the markets most likely to be
chosen by an investor who ignores risk and only
focuses on return. Howeve'r, thcy are'not as likely
to be selected by an investor that wants to factor risk
in his/her investment decisions.
Targeting Cities for Industrial Inuestments
ln order to demonstrate the usefulness of MPT

in targeting metropolitan markets for industrial
investments, assume that we want b build a portfolio of nationally targeted industrial investments.
For the sake of this analysis, assume that the choices
of industrial markets a national inclustrial inve'stor
is faced n ith is limited only to these l0 markets and

that, due to portfolio size limitations, onlv fivc
target markets will be selected. Spreading investments to more markets would result in an inefficientlv low investment amount pe'r markct. Belorv
we construct three groups of target cities with altt'rnative methodologies and then compare them in
order to identify which of the three methtds produces the group of target cities $,ith tlrc most favorable risk/ return profile.
The MPT approach is used first. Application of
this approach requires, in addition to the'expected
return and risk estimates, the e'stimation of the
correlations amont the assets included in themodel.
Thus, pairwise correlation coefficients among the

l0 industrial markets are calculated using both
historical and forecast rent chang€'for the periocl
1980-2007. Rent changes are thought k) be the best
available proxy for metropolitan-specific return
series because they better capture movements in
demand, supply, and asset prices. These correlation
coefficients are presented in lrilrft'.3. As this table
shows, there are low correlations among several
industrial markets, which can provide significant
30

diversification benefits. For example, the correlation between the Los Angeles industrial market and
the Boston industrial market is as lor.r' as -0.25.
Other pairs of markets with negative correlations
are N.N. Jersey and Atlanta; Philadelphia and
Atlanta; Chicago and Boston; N.N. Jersey and
Boston; Washington D.C. and Boston; and Los
Angeles and Houston. The tn,o industrial markets
most highly correlated are San Francisco and Philadelphia.

the fun out of the game. But no one enjoys the
from time to time
capital crunches either; and
they will remain with us. So fasten your seat belts;
and enioy the ride.*.,
NOTES
This is an adnpldtion olan atlicle tlwl aryeared ir the October
1999 edilion o/ Urban Land. Pritted u'ilh the permissiot of

Urban Land.

Bv using these return, risk, and correlation estimates as an input into a standard mean-variance
assetallocation model, we are able to identify which
five out of thc 10 markets under consideration \^,ill
prr:vide the highest risk-adjusted return. It should
benotcd thatthe model was appropriately restricted
so that each estimated portfolio is composed of

equal allocations to five markets. This restriction
has been placed solely for the purpose of simplicity
and in order to facilitate comparison of the MPTdcrivcd portfolio with portfolios derived using
simple market rankings. The latter were constructed
by selecting the five highest return markets and
alternatively the five markets with the highest efficie.ncy ratios. These tw,o portfolios are compared in
terms of their composition and return/risk profile
n,ith the MPT-de'rived optimal portfolio in TnDIe 4.
It should be noted that the risk of the simplistic
portfolios has been calculated using standard portfolio risk formulas that takeintoaccount thepairwise
correlations among the different markets.

As Inblr,4 indicates, the portfolio based on a
simple return ranking of the markets includes Boston, Houston, Philadelphia, San Francisco, and
Washington, D.C. This portfolio has an expected
return of 17.68 percent, an estimated risk of 0.80
percent and an efficiency ratio of 14.65. This portfolio has, by construction, the highest return. But
rvhat about its efficiencv ratio? Does the investor
take an unnecessarily higher risk for this return
level? The portfolio constructed on the basis of the
efficiency-ratio rankings of the 10 markets includes
Chicago, Houston, Los Angeles, Northern New
Jersey, and San Francisco. This portfolio provides a
lou,er expected return of 15.64 percent compared to
the previous portfolio, but it does so at only half the
risk. As such, it has a higher efficiency ratio than the
previous portfolio, thus providing a significantly
higher risk-adjusted return. But is this portfolio the
best an investor can do in terms of target market
selection? The answer is definitely no. The reason
is, that portfolio B does take into account both the
return and risk profile of each of the industrial
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Japanese'applied local valuation to p;lobal markets.
The local valuations they utilized were in effect
rigged prices, artificially kept high to keep the
ruling party in power. The Japanese also took currency risk. ln the 1990s, both the currency and the
markets went against them. As a result of strong
cultural prt'ferences for not admitting mistakes and
not acting decisively, little has been accomplished
during the past eight years. [n the United States we

resolved our real estate problems in about five
years. We wtre willing to tolerate n'indfalls and
exce'ssive gains. Our resolved real estate assets were
estimated to amount to the equivalent of about t\a,o
percent to three percent of one vear's GNP. A comparable figure forJapan is estimated at 18 percent to
20 percent. Moreover, the qualitv of unresolved
Japanese real estate assets is not good. There has
also been a criminal c,lement identified with certain
types of Japanese real estate assets. In 1998 Japan
resolved $50 billion of real estate assets, or four
percent of the estimated $1.2 trillion of bad paper
outstanding.
ln China, the potential is even rvorse. Many of the
huge state ownt'd enterprises are effectively bankrupt. There is an excessive supply of high rise office
buildings in Shanghai and elsewhere, some owned
by the Peoples' Liberation Army. The state owned
banking system is filled with illiquid paper extended to state owned enterprises and real estate
proiects. Thc state owned banks are essentially
financed by the savings of the' country, including
the huge peasant class. It is estimated it will take as
long as l0 years to resolve the situation. lf denied
World Trade Organization membership and other
international recognition, there is always the chance
that China may become more insular. Along with
this is the risk of devaluation of their currency,
should the resolution of their economy become
unsynchronized, resulting in yet another Asian
crisis.
Finally, there is the imponderability of a resolution
problem in the Russian economy. Thus one may
easily predict further turmoil in the international
capital markets from time to time. Real estate capital markets in the U.S. will suffer during such times
of crisis, as real estate will continue to be viewed as
immature and non-transparent. Private markets
such as banks, insurance companies, pension funds,
and private equity will benefit from such disruptions in the public markets.

CONCLUSION
Is real estate global or local? Essentially it is local

.12

Why is commercial real estate debt
lumped together zaith ernerging

third zoorld countries and "iunk bonds?"
It is because of the lack of transpalency
of real estate inuestment data, lack of
solid corflpalable infonnation, snd lack of
full discloate. Real estate is still seen
to be a local afld a priodte busitrcss.
The concontitant lack of traflsparency
is also a cletening factor in
U.S. pension funds making larger
allocations to this asset class.
and private, but financing costs are going kr be
drir,en by world events, among othc'r factors. Thus
real estate is a local business in a global marketplace. A real estate owner-operator must think
locally and act globally. Here are some suBgestions

Tables 3 - 4

lllrlc .l: Correlation Matrix
LoS
Atlanta Boston Chicago Dallas Houston Angeles
Atlanta
Boston
Chicago

N,N,

Phihdel-

J€rsey

phia

San v16n$n
Francisco D.C.

1.00

0.18

1.00
-0.08

1.00

0.42

0.28

0.23

1.00

0.21

Dallas
Houston
Los Angeles
N. N. Jersey

Philadelphia
San Francisco
Washington, D.C.

1.00

0.03

0.26

0.24
-0.08

-0.25

0.71

0.20
0.19

-0.03

1.00

-0.02

0.43

0.36

0.10

0.42

1

-0.03

0.23

0.26

0.08

053

1.00

0.03
-0.07

0.24

037

0.39
0.32

0.31

0.19

0.48

0.62

0.73

1.00

0.55

0.39

0.04

0.54

u.b/

0.26

0.37

0.1

1

0.25

Tnblr' 4 - Comparing

how a typical local owner-operator of commercial real estate may react to the increased compk'xities of the real estate capital markets.

.00

1.00

Alternative Portfolios

as to

Have a long{erm capital stratc'gy, not a shortterm tactic of always getting the cheapest capital
available.
Think locally about location, tenant needs and
satisfaction, competition, and the like.
Act globally in the sense of being able to intt:rpret
the impact of global events on financing costs
and access to capital.
Line up your capital needs early.
Have plenty of equity in your project.
Try to finance a couple of years ahead in order to
prevent being in the capital markets at a time of
crisis.
Maintain good capital sources in both the public
and private markets.
Be certa in your private capita I {inancing sourcc is
not itself dependent on the public markets to lay
off its own loans and investments.
Be prepared to pay a premium, if necessary, for
availability of capital.
On a longer term basis, do what you can, through
The Counselors of Real Estate or other organizations, to increase the professionalism and transparency of real estate information.

No one anticipates, or even desires, a "perfect"
market for real estate finance. That would take all
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Portfolio
Based on
lndustrial Market

Return
Rankings

Boston

X

Chicago
Houston
Los Angeles
N. New Jersey
Philadelphia
S, Francisco
Washington, D.C
Portfolio Heturn
Portfolio Risk
Efficiency Ratio

X
X

X
X

X

17.68/"

15.64%

16.04'/"

0.80%
14,6s

0.43"/"
22.21

0.42%

pected return of the portfolio by 40 basis points but
also minimally decreases its risk. ln this wav the
investor can attain an even higher risk-adjusted

Nant Approaclr

X
X
X
X
X

X

rived using the MPT approach. This portfolio is
similar to portfolio B with the exception that it
includes Boston instead ofSan Francisco. As IrbL,4,
indicates this change not onlv increases the ex-

A

X
X

MPT-Derived
Portfolio

X

marketsbut ignores their correlations. Modern portfolio theorv has established that investors can build
better portfolios by taking into account such correIations. The proof lies in portfolio C that nas de-

Strattgic Porllolio Analysis:

Portfolio
Based on
Efficiency Ratio
Rankings

23.68

return. [t should be noted that the gains in riskadjusted return as we move from portfolio B to
portfolio C can be more substantial when the analysis includes morc' markets.
CONCLUSION
This manuscript has presented a new approach to
real estate portfolio analysis and a simplistic application to industrial investment targeting. Its
innovation lies in the methodology used to generate return and risk estimates for local markets or
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Certain economists posit that the Federal Reserve
may have to raise interest rates even if there is low
inflatirrn, in ordcr to cut off excessive consumer
demand. Such excessive consumer demand has
been fueled by the stock market bubble as well as
the large disparity of imports over exports. Should
thc'Fed take corrective action to stem excessive
consumption and asset value inflation, a recession
could easily be the result.

specific properties. In applying this approach the
authors first estimated return and risk measures for
l0 industrial markets that take into account their
current conditions, their idiosyncratic behavior, and
the uncertainty characterizing their economic outlook. Next, thev constructed alternative portfolios
of five target markets using MPT and simple
rankings. The results indicate that the proposed
methodologv can help real estate investors construct portfolios of target cities \4,ith superior return
and risk profile.*.,
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private sources of capital continues. Insurance companies and commercial banks continue to benefit
from Wall Street's liquidity squeeze in the last half
of 1998. Spreads on real estate lending remain quite

large, California-based apartment REIT. The principal paid a 24 percent premium over the market price
of the common stock. As a private markc't buyer, he

was able to roughly double the financial leverage
on the properties. He could also integrate- tht' bulk
of the properties into his master plan for the entire'

holdings. The difference between public and private market equity pricing in this case was entirely
rational- The transaction is a good case'study for the
logical difference in public and private market equity valuation.

INTERNATIONAL CAPITAL MARKETS
ln the public markets, real estate investment trusts
(REITs) still reprc.sent a relatively small percentage
of the commercial finance market. Prices of REIT
stock remain depre,ssed as large capital flows continue into lnternct, media, and financc companies.
The public markets think something bad is going to
happen kr real e'state. REITs have become recognized as slow grrw,th vehicles, somewhat underleve.raged from a real estate point of view. They

Rl

havc. moved from trading at I5 percent to 20 percent

A. Kane and A. Markus, Llr,.slrk',tls, Irwin,

premiums to net asset value to trading at 15 percent
to 20 percent discounts to net asset value. Those
REITs that art'able to reduce expenses, build ancillary businesse's, and provide accretional external
growth will do the best. Stock repurchases also can
improve value. In the long run, the number of REITs
rvill decrease sharplv.

Homewood,lL (1993).

Commercial Mortgage Backed Securities (CMBS)
have not recovered to the values they represented
in 1998. CMBS pricing spreads to 10-year Treasuries rc'main relatively high for each rating category,
and especially high for the loner rated tranches.
The "botbm" piecesarepriced at spreads to Treasuries roughlv double those of early last year. CMBS
portfolios have not gone through a down-cycle as
yet. There is uncertainty as to hon'these portfolios
will perform. What is a normalized ratio of past
due loans and delinquencies during a real estate
rccession? Who will collate and disseminate the
data for these large portfolios? Who pays for such
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to standardize mortgage documents.
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Ti,Jne," ARF.UEA lout,nl,35, 121-139 (1994); Sivitanides, P.,
'The Rent Adiustment Pr(xess and the Structural Vac.incy

k\tr

was the privatization of

tial six months of

such investments among two or three entities, seeking ways tojustify higher loans to valueand seeking

Rtl,i.to,n,3,111-

Rate in the Commercial Real Estate Markel."
Estol? R.st:arch,13, 2, 195-209 (199r.

,l999

Meanwhilc, the competition betu'een public and

high, compared to the first half of 1998, although
availability of funding has improved. Commercial
banks remain aggressive on underwriting stan.lards in st'lcctir.c cases. Insurance 6lrmpanies are
aggressively marke'ting whole loans, syndicating

Shiller, R. and K. Case, "The Efficiency of the Markr:t for
Single Family Homes"
122 (1989).

Private equity in real estate continuL's to be a88ressive. Private equity is priced differently than public
equitv, because of the higher leverage krle'rated and
the perceived greater investment risk rvhich is
sought- One interesting transaction during tht' ini-

NOTES

l.

information? Will market makers for such securities stay around during a down cycle? Answers to
these types of investor queries are not clear at the
Present time.
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FOR REAL ESTATE

The phenomenon in U.S. capital marktts which
remains less fully underskrod is the linkage between domestic real estate capital pricing and the
international capital markets. To illustratL' thL' point,
why should whatever happens to the'Thai bhat
affect my ability to finance local real estate? [t is a
complex issue. Capital markets do not like surprises. In 1998, wc'had scvcral of thcnr in a row,
ranging from Russia, Brazil, and South East Asia tcr
New York and Connecticut whcre Long Tt'rm Capital ManafJement, a large hedge fund, became illiquid. At such times of uncertaintv, there is a flight to
qualitv in the capital markets. Capital came out of
emer6;ing markets debt, lon er grade'corporate debt
("'junk bonds"), and realestate debt, causing spreads
to Treasuries b double virtually ovt'rnight.

Whv is commercial real estate debt lumped together u'ith emerginpi third world countries and
"junk bonds?" It is because of the Iack of transparency of real estate investment data, lack of solid
comparable information, and lack of full disclosure. Real estate is still seen to be a local and a
private business. The concomitant lack of transparency is also a deterring factor in U.S. pension funds
making larger allocations to this asset class.
The Asian real estate problem has not been cured.
There is an estimate.cl two trillion dollars of debt
overhang in these marke.ts. In thc 19tiiOs, the

.ll
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TNTRoDUCTION
Commercial rt.rl estatc has traditionally been considered a local
I business, b.rsed upon locational characteristics and intimate
knowledge of tenant needs. Trans-national reaI estate investment in
the decade of the 1980s coupled with globalization of money and
capital mark!'ts in the 1990s has caused some to believe that commercial real estate is a fungible commodity, which may be traded broadly
irrespective of local needs or characteristics. This manuscript attempts to describe some of the linkages between global and local real
L'state. We shall begin with a brief survey of U.S. real estate capital
markets, mo\re on to the international capital markets, and conclude
with a statcment of how a local business
- real estate - can react to
global capital markets.

I
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U.S. CAPITAL MARKETS FOR
COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE FINANCE
Perhaps the leading query is: how much longer can our longest
sustained growth boom continue without running into inflationary
pre'ssures? There does appear to be a whiff of inflation in the air. Labor
cost incre'ases are disguised in part by signing bonuses, trips to
Hawaii, annual bonus awards, stock options, and the like. Yet many
localities are operating at under three percent unemployment, a
statistic below traditional reckoning of frictional employment levels.
Shortages are appearing in items such as dry wall and copper. The
Federal Reserve Bank is practicing a balancing act between keeping
interest rates low until the Asian crisis is resolved and moving to
higher rates to avoid longer term inflation. Most economists seem to
be predicting good growth through the year-2000 Presidential election and a possible shallow slow-down in 200.1, caused in part by
higher interest rates.
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A CASE STUDY )
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he purpose of this case studv is to demonstrate real estate consult-

ing is>ues involved in the defense of a major oil company (OIL)
tt'a t was sued by the owner of an adjacent neighborhood shopping center (NSC) for environmental damages. The NSC amended its
theories many times, u'ith the result that a defense rvas necessarily
multifaceted and complex, providing the material for a unique case
study. In this new millennium, real estate matters, especially Iitigation,
will surely increase in complexity. Further, notwithstanding the need
for specialization, there are many situations where knowledge in multiple disciplines is useful in providing a study of the facts that were
needed for a defense.

THE SITE
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jack P. Friedman, Ph.D., CRE,
CPA, rs ar author, appraiser, ond
cortsultant irr Dallas, Texos. He is a
nembcr ol lhe "Real Estale Issues"
Lditorial Board and currcnl chnir of
the DallrclFort Worth Clwpter of The
Cowrselors

of

Rcnl Estate. (E-mail:

j a c kfrie d m an@1trod i gy.n et )

The event occurred in a Iarge and fast-growing suburb of Dallas, Texas.
A service station owned by OIL, Iocated on the southeast corner of an
important intersection, is surrounded by NSC (Fi.grire 1). More than nine
years ago, one component of an underground petroleum storage tank
svstem experienced a leak or "release." The release was appropriately

reported to the Texas Water Commission (now the Texas Natural
Resources Conservation Commission or TNRCC), which added the site

to its list of Leaking Petroleum Storage Tanks (LPSTs) and began the
monitoring process. OIL drilled monitoring wells on its property and,
with permission, on NSC's propertv. Periodic readings showed the
extent of contamination over time.
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SUMMARY OF
CONSULTING CHALLENGES

NSC

As to real estate consulting challenges, the activities
and skills required include:
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CONCLUSION
ln summary, it took m.-rny skills and a gre'at deal of
effort and coordination to present the facts accurately for the jury's consideration. Data provided to
the jury from an extensive and intensive multifaceted study proved to be effective, and the jury
found for OlL.*r,
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Ability to secure publicly available data for ad
valorem taxes and building permits
Graphic presentation of financial data
Tenant file review, lease abstracting
Consideration of management issues
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The TNRCC has iniormative d.1Lland gencral publications
available on its Web site.
PriLtrily htels l.l lo 1.7: Thcsc ran8e from "explosive levels,
or concentrations of vapors that could cause aaute health
effects" (1.1) to those that are much lowerbut stillcould have
a health effect or safety concern (1.7). These lcvels require
emergency action.
Priotilv L:z\:ls2.I1o2.7 j These range from contaminated
soils or water that arc "exposed and unsecured from public
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access" and located within 500 fect of "dwellings, playgrounds, parks, day care centers, schools, or similar use
facilities" (2.1) to "a public or domestic water supply well
that produces fronr a groundwater zone which is not affected or threatened, loc.lted within thc known r'xtent of
contamination" (2.7).
Prioritv lL't ds 3.1 lo 3.5j Priority 3 sites rangc f()m sites
where groundn ater is affected within 0.25and 0.5 milesof a
public or domestic water supply well(3.1) b the possibility
of affectinga non-community or non-domestic watersupply
(3.4) or a designated aquifer (3.5).
Prorily la,r,l,l.1: Croundwatcr is aflectedPriotitV lL1'L'l 4.2: Ctoundwat('r is not .lffectcd.
Compliments of Bill Mundy. CRE.
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data, we demonstrated the existence of new development, adjacent to LPSTs, that had occurred after
the initial leak release. We also identified redevel-

opment (demolition and rebuilding) and numerous renovations for existing and new tenants. Not
surprisingly, there were occurrences of these LPSTs
at shopping centers that were "clones" of NSC
(same anchor tenant, samc (rge r.rnge, same sizc
range).
Lender Suroerl

At

ottc poitrt, an appraisnl of the NSC

by OIL. lts purpose
would be to proaide the jury
with a second report to refer to in
their deliberatiorrs. When NSC's
attonrcqs withdrezo tlrcir appraisers,
hou:euer, the proposerl appraisal
no lofiger had arry real significance,
Tuas ordered

To answer the question of whether environmental contamination had an ardverse effect on the
ability to finance a center, we conducted a survey.
This was not intended to have scientific, statistical
validity; it rvas an effort to understand local lending
practices. Of particular interest rl,as that more than
.l .l

half the lenders surveyed (six out of ) actually
make loans on environmentally impaired property.
When faced with an environmental impairment,
nearly all lenders increase due diligence efforts by
requiring at lcast a Phase I report. If a "no further
action" letter or "closure letter" is received from the
state agencv, all 1l respondents said they would be
inclined to approve a loan.
The NSC had been refinanced in 1996 at favor-

able rates and terms. However, the Phase I report
prepared for the refinancing had incorrectly stated
that the NSC was not on the TNRCC's list of LPSTs.
At trial, NSC's attorney wanted to make an issut,
that, had the lender been informed, the loan rt ould
not have been made or would have been made on
less favorable terms. The fact was that the property
was successfully refinanced. After receipt of the
closure letter, the point would be moot.
Management Suraey

In 1999, NSC prepared a log of management
discussions held from 1991 through 1998, with the
time spent by each employee and the hourly rate for
each. A six-digit amount was derived as additional
management costs.
To answer the question of whether an additional management fee is charged for managing a
contaminated property, we conducted another survey, this one of property managers in the Dallas/
Fort Worth are'a. Interesting findings from this survey were that an additional management fee is
justified for property needing remediation, with
fees based on three percent to five percent of the
money spent for remediation. When remediation is
not require'd, no additional management fee is due.

In addition, NSC's general
3rJ

pa

rtner,/ manager

so the otder was caficeled.
charged its limited partners a routinL' management
fee of six percent of the gross rent. This gross rent

includes tenant rL'imbursement in re'nt. Our study,
plus other sources, indicated that four percent of
gross rent is the competitive rate for this type of
property, indicating that NSC's management
charges are more than sufficient.

Ail Valorenr Tax Study

THE PLAYERS
NSC

The NSC was initially built in 1977. It was
purchased in 1984 by a limited partnership (syndicate) that continues as the current (2000) owner.
The NSC comprises 42 stores, anchored bv a
supermarket representing the' dominant supermarket chain in the area. The supermarket is a 43,000
square-foot store; the total center occupies about
140,000 leasable square feet on almost l4 acrts of
land. In 1996 the center was re'financed at market
rates and favorable terms. In that year, NSC sold a
tract of land 164 feet - 170 feet adjacent to the OIL
station, t0 the south.

otL
The service station, owned by a major oil company, is tr.mporarily closed, awaiting renovation to
become a convenience/fast food / self-service station. The dimensions of its site are approximately
170 feet by 170 feet = 28,900 square feet. It is on a
corner_

The Te-rns Prrr4,rl.y Tn.r Codc provides relief from

ad valorem taxes for environmental impairment
(Section 23.14) or in cases of decreased value (Section 22.03). Through tax data, we found that NSC's
owners had not challenged their assessment for the
current year, and there was nothing to indicate that
they had ever appealed the assessmcnt for an envi-

ronmental reason.

Appraisal
At one point, an appraisal of the NSC was
ordered by OIL. Its purposewould be to provide the
jury with a se.cond report to refer to in their deliberations. When NSC's attomeys withdrew their appraisers, howeve'r, the proposed appraisal no longer
had any real significance, so the order was canceled.

Priority
Priority

If active remediation were to takc place, would
stigma result? NSC's bio-remediation expert had
prescribed a plan for soil treatment as one that
would not make too much noise. Still, it would

involve running heavv equipment and placing
drums or canisters inside and outside the pad building to monitor soil vapors for at least 30 months.
Certainly this would not bring business to NSC and
could create a stigma (negative public perception).
In addition, the TNRCC did not recommend active
bio-remediation and might not approve it because
of the soil type. From a business sLrndpoint, then,
these activities could create stigma through their
negahve visual appearance.

lssuts, Wirtcr

1999/2000

1:
2:

Priority

3:

Priority

4:

Emergency level.
Threat to public places, threat to

water supply.
Croundwater is affected, public
water supply is a concern.
Groundwater may be affected.

The LPSTstatus is catalogued by the TN RCC in
six major areas. Within each area are several steps.
The six major areas are as follows:
.1.

Business ludgmert

RLAL ESTATE

IA/RCC
The TNRCC evaluates the priority and the
status of each LPST using codes. These are available on their Web site, www.tnrcc.state.tx.us.r Priority codes are as follows:l

Incident report, issuance
receipt of initial response.

of initial directivcs,

(RAP).
4. Remedial action in pro6;ress, quarterly monitoring report overdue or receivc'd, review pending.
5. Submission of site closure application, various

report statuses of final monitoring.
6. Case closed, referred to another agency or program, or inactive.
Regarding thesubiect siteat the timeof the trial,
as "Priority Code 4.1, Croundwater

Dtft'nditrg
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began.

THE ACTION
Closure Letter
The TNRCC issued a "Closure Letter" on Febru.10,
ary
1998. It stated, "No further corrective action
will be necessary." The following criteria were stated
in the closure letter:

Currently the site is an active UST facility and
predominately covered with concrete.
A search indicated no water wells within one-half
mile of the site.
The contaminant plume appears to be confined
on site and decreasing in contaminant concentra-

tions.
The extent of groundwater contamination has
been delineated to category III target levels.
The shallow groundwater does not appear to
have a local beneficial use. Domestic *'ater for
this area is provided by a municipal water supPlv.

According to the survey, no significant sensitive
receptors were affected or identified at the site.

Vapor calculations do not indicate a potential
problem.
The NSC's Response

The NSC, which had written to the TNRCC
requesting that it not close the case, urged TNRCC
to reopen the case. The NSC's position was based

on finding pe'troleum products on its site when
installing a grease trap for a restaurant (a new
.1998,

.1996,

tenant, at LL in Fr:qrrre 1) in
and earlier, in
when digging into the ground to begin construction
of a new building on the pad side sold earlier that
year just south of the OIL station. The NSC chal-

Ienged the TNRCC's findings concerning the

2. Various report statuses of Phase II.
3. Various statuses of Phase III report, quarterly
monitoring report, and remedial action plan

it was rated

impaired, no apparent threats or impacts to receptors. Status Code 6P, Final concurrence pending
documentation of well plugging." ln other words,
this site had ceased to be a problem before the trial

plume. On October28,1999, theTNRCC answered
the NSC in a letter providing its reasons for not

reopening the case, iustified principally by these
criteria:
1. Current soil and groundwater concentrations do
not exceed theoretical vapor calculations at a
known point of exposure.
2. There is no history of phase-separated hydrocarbons at the [OIL] facility.
3. Although the dissolved-phase contaminant
plume extends offsite, it appears to be stable.
Contaminant concentrations have fluctuated in
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tOILl MW-.1, however, fluctuations in contaminant concentrations over time are not necessarily abnormal. Plume stability is considered by
evaluation of contaminant concentrations both
inside and outside the source area. Since no
significant increase outside the sourcc'.rrea has
been seen, it does not appear that the plume itself

As time passed, NSC's attorneys dloppeil
both the applaiser and the academic
as T.oitnesses, uithout explanation,

has increased in extent or should be considered

a loss in property aalue,
zohich may explain zohy the appraiser
toas dropped. We don't knozu zohy the
NSC's complaiflt Tuas arnended and no
longer reflected a loss in tralue.

lust

pior to trial,

the NSC's lazoyer

stated that the leak had not causecl

unstable.
4. Soils and groundwater contaminant concentrations do not exceed Construction Worker Protective Levels or Health-Based Target Le,r'els for a

Commercia[/ Industrial site.
5. The site is an active commercial facility which
maintains an impervious cover. Future use of
the site is expected to remain the samc.

6. The impacted shallow ground-water zone does
not appear to have any documented local use.
No water wells screened within the impacted
interval were identified within 0.5 mile radius of
the site.
The NSC hired environmental experts to check
levels of contaminants. Those findings, their use in
the trial, and the rebuttal testimony of OIL's expert
are beyond the scope of this case study, which
focuses on the business aspects. In short, however,
OIL's experts explained and displaved to the court

considered demolition and rebuilding of the 1 2,000square-foot pad buikJing only. Their cost estimate
be'gan vyith $670,000 for soil removal and replacement, inflated to $3.1 million throughcostsof demolition, rebuilding, relc'trsing space, payinB tenants
for moving and buyouts, and for lost profits. This
timc the amount was not extrapolated to the entire
cente,r, and the report was signed.
The NSC also engaged, as an expert, a university professor who had co-authored severalarticles
on the effect of contamination on propertv value.

readings from monitoring wells that were taken
and reported regularly to the TNRCC.
NSC's Changing Theories
In Mav 1998, an environmental company hired
by NSC's attorneys provided t$'o cost estimates.
One, for further testing of soils, was .rpproximately
$60,000; the other, for approximately $670,000 was
the estimated cost of excavating and removing soil
.12,000
associated with a pad site (approximately
square feet) ad,acent to the OIL station (Figure 1,
stores II through PP).

The $670,000 remediation cost for the p.rd site
was then provided to an appraisal firm, which
appraised the shopping center at approximately
$12 million if clean, in an unsigned report. The
appraisers extrapolated the $670,000 amount as
though it applied to the entire shopping center and
provided an estimated cost to remediateall theland
(changing out all the soil) of $27 million plus the
cost of rebuilding at $.18.5 million (rounded). Thus,
in an unsigned appraisal report, the damages were
estimated at M5.5 million.
This damage amount was later pared down to
$3.1 million by the same appraisal firm, which then
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As time passed, NSC's attorneys dropped both
the appraiser and the academic as witnesses, without e-xplanation. Just priorto trial, theNSC's Iawyer
st.rted that the leak had not caused a loss in property

value, which may explain rvhy the appraiser was
dropped. Wedon't know why the NSC'scomplaint
was amended and no longer reflected a krss in
va lue.

When the appraiser and academic were
dropped, the plaintiff's case for damages shifted to
additional past, present, and future management
costs associated lvith monitoring the contamination, plus the cost of active remediation. In response, the defense refocused on these matters.

Although the TNRCC had issued a closure
statement, NSC's law firm located an expert who
discussed the need k) actively bio-remediate the
site. This would involve placing rods under the
affectr.d pad building. The process is to suck surface

air through the ground, using powerful machinery,
drawing soil vapors out to be filtered through charcoaldrums. The remediation also suggested indoor
monibring of vapors using canisters placed within

tenants' buildings.

All of this was prepared for
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execution by the expert's own company over a 30to 48-month period.

THE DEFENSE
Because the NSC modified its charges, OIL's defense became multifaceted and complex. The author prepartd a number of docume'nts as part of the

the appraiser for leaping from a remediation cost
estimate to extensive value diminution. This is not
sanctioned by USI'AP's Advisory Opinion AO-9
nor by Guide Notes 6 and 8 of the Appraisal Institute. The draft appraisal review was not finalized
because the appraiser n as withdrawn from the list
of testifying expcrts-

defense strate,gy.

Articles by the Academic
The author drafted a critiquc. of the articles
prepared by the academic. Of the commercial properties studied, of particular importance rvas the lack
of relevance to the NSC. One factor n as the difference in geographical, neighborhurd, and economic
characteristics bc.tween the area in which these
properties were located and the location of the NSC.
In addition, the academic's findings for commercial
propertv were not statistically valid, despite an
assertion of same in the introduction and summary
ofthe publication. Theacademic had no expertisein
appraisal. Because the academic was dropped as a
witness before trial, the draft critique was not finalized.
Reaiezo of

of Other Literuturc
The author made an extensive revierv of the
literature on the subject of LPSTs with regard to
property valuation. Internet searches, beginning
with RealSource, provided a start. We sought help
through two appraisal forums. A hard-copy bibliographyr was used to help identify the literature.
Ret;iezo

Footnotcs and bibliographies in articles often led to
additional literature. The /orrrrtrll of Rml Estnte Literoture was useful in identifying existing publications. Rt'nl Estafu'/ssles Resenrcll Di.grst, Spring 1999,

offered valuable information on existing research,
and the Fall/Winter 1991 issue of Rrn/ Esfate Issues
(vol. 16, no. 2), a special issue on environmental
conditions in real estate, was a riclr source of literature.

Druft Appraisal Reoiew
Another preliminary work procluct was an unsigned draft rc.view of the appraisa I under Standard
interest to this reviewer was
thedisparity bttween the operating expenses stated
in the appraisal and those reported in the federal
3 of USPAP. Of special

income tax returns. Of greater importance, hotr'
ever, was the appraiser's assumption that the pad
building would require demolition. Environmental reports by NSC's experts did not assert the
need for demolition. They only provided cost
estimates for rcmoving and replacing the soil. Accordingly, the clraft appraisal revicw was critical of

lncome and Exytense Analysis
We compared the' income and expenses of the
NSC from its annual income tax re'turns for the
years 1991 through 1998. Charts and graphs were
prepared and used at trial to demonstratt' NSC's

consistently rising rent throughout the period to
establish the f.rct that there was no ecrtnomic injury
to NSC from the LPST.
Charts prepared from the tax returns included
exhibits showing gross rental income, all deductible expenses, deductible cash expenses, and cash
flow. Rapidly rising rents meant a transformation
of the investment from tax shelter status to a cash
flow generator.

Current Rent Roll Analysis
Analysis of the NSC's rent rolls shoh'ed that the
NSC was 94 percent occupied at the time of trial,
with only two units vacant out of 42 tenant spaces.
The vacancies were not near the OIL station.
Tenant File Rettiezu
ln an extensive review of tenant files, NSC's
leases were abstracted to show that tenants were
renewing their leases at higher rents. When a vacancv occurred, the space was reJet at an increased
rent.
LPST Site Analysis

A physical review of the subject's city and its
neighboring city was prepared that demonstrated
that the NSC's situation was not uncommon. There
were more than 80 LPSTs on TNRCC's list for each
citv (except for the subject, none were owned by
OIL). We plotted the locationof each LPSTon a map
in preparation for demonstrating to the court how
prevalent LPSTs are. A list of shopping centers in
both cities was obtained from CACI. Not surprisingly, a number of other shopping centers are neighbors of LPSTs.
To ansrver.r potential question about the effect
of LPSTs on real t sta te activity, we identified several

of the LPSTs that were in high-traffic areas. We
photographed the surrounding area. Then, using
dates on building permit data and ad valorem tax
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tOILl MW-.1, however, fluctuations in contaminant concentrations over time are not necessarily abnormal. Plume stability is considered by
evaluation of contaminant concentrations both
inside and outside the source area. Since no
significant increase outside the sourcc'.rrea has
been seen, it does not appear that the plume itself

As time passed, NSC's attorneys dloppeil
both the applaiser and the academic
as T.oitnesses, uithout explanation,

has increased in extent or should be considered

a loss in property aalue,
zohich may explain zohy the appraiser
toas dropped. We don't knozu zohy the
NSC's complaiflt Tuas arnended and no
longer reflected a loss in tralue.

lust

pior to trial,

the NSC's lazoyer

stated that the leak had not causecl

unstable.
4. Soils and groundwater contaminant concentrations do not exceed Construction Worker Protective Levels or Health-Based Target Le,r'els for a

Commercia[/ Industrial site.
5. The site is an active commercial facility which
maintains an impervious cover. Future use of
the site is expected to remain the samc.

6. The impacted shallow ground-water zone does
not appear to have any documented local use.
No water wells screened within the impacted
interval were identified within 0.5 mile radius of
the site.
The NSC hired environmental experts to check
levels of contaminants. Those findings, their use in
the trial, and the rebuttal testimony of OIL's expert
are beyond the scope of this case study, which
focuses on the business aspects. In short, however,
OIL's experts explained and displaved to the court

considered demolition and rebuilding of the 1 2,000square-foot pad buikJing only. Their cost estimate
be'gan vyith $670,000 for soil removal and replacement, inflated to $3.1 million throughcostsof demolition, rebuilding, relc'trsing space, payinB tenants
for moving and buyouts, and for lost profits. This
timc the amount was not extrapolated to the entire
cente,r, and the report was signed.
The NSC also engaged, as an expert, a university professor who had co-authored severalarticles
on the effect of contamination on propertv value.

readings from monitoring wells that were taken
and reported regularly to the TNRCC.
NSC's Changing Theories
In Mav 1998, an environmental company hired
by NSC's attorneys provided t$'o cost estimates.
One, for further testing of soils, was .rpproximately
$60,000; the other, for approximately $670,000 was
the estimated cost of excavating and removing soil
.12,000
associated with a pad site (approximately
square feet) ad,acent to the OIL station (Figure 1,
stores II through PP).

The $670,000 remediation cost for the p.rd site
was then provided to an appraisal firm, which
appraised the shopping center at approximately
$12 million if clean, in an unsigned report. The
appraisers extrapolated the $670,000 amount as
though it applied to the entire shopping center and
provided an estimated cost to remediateall theland
(changing out all the soil) of $27 million plus the
cost of rebuilding at $.18.5 million (rounded). Thus,
in an unsigned appraisal report, the damages were
estimated at M5.5 million.
This damage amount was later pared down to
$3.1 million by the same appraisal firm, which then
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As time passed, NSC's attorneys dropped both
the appraiser and the academic as witnesses, without e-xplanation. Just priorto trial, theNSC's Iawyer
st.rted that the leak had not caused a loss in property

value, which may explain rvhy the appraiser was
dropped. Wedon't know why the NSC'scomplaint
was amended and no longer reflected a krss in
va lue.

When the appraiser and academic were
dropped, the plaintiff's case for damages shifted to
additional past, present, and future management
costs associated lvith monitoring the contamination, plus the cost of active remediation. In response, the defense refocused on these matters.

Although the TNRCC had issued a closure
statement, NSC's law firm located an expert who
discussed the need k) actively bio-remediate the
site. This would involve placing rods under the
affectr.d pad building. The process is to suck surface

air through the ground, using powerful machinery,
drawing soil vapors out to be filtered through charcoaldrums. The remediation also suggested indoor
monibring of vapors using canisters placed within

tenants' buildings.

All of this was prepared for
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execution by the expert's own company over a 30to 48-month period.

THE DEFENSE
Because the NSC modified its charges, OIL's defense became multifaceted and complex. The author prepartd a number of docume'nts as part of the

the appraiser for leaping from a remediation cost
estimate to extensive value diminution. This is not
sanctioned by USI'AP's Advisory Opinion AO-9
nor by Guide Notes 6 and 8 of the Appraisal Institute. The draft appraisal review was not finalized
because the appraiser n as withdrawn from the list
of testifying expcrts-

defense strate,gy.

Articles by the Academic
The author drafted a critiquc. of the articles
prepared by the academic. Of the commercial properties studied, of particular importance rvas the lack
of relevance to the NSC. One factor n as the difference in geographical, neighborhurd, and economic
characteristics bc.tween the area in which these
properties were located and the location of the NSC.
In addition, the academic's findings for commercial
propertv were not statistically valid, despite an
assertion of same in the introduction and summary
ofthe publication. Theacademic had no expertisein
appraisal. Because the academic was dropped as a
witness before trial, the draft critique was not finalized.
Reaiezo of

of Other Literuturc
The author made an extensive revierv of the
literature on the subject of LPSTs with regard to
property valuation. Internet searches, beginning
with RealSource, provided a start. We sought help
through two appraisal forums. A hard-copy bibliographyr was used to help identify the literature.
Ret;iezo

Footnotcs and bibliographies in articles often led to
additional literature. The /orrrrtrll of Rml Estnte Literoture was useful in identifying existing publications. Rt'nl Estafu'/ssles Resenrcll Di.grst, Spring 1999,

offered valuable information on existing research,
and the Fall/Winter 1991 issue of Rrn/ Esfate Issues
(vol. 16, no. 2), a special issue on environmental
conditions in real estate, was a riclr source of literature.

Druft Appraisal Reoiew
Another preliminary work procluct was an unsigned draft rc.view of the appraisa I under Standard
interest to this reviewer was
thedisparity bttween the operating expenses stated
in the appraisal and those reported in the federal
3 of USPAP. Of special

income tax returns. Of greater importance, hotr'
ever, was the appraiser's assumption that the pad
building would require demolition. Environmental reports by NSC's experts did not assert the
need for demolition. They only provided cost
estimates for rcmoving and replacing the soil. Accordingly, the clraft appraisal revicw was critical of

lncome and Exytense Analysis
We compared the' income and expenses of the
NSC from its annual income tax re'turns for the
years 1991 through 1998. Charts and graphs were
prepared and used at trial to demonstratt' NSC's

consistently rising rent throughout the period to
establish the f.rct that there was no ecrtnomic injury
to NSC from the LPST.
Charts prepared from the tax returns included
exhibits showing gross rental income, all deductible expenses, deductible cash expenses, and cash
flow. Rapidly rising rents meant a transformation
of the investment from tax shelter status to a cash
flow generator.

Current Rent Roll Analysis
Analysis of the NSC's rent rolls shoh'ed that the
NSC was 94 percent occupied at the time of trial,
with only two units vacant out of 42 tenant spaces.
The vacancies were not near the OIL station.
Tenant File Rettiezu
ln an extensive review of tenant files, NSC's
leases were abstracted to show that tenants were
renewing their leases at higher rents. When a vacancv occurred, the space was reJet at an increased
rent.
LPST Site Analysis

A physical review of the subject's city and its
neighboring city was prepared that demonstrated
that the NSC's situation was not uncommon. There
were more than 80 LPSTs on TNRCC's list for each
citv (except for the subject, none were owned by
OIL). We plotted the locationof each LPSTon a map
in preparation for demonstrating to the court how
prevalent LPSTs are. A list of shopping centers in
both cities was obtained from CACI. Not surprisingly, a number of other shopping centers are neighbors of LPSTs.
To ansrver.r potential question about the effect
of LPSTs on real t sta te activity, we identified several

of the LPSTs that were in high-traffic areas. We
photographed the surrounding area. Then, using
dates on building permit data and ad valorem tax
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data, we demonstrated the existence of new development, adjacent to LPSTs, that had occurred after
the initial leak release. We also identified redevel-

opment (demolition and rebuilding) and numerous renovations for existing and new tenants. Not
surprisingly, there were occurrences of these LPSTs
at shopping centers that were "clones" of NSC
(same anchor tenant, samc (rge r.rnge, same sizc
range).
Lender Suroerl

At

ottc poitrt, an appraisnl of the NSC

by OIL. lts purpose
would be to proaide the jury
with a second report to refer to in
their deliberatiorrs. When NSC's
attonrcqs withdrezo tlrcir appraisers,
hou:euer, the proposerl appraisal
no lofiger had arry real significance,
Tuas ordered

To answer the question of whether environmental contamination had an ardverse effect on the
ability to finance a center, we conducted a survey.
This was not intended to have scientific, statistical
validity; it rvas an effort to understand local lending
practices. Of particular interest rl,as that more than
.l .l

half the lenders surveyed (six out of ) actually
make loans on environmentally impaired property.
When faced with an environmental impairment,
nearly all lenders increase due diligence efforts by
requiring at lcast a Phase I report. If a "no further
action" letter or "closure letter" is received from the
state agencv, all 1l respondents said they would be
inclined to approve a loan.
The NSC had been refinanced in 1996 at favor-

able rates and terms. However, the Phase I report
prepared for the refinancing had incorrectly stated
that the NSC was not on the TNRCC's list of LPSTs.
At trial, NSC's attorney wanted to make an issut,
that, had the lender been informed, the loan rt ould
not have been made or would have been made on
less favorable terms. The fact was that the property
was successfully refinanced. After receipt of the
closure letter, the point would be moot.
Management Suraey

In 1999, NSC prepared a log of management
discussions held from 1991 through 1998, with the
time spent by each employee and the hourly rate for
each. A six-digit amount was derived as additional
management costs.
To answer the question of whether an additional management fee is charged for managing a
contaminated property, we conducted another survey, this one of property managers in the Dallas/
Fort Worth are'a. Interesting findings from this survey were that an additional management fee is
justified for property needing remediation, with
fees based on three percent to five percent of the
money spent for remediation. When remediation is
not require'd, no additional management fee is due.

In addition, NSC's general
3rJ

pa

rtner,/ manager

so the otder was caficeled.
charged its limited partners a routinL' management
fee of six percent of the gross rent. This gross rent

includes tenant rL'imbursement in re'nt. Our study,
plus other sources, indicated that four percent of
gross rent is the competitive rate for this type of
property, indicating that NSC's management
charges are more than sufficient.

Ail Valorenr Tax Study

THE PLAYERS
NSC

The NSC was initially built in 1977. It was
purchased in 1984 by a limited partnership (syndicate) that continues as the current (2000) owner.
The NSC comprises 42 stores, anchored bv a
supermarket representing the' dominant supermarket chain in the area. The supermarket is a 43,000
square-foot store; the total center occupies about
140,000 leasable square feet on almost l4 acrts of
land. In 1996 the center was re'financed at market
rates and favorable terms. In that year, NSC sold a
tract of land 164 feet - 170 feet adjacent to the OIL
station, t0 the south.

otL
The service station, owned by a major oil company, is tr.mporarily closed, awaiting renovation to
become a convenience/fast food / self-service station. The dimensions of its site are approximately
170 feet by 170 feet = 28,900 square feet. It is on a
corner_

The Te-rns Prrr4,rl.y Tn.r Codc provides relief from

ad valorem taxes for environmental impairment
(Section 23.14) or in cases of decreased value (Section 22.03). Through tax data, we found that NSC's
owners had not challenged their assessment for the
current year, and there was nothing to indicate that
they had ever appealed the assessmcnt for an envi-

ronmental reason.

Appraisal
At one point, an appraisal of the NSC was
ordered by OIL. Its purposewould be to provide the
jury with a se.cond report to refer to in their deliberations. When NSC's attomeys withdrew their appraisers, howeve'r, the proposed appraisal no longer
had any real significance, so the order was canceled.

Priority
Priority

If active remediation were to takc place, would
stigma result? NSC's bio-remediation expert had
prescribed a plan for soil treatment as one that
would not make too much noise. Still, it would

involve running heavv equipment and placing
drums or canisters inside and outside the pad building to monitor soil vapors for at least 30 months.
Certainly this would not bring business to NSC and
could create a stigma (negative public perception).
In addition, the TNRCC did not recommend active
bio-remediation and might not approve it because
of the soil type. From a business sLrndpoint, then,
these activities could create stigma through their
negahve visual appearance.

lssuts, Wirtcr

1999/2000

1:
2:

Priority

3:

Priority

4:

Emergency level.
Threat to public places, threat to

water supply.
Croundwater is affected, public
water supply is a concern.
Groundwater may be affected.

The LPSTstatus is catalogued by the TN RCC in
six major areas. Within each area are several steps.
The six major areas are as follows:
.1.

Business ludgmert

RLAL ESTATE

IA/RCC
The TNRCC evaluates the priority and the
status of each LPST using codes. These are available on their Web site, www.tnrcc.state.tx.us.r Priority codes are as follows:l

Incident report, issuance
receipt of initial response.

of initial directivcs,

(RAP).
4. Remedial action in pro6;ress, quarterly monitoring report overdue or receivc'd, review pending.
5. Submission of site closure application, various

report statuses of final monitoring.
6. Case closed, referred to another agency or program, or inactive.
Regarding thesubiect siteat the timeof the trial,
as "Priority Code 4.1, Croundwater

Dtft'nditrg

tn Oil

Conrpnuy A,ttius/ Lltlgttion for

began.

THE ACTION
Closure Letter
The TNRCC issued a "Closure Letter" on Febru.10,
ary
1998. It stated, "No further corrective action
will be necessary." The following criteria were stated
in the closure letter:

Currently the site is an active UST facility and
predominately covered with concrete.
A search indicated no water wells within one-half
mile of the site.
The contaminant plume appears to be confined
on site and decreasing in contaminant concentra-

tions.
The extent of groundwater contamination has
been delineated to category III target levels.
The shallow groundwater does not appear to
have a local beneficial use. Domestic *'ater for
this area is provided by a municipal water supPlv.

According to the survey, no significant sensitive
receptors were affected or identified at the site.

Vapor calculations do not indicate a potential
problem.
The NSC's Response

The NSC, which had written to the TNRCC
requesting that it not close the case, urged TNRCC
to reopen the case. The NSC's position was based

on finding pe'troleum products on its site when
installing a grease trap for a restaurant (a new
.1998,

.1996,

tenant, at LL in Fr:qrrre 1) in
and earlier, in
when digging into the ground to begin construction
of a new building on the pad side sold earlier that
year just south of the OIL station. The NSC chal-

Ienged the TNRCC's findings concerning the

2. Various report statuses of Phase II.
3. Various statuses of Phase III report, quarterly
monitoring report, and remedial action plan

it was rated

impaired, no apparent threats or impacts to receptors. Status Code 6P, Final concurrence pending
documentation of well plugging." ln other words,
this site had ceased to be a problem before the trial

plume. On October28,1999, theTNRCC answered
the NSC in a letter providing its reasons for not

reopening the case, iustified principally by these
criteria:
1. Current soil and groundwater concentrations do
not exceed theoretical vapor calculations at a
known point of exposure.
2. There is no history of phase-separated hydrocarbons at the [OIL] facility.
3. Although the dissolved-phase contaminant
plume extends offsite, it appears to be stable.
Contaminant concentrations have fluctuated in

Entirurnnrtal Conln

i
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Figure
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SUMMARY OF
CONSULTING CHALLENGES

NSC

As to real estate consulting challenges, the activities
and skills required include:

SITE DRAWINC

lntense understanding of the literature
Objective review of appraisal reports
Survey instrument preparation and survey tech-

niques

Ability to read and interpret federal income tax
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CONCLUSION
ln summary, it took m.-rny skills and a gre'at deal of
effort and coordination to present the facts accurately for the jury's consideration. Data provided to
the jury from an extensive and intensive multifaceted study proved to be effective, and the jury
found for OlL.*r,

Z'EEtrI

P

f,',f

Ability to secure publicly available data for ad
valorem taxes and building permits
Graphic presentation of financial data
Tenant file review, lease abstracting
Consideration of management issues

2.

7'AZ/'/

The TNRCC has iniormative d.1Lland gencral publications
available on its Web site.
PriLtrily htels l.l lo 1.7: Thcsc ran8e from "explosive levels,
or concentrations of vapors that could cause aaute health
effects" (1.1) to those that are much lowerbut stillcould have
a health effect or safety concern (1.7). These lcvels require
emergency action.
Priotilv L:z\:ls2.I1o2.7 j These range from contaminated
soils or water that arc "exposed and unsecured from public

nuunuu
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3.

access" and located within 500 fect of "dwellings, playgrounds, parks, day care centers, schools, or similar use
facilities" (2.1) to "a public or domestic water supply well
that produces fronr a groundwater zone which is not affected or threatened, loc.lted within thc known r'xtent of
contamination" (2.7).
Prioritv lL't ds 3.1 lo 3.5j Priority 3 sites rangc f()m sites
where groundn ater is affected within 0.25and 0.5 milesof a
public or domestic water supply well(3.1) b the possibility
of affectinga non-community or non-domestic watersupply
(3.4) or a designated aquifer (3.5).
Prorily la,r,l,l.1: Croundwatcr is aflectedPriotitV lL1'L'l 4.2: Ctoundwat('r is not .lffectcd.
Compliments of Bill Mundy. CRE.
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TNTRoDUCTION
Commercial rt.rl estatc has traditionally been considered a local
I business, b.rsed upon locational characteristics and intimate
knowledge of tenant needs. Trans-national reaI estate investment in
the decade of the 1980s coupled with globalization of money and
capital mark!'ts in the 1990s has caused some to believe that commercial real estate is a fungible commodity, which may be traded broadly
irrespective of local needs or characteristics. This manuscript attempts to describe some of the linkages between global and local real
L'state. We shall begin with a brief survey of U.S. real estate capital
markets, mo\re on to the international capital markets, and conclude
with a statcment of how a local business
- real estate - can react to
global capital markets.
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U.S. CAPITAL MARKETS FOR
COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE FINANCE
Perhaps the leading query is: how much longer can our longest
sustained growth boom continue without running into inflationary
pre'ssures? There does appear to be a whiff of inflation in the air. Labor
cost incre'ases are disguised in part by signing bonuses, trips to
Hawaii, annual bonus awards, stock options, and the like. Yet many
localities are operating at under three percent unemployment, a
statistic below traditional reckoning of frictional employment levels.
Shortages are appearing in items such as dry wall and copper. The
Federal Reserve Bank is practicing a balancing act between keeping
interest rates low until the Asian crisis is resolved and moving to
higher rates to avoid longer term inflation. Most economists seem to
be predicting good growth through the year-2000 Presidential election and a possible shallow slow-down in 200.1, caused in part by
higher interest rates.
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he purpose of this case studv is to demonstrate real estate consult-

ing is>ues involved in the defense of a major oil company (OIL)
tt'a t was sued by the owner of an adjacent neighborhood shopping center (NSC) for environmental damages. The NSC amended its
theories many times, u'ith the result that a defense rvas necessarily
multifaceted and complex, providing the material for a unique case
study. In this new millennium, real estate matters, especially Iitigation,
will surely increase in complexity. Further, notwithstanding the need
for specialization, there are many situations where knowledge in multiple disciplines is useful in providing a study of the facts that were
needed for a defense.

THE SITE
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jack P. Friedman, Ph.D., CRE,
CPA, rs ar author, appraiser, ond
cortsultant irr Dallas, Texos. He is a
nembcr ol lhe "Real Estale Issues"
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Rcnl Estate. (E-mail:

j a c kfrie d m an@1trod i gy.n et )

The event occurred in a Iarge and fast-growing suburb of Dallas, Texas.
A service station owned by OIL, Iocated on the southeast corner of an
important intersection, is surrounded by NSC (Fi.grire 1). More than nine
years ago, one component of an underground petroleum storage tank
svstem experienced a leak or "release." The release was appropriately

reported to the Texas Water Commission (now the Texas Natural
Resources Conservation Commission or TNRCC), which added the site

to its list of Leaking Petroleum Storage Tanks (LPSTs) and began the
monitoring process. OIL drilled monitoring wells on its property and,
with permission, on NSC's propertv. Periodic readings showed the
extent of contamination over time.
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Certain economists posit that the Federal Reserve
may have to raise interest rates even if there is low
inflatirrn, in ordcr to cut off excessive consumer
demand. Such excessive consumer demand has
been fueled by the stock market bubble as well as
the large disparity of imports over exports. Should
thc'Fed take corrective action to stem excessive
consumption and asset value inflation, a recession
could easily be the result.

specific properties. In applying this approach the
authors first estimated return and risk measures for
l0 industrial markets that take into account their
current conditions, their idiosyncratic behavior, and
the uncertainty characterizing their economic outlook. Next, thev constructed alternative portfolios
of five target markets using MPT and simple
rankings. The results indicate that the proposed
methodologv can help real estate investors construct portfolios of target cities \4,ith superior return
and risk profile.*.,
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private sources of capital continues. Insurance companies and commercial banks continue to benefit
from Wall Street's liquidity squeeze in the last half
of 1998. Spreads on real estate lending remain quite

large, California-based apartment REIT. The principal paid a 24 percent premium over the market price
of the common stock. As a private markc't buyer, he

was able to roughly double the financial leverage
on the properties. He could also integrate- tht' bulk
of the properties into his master plan for the entire'

holdings. The difference between public and private market equity pricing in this case was entirely
rational- The transaction is a good case'study for the
logical difference in public and private market equity valuation.

INTERNATIONAL CAPITAL MARKETS
ln the public markets, real estate investment trusts
(REITs) still reprc.sent a relatively small percentage
of the commercial finance market. Prices of REIT
stock remain depre,ssed as large capital flows continue into lnternct, media, and financc companies.
The public markets think something bad is going to
happen kr real e'state. REITs have become recognized as slow grrw,th vehicles, somewhat underleve.raged from a real estate point of view. They

Rl

havc. moved from trading at I5 percent to 20 percent

A. Kane and A. Markus, Llr,.slrk',tls, Irwin,

premiums to net asset value to trading at 15 percent
to 20 percent discounts to net asset value. Those
REITs that art'able to reduce expenses, build ancillary businesse's, and provide accretional external
growth will do the best. Stock repurchases also can
improve value. In the long run, the number of REITs
rvill decrease sharplv.

Homewood,lL (1993).

Commercial Mortgage Backed Securities (CMBS)
have not recovered to the values they represented
in 1998. CMBS pricing spreads to 10-year Treasuries rc'main relatively high for each rating category,
and especially high for the loner rated tranches.
The "botbm" piecesarepriced at spreads to Treasuries roughlv double those of early last year. CMBS
portfolios have not gone through a down-cycle as
yet. There is uncertainty as to hon'these portfolios
will perform. What is a normalized ratio of past
due loans and delinquencies during a real estate
rccession? Who will collate and disseminate the
data for these large portfolios? Who pays for such
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was the privatization of

tial six months of

such investments among two or three entities, seeking ways tojustify higher loans to valueand seeking

Rtl,i.to,n,3,111-

Rate in the Commercial Real Estate Markel."
Estol? R.st:arch,13, 2, 195-209 (199r.
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Meanwhilc, the competition betu'een public and

high, compared to the first half of 1998, although
availability of funding has improved. Commercial
banks remain aggressive on underwriting stan.lards in st'lcctir.c cases. Insurance 6lrmpanies are
aggressively marke'ting whole loans, syndicating

Shiller, R. and K. Case, "The Efficiency of the Markr:t for
Single Family Homes"
122 (1989).

Private equity in real estate continuL's to be a88ressive. Private equity is priced differently than public
equitv, because of the higher leverage krle'rated and
the perceived greater investment risk rvhich is
sought- One interesting transaction during tht' ini-

NOTES

l.

information? Will market makers for such securities stay around during a down cycle? Answers to
these types of investor queries are not clear at the
Present time.
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fstak'Firrarcc Clobal or

Local?

FOR REAL ESTATE

The phenomenon in U.S. capital marktts which
remains less fully underskrod is the linkage between domestic real estate capital pricing and the
international capital markets. To illustratL' thL' point,
why should whatever happens to the'Thai bhat
affect my ability to finance local real estate? [t is a
complex issue. Capital markets do not like surprises. In 1998, wc'had scvcral of thcnr in a row,
ranging from Russia, Brazil, and South East Asia tcr
New York and Connecticut whcre Long Tt'rm Capital ManafJement, a large hedge fund, became illiquid. At such times of uncertaintv, there is a flight to
qualitv in the capital markets. Capital came out of
emer6;ing markets debt, lon er grade'corporate debt
("'junk bonds"), and realestate debt, causing spreads
to Treasuries b double virtually ovt'rnight.

Whv is commercial real estate debt lumped together u'ith emerginpi third world countries and
"junk bonds?" It is because of the Iack of transparency of real estate investment data, lack of solid
comparable information, and lack of full disclosure. Real estate is still seen to be a local and a
private business. The concomitant lack of transparency is also a deterring factor in U.S. pension funds
making larger allocations to this asset class.
The Asian real estate problem has not been cured.
There is an estimate.cl two trillion dollars of debt
overhang in these marke.ts. In thc 19tiiOs, the

.ll

Japanese'applied local valuation to p;lobal markets.
The local valuations they utilized were in effect
rigged prices, artificially kept high to keep the
ruling party in power. The Japanese also took currency risk. ln the 1990s, both the currency and the
markets went against them. As a result of strong
cultural prt'ferences for not admitting mistakes and
not acting decisively, little has been accomplished
during the past eight years. [n the United States we

resolved our real estate problems in about five
years. We wtre willing to tolerate n'indfalls and
exce'ssive gains. Our resolved real estate assets were
estimated to amount to the equivalent of about t\a,o
percent to three percent of one vear's GNP. A comparable figure forJapan is estimated at 18 percent to
20 percent. Moreover, the qualitv of unresolved
Japanese real estate assets is not good. There has
also been a criminal c,lement identified with certain
types of Japanese real estate assets. In 1998 Japan
resolved $50 billion of real estate assets, or four
percent of the estimated $1.2 trillion of bad paper
outstanding.
ln China, the potential is even rvorse. Many of the
huge state ownt'd enterprises are effectively bankrupt. There is an excessive supply of high rise office
buildings in Shanghai and elsewhere, some owned
by the Peoples' Liberation Army. The state owned
banking system is filled with illiquid paper extended to state owned enterprises and real estate
proiects. Thc state owned banks are essentially
financed by the savings of the' country, including
the huge peasant class. It is estimated it will take as
long as l0 years to resolve the situation. lf denied
World Trade Organization membership and other
international recognition, there is always the chance
that China may become more insular. Along with
this is the risk of devaluation of their currency,
should the resolution of their economy become
unsynchronized, resulting in yet another Asian
crisis.
Finally, there is the imponderability of a resolution
problem in the Russian economy. Thus one may
easily predict further turmoil in the international
capital markets from time to time. Real estate capital markets in the U.S. will suffer during such times
of crisis, as real estate will continue to be viewed as
immature and non-transparent. Private markets
such as banks, insurance companies, pension funds,
and private equity will benefit from such disruptions in the public markets.

CONCLUSION
Is real estate global or local? Essentially it is local

.12

Why is commercial real estate debt
lumped together zaith ernerging

third zoorld countries and "iunk bonds?"
It is because of the lack of transpalency
of real estate inuestment data, lack of
solid corflpalable infonnation, snd lack of
full discloate. Real estate is still seen
to be a local afld a priodte busitrcss.
The concontitant lack of traflsparency
is also a cletening factor in
U.S. pension funds making larger
allocations to this asset class.
and private, but financing costs are going kr be
drir,en by world events, among othc'r factors. Thus
real estate is a local business in a global marketplace. A real estate owner-operator must think
locally and act globally. Here are some suBgestions

Tables 3 - 4

lllrlc .l: Correlation Matrix
LoS
Atlanta Boston Chicago Dallas Houston Angeles
Atlanta
Boston
Chicago

N,N,

Phihdel-

J€rsey

phia

San v16n$n
Francisco D.C.

1.00

0.18

1.00
-0.08

1.00

0.42

0.28

0.23

1.00

0.21

Dallas
Houston
Los Angeles
N. N. Jersey

Philadelphia
San Francisco
Washington, D.C.

1.00

0.03

0.26

0.24
-0.08

-0.25

0.71

0.20
0.19

-0.03

1.00

-0.02

0.43

0.36

0.10

0.42

1

-0.03

0.23

0.26

0.08

053

1.00

0.03
-0.07

0.24

037

0.39
0.32

0.31

0.19

0.48

0.62

0.73

1.00

0.55

0.39

0.04

0.54

u.b/

0.26

0.37

0.1

1

0.25

Tnblr' 4 - Comparing

how a typical local owner-operator of commercial real estate may react to the increased compk'xities of the real estate capital markets.

.00

1.00

Alternative Portfolios

as to

Have a long{erm capital stratc'gy, not a shortterm tactic of always getting the cheapest capital
available.
Think locally about location, tenant needs and
satisfaction, competition, and the like.
Act globally in the sense of being able to intt:rpret
the impact of global events on financing costs
and access to capital.
Line up your capital needs early.
Have plenty of equity in your project.
Try to finance a couple of years ahead in order to
prevent being in the capital markets at a time of
crisis.
Maintain good capital sources in both the public
and private markets.
Be certa in your private capita I {inancing sourcc is
not itself dependent on the public markets to lay
off its own loans and investments.
Be prepared to pay a premium, if necessary, for
availability of capital.
On a longer term basis, do what you can, through
The Counselors of Real Estate or other organizations, to increase the professionalism and transparency of real estate information.

No one anticipates, or even desires, a "perfect"
market for real estate finance. That would take all
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Portfolio
Based on
lndustrial Market

Return
Rankings

Boston

X

Chicago
Houston
Los Angeles
N. New Jersey
Philadelphia
S, Francisco
Washington, D.C
Portfolio Heturn
Portfolio Risk
Efficiency Ratio

X
X

X
X

X

17.68/"

15.64%

16.04'/"

0.80%
14,6s

0.43"/"
22.21

0.42%

pected return of the portfolio by 40 basis points but
also minimally decreases its risk. ln this wav the
investor can attain an even higher risk-adjusted

Nant Approaclr

X
X
X
X
X

X

rived using the MPT approach. This portfolio is
similar to portfolio B with the exception that it
includes Boston instead ofSan Francisco. As IrbL,4,
indicates this change not onlv increases the ex-

A

X
X

MPT-Derived
Portfolio

X

marketsbut ignores their correlations. Modern portfolio theorv has established that investors can build
better portfolios by taking into account such correIations. The proof lies in portfolio C that nas de-

Strattgic Porllolio Analysis:

Portfolio
Based on
Efficiency Ratio
Rankings

23.68

return. [t should be noted that the gains in riskadjusted return as we move from portfolio B to
portfolio C can be more substantial when the analysis includes morc' markets.
CONCLUSION
This manuscript has presented a new approach to
real estate portfolio analysis and a simplistic application to industrial investment targeting. Its
innovation lies in the methodology used to generate return and risk estimates for local markets or
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An important summary measure of the risk/
return profile of an investment opportunity is the
Sharpe or efficiency ratio calculated as the return in
of the risk free rate (assumed kr be six per-

excess

cent) over the risk measure. Tnblt'2 ranks the 10
industrial markets by this efficiency ratio. As it can
be seen from this table, the market expt'cted to
provide the highest risk-adjusted return is clearly
Northern New Jersey follolved by Houston. The
industrial market expected to provide the lowest
risk-adjusted return is Washington, D.C. Tnbfu 2
underscores the importance of measuring risk
when targeting markets for industrial investments. Notice that the two markc'ts with the lowest risk-adjusted return, (Boston and Washington, D.C.), are the same ones featured in Taltla 1
among the three highest returrr industrial markets. These are the markets most likely to be
chosen by an investor who ignores risk and only
focuses on return. Howeve'r, thcy are'not as likely
to be selected by an investor that wants to factor risk
in his/her investment decisions.
Targeting Cities for Industrial Inuestments
ln order to demonstrate the usefulness of MPT

in targeting metropolitan markets for industrial
investments, assume that we want b build a portfolio of nationally targeted industrial investments.
For the sake of this analysis, assume that the choices
of industrial markets a national inclustrial inve'stor
is faced n ith is limited only to these l0 markets and

that, due to portfolio size limitations, onlv fivc
target markets will be selected. Spreading investments to more markets would result in an inefficientlv low investment amount pe'r markct. Belorv
we construct three groups of target cities with altt'rnative methodologies and then compare them in
order to identify which of the three methtds produces the group of target cities $,ith tlrc most favorable risk/ return profile.
The MPT approach is used first. Application of
this approach requires, in addition to the'expected
return and risk estimates, the e'stimation of the
correlations amont the assets included in themodel.
Thus, pairwise correlation coefficients among the

l0 industrial markets are calculated using both
historical and forecast rent chang€'for the periocl
1980-2007. Rent changes are thought k) be the best
available proxy for metropolitan-specific return
series because they better capture movements in
demand, supply, and asset prices. These correlation
coefficients are presented in lrilrft'.3. As this table
shows, there are low correlations among several
industrial markets, which can provide significant
30

diversification benefits. For example, the correlation between the Los Angeles industrial market and
the Boston industrial market is as lor.r' as -0.25.
Other pairs of markets with negative correlations
are N.N. Jersey and Atlanta; Philadelphia and
Atlanta; Chicago and Boston; N.N. Jersey and
Boston; Washington D.C. and Boston; and Los
Angeles and Houston. The tn,o industrial markets
most highly correlated are San Francisco and Philadelphia.

the fun out of the game. But no one enjoys the
from time to time
capital crunches either; and
they will remain with us. So fasten your seat belts;
and enioy the ride.*.,
NOTES
This is an adnpldtion olan atlicle tlwl aryeared ir the October
1999 edilion o/ Urban Land. Pritted u'ilh the permissiot of

Urban Land.

Bv using these return, risk, and correlation estimates as an input into a standard mean-variance
assetallocation model, we are able to identify which
five out of thc 10 markets under consideration \^,ill
prr:vide the highest risk-adjusted return. It should
benotcd thatthe model was appropriately restricted
so that each estimated portfolio is composed of

equal allocations to five markets. This restriction
has been placed solely for the purpose of simplicity
and in order to facilitate comparison of the MPTdcrivcd portfolio with portfolios derived using
simple market rankings. The latter were constructed
by selecting the five highest return markets and
alternatively the five markets with the highest efficie.ncy ratios. These tw,o portfolios are compared in
terms of their composition and return/risk profile
n,ith the MPT-de'rived optimal portfolio in TnDIe 4.
It should be noted that the risk of the simplistic
portfolios has been calculated using standard portfolio risk formulas that takeintoaccount thepairwise
correlations among the different markets.

As Inblr,4 indicates, the portfolio based on a
simple return ranking of the markets includes Boston, Houston, Philadelphia, San Francisco, and
Washington, D.C. This portfolio has an expected
return of 17.68 percent, an estimated risk of 0.80
percent and an efficiency ratio of 14.65. This portfolio has, by construction, the highest return. But
rvhat about its efficiencv ratio? Does the investor
take an unnecessarily higher risk for this return
level? The portfolio constructed on the basis of the
efficiency-ratio rankings of the 10 markets includes
Chicago, Houston, Los Angeles, Northern New
Jersey, and San Francisco. This portfolio provides a
lou,er expected return of 15.64 percent compared to
the previous portfolio, but it does so at only half the
risk. As such, it has a higher efficiency ratio than the
previous portfolio, thus providing a significantly
higher risk-adjusted return. But is this portfolio the
best an investor can do in terms of target market
selection? The answer is definitely no. The reason
is, that portfolio B does take into account both the
return and risk profile of each of the industrial
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Tables 1 -

2

Trblt, 1: The 10 Maf or Industrial Markets Ranked by Retum

lndustrial Market

EurrurNT DoMATN oR
Dourr.lATloN?
hr1

Etliciency
Ratio

18.9%

1

.6o/o

8.01

Houston

18.60/o

0.8olo

16.64

Washingon, D.C
S. Fancisco

17.37o

2j%

5.32

16.9%

0.9%

12.58

Philadelphia

16.7'/"

Dallas

'16.50/o

0.8%

Aflanta

15.8%

1 .1o/o

8.71

N. N. Jersey

14.50/"

0.3%

25.33

Chcago

14.1"/"

0.6%

13.55

Los Angeles

14.1'/"

0.6%

13.70

8.93
12.45

Douglas Tirnmotrs & Larn Wornack

Major Industrial Markets Ranked by Efficiency Ratio

TNTRODUCTIoN

Expected

I f minent domain is a very powerful, and therefort, potentially
I- dangerous thing. The legal concept of e'minent domain is well
established. The U.S. Constitution endorses the taking of private
property for "pubiic use," with just compensation. Without it, many
of this nation's greatest public-works projects would not c,xist. Ttrlay,

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Douglas Timmons is an assistattt
profcssor of finance al Middle Tennes-

src Stnl( Uttit,rrsilv. Ha receircd his
Ph.D. irt real astnte and urban land

tht UnipersitV of Floritla.

prirwry nrats ofrasealch nre mortgagr lrnnkirrg aud rnl eslote ittteslHis

tnent ntmlysis. (E-mail: jtintntorts@
mtsu.cdr)

however, many local and state governments are usil.lg their awesome
powers of condemnation, or eminent domain, in a kind of corporate
triage grabbing property from one privatt business to give to
another. A device that has been used for centuries to smtxrtlr tlre way
for public works such as roads and parks, and later to ease urban
blight, has become a marketing tool for governments seeking to lure
bigger business. Communities intent on creating jobs and enlarging
their tax bases have stretched the meaning of "public use" to cmbrace
a host of undertakings that promise to improve tht'ir economic or
social well-being. It is time to consider whether privatc prop€'rty
rights are being abused. The purpose of this manuscript is to ctxrsider
iust horl'far the term "public use" can, or should, be stre,tche'd beforc
a trampling of private property rights occur.

THE LAW
Eminent domain can be defined as follows: The power to take private
property for public use by the federal government, a state, municipality, or private person or corporation authorized to exercise functions
ofpublic character, following the payment ofjust compensation to the
owner of that property.

Lara Womack is an associate prot'essor ofbusitrcss htt' at MiddleTen essee
(CotttirtueLl orr pagc 52)
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Risk

Bodm

Tnhlc 2 - The 10

strrdits front

Expected
Return

The protection of rights in propertv lies at the heart of our constitutional system. To the framers of the Constitution, the protection of
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lndustrial Market

Relurn

Etficiency
Ratio

Risk

N. Jersey

145%

0.3%

25.33

Houslon

18.6%

0.8%

16.64

Los Angeles

14j%
14j%

0.6%

13.70

0.6%

13.55

S. Francisco

16.9%

0.9%

12.58

Dallas

16.5%

0.8%

12.45

Philadelphia

16.7%

Atlanta

15.8%

1.1%

8.71

B6ton

18.9%

1.6%

8.01

Washingon, D.C.

17 .3o/o

2.1%

5.32

Chicago

8.93

I

I

allow for increases significantly higher than the
base-case in the case of the optimistic scenarios.
Hence the relatively low volatility of expected re-

sources of risk, including pricing and capital availability. While these additional risks are crucial to

turns under alternative scenarios and the relativelv

asset classes, the authors believe they are not as

low risk estimates.

strong in influencing the relative risk of different
real estate markets. Thus, despite some caveats in
terms of the accuracy of the estimated return and
risk levels, the authors strongly believe that they
convey very valuable insights in terms of the reln file
rewards and risks of industrial investments across
markets.

The second reason is that the estimated risk
measure focuses on the risk from economic uncertainty in the market. While the authors have focused on this risk because they believe it is the most
important in targeting markets, there are other

Strategic Portlolio Analysis:

A

NerLt Approach

factor in when comparing real estate with other
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5. Translation of rent and vacancv forecasts for
each scenario into Internal Rate of Return (lRR)

forecasts using a discounted cash flow model
that takes into account each market/property
type's capitalization rate;
6. Estimation of forward-looking return and risk
measures for each market area/property type
using the estimated IRRand respc'ctive probability for each scenario and equations (1) and (2);
7. Estimation of correlation coefficients using historical and forecast rent changes;
8. Assessment of investor objectives and identification of asset allocation model constraints implied by those objectives;
9. Derivation of the efficient frontier;
10, Estimation of the return prospects and risk profile of existing real estate portfolio at the market/
property type level and at the asset-specific level
and assessment of need for strategic reposition-

ll.

ing,
Estimation of the efficient frontier that incorporates existing holdings as constraints in the opti-

mization process;
12 Identification of an optimal portfolio that best
satisfies investor objectives.

AN APPLICATION TO INDUSTRIAL
INVESTMENT TARGETING
This section presents a simplistic application of the
nerv approach to industrial investment decisionmaking and, particularly, to the selection of target
cities for industrial investments. More specifically,
the authors present and discuss the return and risk
estimates for l0 major industrial markets generated
via the proposed approach. Subsequently they construct three portfolios of target cities, one using the

MPT approach and two using simple rankings of
the 10 markets. Finally, thev compare the return,/
risk profile of these portfolios to demonstrate the
superiodty of the MPT-derived mix of target markets.

Dallas, Houston, Los Angeles, Northern New Jersey, Philadelphia, San Francisco, and Washington
D.C. As Tnblr' ? indicates, high investment returns
are expected in all markets ranging from 14.1 percent to 18.9 p€.rcent. The industrial market with the
highestexpected return is Boston followedby Hous-

ton and Washington, D.C. The industrial market
with the lowCSt cxpected rcturn of 14.1 percent is
Los Angeles. The risk associated w,ith these expected returns ranges significantlv across markets
from 0.3 percent in Northern New Jersey to 2.l
percent in Washington D.C. The estimates suggest
that the old adage, "higher returns are associated
with higher risk," is not always true. For example,
Houston has the second highest return but is by no
means the second most riskv marke't. This may be
consistent with an inefficiently priced market in
which cap rates do not adiust to fully price in
future increases in cash flow. Thus, the market
presents a buying opportunity without increased
risk.
A fen, things ne'ed to be said regarding the high
return and lorv risk estimates for most markets. The
relatively high returns are mostly due to the use of

existing NOI in the calculation of the acquisition
price. Due to tht' long-term leases characterizing the
industrial market increases in rental rates during
the recent years are not incorporated in existing
lease rates. As a result, rates on existing leases are
considerably below market. Thus, by capitalizing
the existing NOI (as opposed to stabilized NOR, for
example) we have produced acquisition prices that
may be lower than the ones inv.'stors may eventually pav in the marketplace since sellers will require
some premium frrr anticipated incrcases in preiperty cash flolv as leases rollover to higher market
rents. Thus, lower accluisition prices help boost our
expected return estimates. Experimentation with
acquisition prices based on stabilized NOI (which is
calculated using market rates) has produced considerably lower return estimates.

lndustial Market Rehtm and Risk Estimates
Tnble 1 presents return and risk €'stimates for 10
major industrial markets. The return estimates are
based on forecast cash flows for the average industrial building in each market; and an acquisition
price calculated using the direct income capitalizaticrn approach. Such cash flow forecasts have been
generated using nlt's Ouzoox hlt:H.,rcrnt software
and market data as of mid-year 1998.

The 10 ma jor markets used to demonstrate the
usefulness of the proposed approach in industrial
real estate investing are Atlanta, Bosbn, Chicago,

2ll

The authors believe trl'o factors are primarily
responsible for the low risk estimates. First, the fact
that most of the markets are close to the peak of their

performance with increasing rents and most importantly,low vacancy rates. To understand this argument, bear in mind that the return and risk measures have be'c'n calculated on the basis of investment performance under alternative scenarios. The
importance of the low vacancy ratc. is that it shields
the market from any severe investment deterioration in the case of pessimistic scenarios. In addition,
the fact that rents are close to their peak does not
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individual liberty was essential. By enumeration of
specific pou,ers granted to various govc.rnment officials, many felt they had created a government of

exists in the government whenever a public use will
be derived. By thc same token, the exact procedure

sufficient checks and balances to ensure individual
liberties would be protected. Others felt it necessary
to make explicit th€. most important of those liberties which the Constitution sought k) protect. The
Bill of Rights did this by specifving freedom of
speech and religion; freedom of press and assembly; the right to bear arms; the right b trial by jury
trnd cross examination of accusing witnesses; and
freedom from cruel or unusual punishment.

Constitution. Only certain limitations on the process are enumerated, the most important of which
are "due process" and "just compensation."

Recognizing that a government could easily abuse
these

civil rights if a citizen's property and liveli-

hood were not guaranteed, the United States Constitution also imposes a dutv on government to

protect private property rights. Within the Bill of
Rights, numerous provisions directly or indirectly
protect private property rights. The F()urth Amendment guarantees that people are to be "secure in
their persons, houses, papers, and effects...". The
Fifth Amendment states that no person shall "be
deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due
process of [aw; nor shall private property be taken
for public use without just compensation." The
Fifth Amendment implies the federal government's
right to exercise its power of eminent domain. The
right of the federal government to exercise eminent
domain within any state is not subiect to control bv
the various state legislatures. It is subject only to the
Federal Constitution and the statutes emanating
from it.

ln addition to the Bill of Rights' provisions, the
Fourteenth Amendment echoes the Due Process
Clause of the Fifth Amendment, stating that "No
state shall deprive .rny person of life, liberty, or
property without clue process of law." As sovereignties, within their borders and within the limits
on their powers as defined by the U.S. Constitution,
the states also possess the right of eminent domain.
Most state constitutions, actually all but two, specifically give the state this right. What constitutes
property for the purposes of the "takings" must be
established mainly by state sources of law, including common law, statutes, and state constitutions.
State 'takings" clauses are quite important because
many of them contain language stronBer than that
of the Fifth Amendment.
The power of eminent domain in this country is
unusual in that it is inherent or implied. The Federal
Constitution dtrs not explicitly grarrt this power.
Instead, the law assumes or implies that the power

Enint'tll Dolrlaitt or Drtnfimtiort?

for condemnation is not addressed by the

U.S.

ELEMENTS OF EMINENT DOMAIN
When exercising the use of eminent domain, the
governmental agencv must prove that all four elementssetfourth in the Fifth Amendment are present.
These elements include: 1). private property;2).
must be taken; 3). for public use;4). with just compensation. Over the years these elenrents have been
broadly interpreted.
Private property may include not only land, but
also items such as fixtures, leases, options, stocks,

and other items. Our concern in this manuscript
will relate to real property and not personal property.
The second elcme'nt of eminent domain is taking.
This refers to the taking of physical property or a
portion thereof. lt also can occur when the taking
reduces the value. of the property due to noise,
accessibility problems, or other agents. In general,
compensation must be paid not only if the property
is physically taken, but whenever a restriction on
the use of the property is so extensive that it is
tantamount to confiscation of the property. The
courts traditionally have not recognized the regulation of property by the exercise of police power as a
taking. Practices such as zoning restrictions may
determine the owner's use and surelv may impact
on the owner's rights and the property's value.

The last element prescribed in tht' Fifth Amendment requires that when private property is taken,
there'shall be compensation paid to the owner that
is fair to the public as well as to the property owner.
The amount of compensation should be measured
by the ou,ner's loss rather than bv the public's gain.
The measure of damages is often tht' fair market
value of the property harmed or taken for public
use. The value for real property is assessed based on
the uses to which it could reasonably be developed,
a concept referred to as the property's highest and
best use. Differe'nt states have different procedures
ior determininl4 ,ust compensation and acquiring
title. Some require deposit of estimatc'd iust compensation into court, while others do not. Some
allow for trial bt'fore a jury, while others use the
commissioner system of knowledgeable persons
appointed to advise the court. The litmus test for
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any of these proceedings is whether it ultimately
affords just compensation for the propertv taken.
Condemnation proceedings vary according to individual state and federal laws- In general, the proceedings should be conducted as quickly as possible. A proceeding does not retluire court involvement if the condemnor and landorvner enter into a
contract for the taking of the property for a public
use. A seizure based on such a contract is as effective as if it werc done through formal condemnation proceedings.
The condemnation process usually consists of tlvcr
stages; proct'edings that prescribe the. condemnor's
right to take the property, and proceedings to set the

compensation b be paid for the taken property.
During these proceedings the prop('rty owner may
continue to use the property as long as the use does
not substantially change the condition of the property or its value.

The owner has the right to due process during the
condemnation hearings. They must be notified in a
timely manne'r and given a reasonable chance to
address the issuesofwhether theuse theproperty is
being taken for is an actual public use and whether
the compensation is indeed just. Due process does
not require a jury trial in condemnation proceedings, although various state constitutions and statutes provide for assessment by a jury.

"PUBLIC USE" .
AN EVER BROADENING PHRASE
The concept of "public use" has become quite broad.
The public use limitation at one time was held by
many courts to limit both what the government
could acquire and to whom it could delegate the
authodty to acquire private property. Historically
eminent domain was used for very obvious public
works projects. More recently it has been extended
to include the condemnation of private land for
resale to other private individuals or firms for urban reneu,al. The concept also has been broadened
to include quasi-public organizations, such as util-

ity companies, railroads and pipelines.
Originally, courts applied a "use bv the public" test
to property seizures. Governments could take property only if the public would be allowed to use it.
Lawmakers also gave private entities like railroads
and public utilities eminent domain power. The test
they had to pass in court was called "public advantage." The question to be answered was: "Does the
building oftransportation networks or energv plants
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The protection of rights in property lies

at the heart of our constitutional system.
To the framers of the Constitution,
the protection of indiuidual liberty
uas essential. By enumerution of
specific pou)ers grarted to uarious
goaerrtnent officials, many felt therl
had createil a goaern rrent of sufficieflt
checks and balances to ensure iniliaidual
liberties would be protected.
Others felt it necessary to make explicit
the most important of those liberties
which the Constitution sought to protect.
The Bill ot' Rights did this by specifying
freedon of speech and religion; freedom of
press afld assetnbly; the right to bear arms;
the right to trial by jury anil cross
exaffiination of accusing witnesses; and
freedom from cruel or uflusual punishment.
serve the public interest?" After the Depression,
governments got into the busintss of redevelopment, restoring underused orblighted land. In many
cases, local Bovernment agencies took over the
projects when private companies were not willing
to assume the risk. These actions were deemed
"public use" takings, even if the land ultimately
went to private parties.
In the past half century, the U.S. Supreme Court, as
well as various state Supreme Courts, have played
an important role in extending thr". ability of governmental agencies to use eminent domain to take
propertv for almost any use they deemed desirable.
In a seminal case, Berman vs. Parker (1954), the
Supreme Court greatly expanded the notion of
"public use."' This case involved the constitutionality of the 1945 District of Columbia Redevelopment Act. This Act declared it the policy of the
United States to eliminate all substandard housing
in Washingkrn, D.C., because such areas were "in.iurious to the public health, safety, morals, and
welfare." The Act also created the District of Columbia Redevelopment Land Agency and granted
that agency the power to use eminent domain for
the redevelopment of blighted areas. Additionally,
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Due to this negative forecast the analysis creates
point A. However, assume that this office building
has a triple-A tenant on a 10-year lease. Clearly, in
this case, the correct return-risk calculations need to
take the property-specific terms into account. This
consideration moves the portfolio to point B - clearly
a better position than point A.
Forutard-lottkitts return, risk nnd corn:lation messurcr: The methodology is specifically structured to

produce forward- and not backward-looking risk
and return estimates. These estimates are produced
using the same consistent approach across markets
and property types. As such, they are fully comparable and can be used as inputs for MPT applica-

tions.

A sophisticakd snd sdaanced annlyticnl approach:
ln typical backward-looking MPT applications, the
derivation of return and risk measures on the basis
of historical data is a fairly simple task; however,
this is not true in the case of a forwardJooking
approach. In the view of the authors, the sophistication of the proposed methodology is best reflected
in four features. First, the methodology makes use
of over 200 metro-specific econometric models that
havebeen developed and utilized through theyears
by Torto Wheaton Research (TWR). These models
are structured on the basis of powerful economic
and econometric principles and capture the idiosyncratic interactions of local real estate market
variables such as rents, vacancy rates, construction,
and the Iocal economy. Given the well-established
segmentation of real estate markets along metropolitan boundaries, such modeling is crucial for
understanding each market's unique prospects and
sensitivities.
Second, the development of risk measures is
based on the econometrically estimated forward
variance of the economic factors that drive each
market's forecasting models and a market-andproperty type by markerand-propertv type evaluation of how such rcorrornic variance translates into
forwardJooking variance in lrteslru:n t performance.
Third, the return and risk estimates take into
account each market-and-property type's current
market conditions and econometrically estimated
prospects. Finally, both the return and risk measurestake into account prevailing differences across
metropolitan areas/property types in capitalization rates, a key factor in determining purchase
price and investment performance.
Methodology
Given the very limited availability of historical
2).
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retum series bv metropolitan area and property
type, direct modeling and forecasting each market's
return is not feasible without some compromising
assumptions. However, with the significantly greater
availability of historical series for rental rates and

other crucial space market variables, it is Possible to
develop forecasts of market-average and/or building-specific expected returns and associated risk
measures by taking into account each market's
unique behavioral patterns as well as a building's
specific characteristics.
Accordin2; to conventional portfolio theory, the
expected return of an asset is the probabilityweighted sum of its returns undc'r different scenarios, while the risk associated with this expected
return can be calculated as the probability-weighted
sum of the squared deviations of the returns under
each scenario from the expected return. Equations
(1) and (2) describe the fundamental theory behind
the asset return and risk estimation methodology.'

E(r),= 2

p,,*r,,

fl)
o',=Z

p,,*1r,, E(r),1'
(2)

Wlure
E(r)

expected return for metropolitan area

o-

variance of expected return in

P,

metropolitan area 7
probability for scenario i in metropolitan

f

area f
forecast retum for scenario i in
metropolitan area f
The inputs entering equations (1) and (2) are derived through an elaborate and sophisticated market-by-market econometric analysis process. The
steps involved in the estimation of return and risk
measures and their use in MPT applications are the

following:
.1.

Estimation of structural econometric models for
each market/property type;

2. Econometric estimation of forward variance of
and associated probabilities for all exogenous
economic variables that drive each market/property type's forecashng model;

3. Development of forecasts of pessimistic and
optimistic economic scenarios for each market,/
property type;
4. Development of rent and vacancy rate forecasts
for pessimistic, base case, and optimistic scenarios;
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typt, allocatittrts md targL,t cities will best complement existing holdings so that portfolio performance is maximized. The asset allocation model
can be constrained so that the efficient frontier
and the optimal portfolios generated take ink)
account the spt'cific characteristics of existing
holdings that cannot be liquidated ovt'r the period of analvsis.

averages and standard deviations as return and
risk measures, respectively. Within this context,
the au thors believe that the following features may
distinguish this approach from others.

The' landowners argued that

AltilitV to ct)aluate return llrospects rrttd lhtir associotal risk both nt tht nmrkel and the nsstt-sptcific leaels:
The proposed approach can be used for not onlv
evaluating risk and return for local real estate markets but also for specific properties taking into
account their idit)syncratic characteristics. Consideration ofasset-specific characteristics not only helps
capture differences in return and risk characteristics across individual properties, but also more accurately assess the return prospects and risk profile of existing portfolios.

Monitor changing portfolio return prospects
and risk profile - Given the dynamic nature of
the economy and changing real estate market
prospects, regularlv updated asset allocation
models help investors and institutions holding
sizable real estate portfolios to continually monitor and evaluate llrc pottntial inrptct ofstrclr dlnlg{ng narket prosptcts on thtir Ttortfolitts. As such,
they can help investors to manage their portfolios more effectively by being proactite to foreseeable market movements brought about by
unpred ictable cconomic shocks.

Analysis of an existing portfolio at both the
local market and asset-specific levels can provide
useful strategic insights by contrasting these against
the efficient frontier, as in the hypothetical example
of Figure 2. This representation demonstrates how
measured specific asset characteristics contributt'
to portfolio risk profile and return prospects, compared to averagc' market performance and risk. The
figure indicates that the existing portfolio's return
and risk profile t valuated at the asset-specific levelpoint B - is closor to the efficient frontier, as compared to its profile evaluated only at the market/
property type level - point A. To understand how
these two portfolios differ, assume that portfolio A
has an office building in Dallas, and that the forecast is for this market to fall over the next four vears.

PORTFOLIO ANALYSIS APPROACH
This section elaborates on horv the proposed approach differs from tvpical MI'T applicatfuns to real
estate that have been presented in the literature. The
authors then discuss its theort'tical founelation and
basic ste'ps.
1). Distinguishing Features
Most MPT applications to rcal estate that have been
presented in the literature arL'usually performed at

the national or regional level and use historical
Figure
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Existin8 portfolio evaluated at the asset-specific level
Existin8 portfolio evaluated at the market/property type level
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their propertv could
not be taken for redevelopment since their parcel
was commercial and not residential or slum housing. Additionallv thev contended that the property
could not becondemned forsale to a privateagency
for redevelopment fora privateand nota public use
as required bv the Fifth Amendment. In a unanimous decision, the Supreme Court ruled in favor of
the, citv's use of eminent domain saying: "The concept of the public welfare is broad and inclusive.
The values it represents are spiritual as well as
phvsical. Aesthetic as w,ell as monetary."']
In 1981, General Motors convinced Detroit officials
that prosperity would follow if the city removed
more than 3,500 people and 130 small businesses
from nearby l'oletown to make rvav ftlr a Cadillac
plant. The court system moved quickly and favorably toward Detroit because the city and its dominantemployer, the auto industry, were in thedepths
of a serious recession. The stated purpose of the
Polebwn proiect, supported by the high court dec!
sion, was to create and preserve jobs. But the high
court did say that cases in which property is turned
over to private developers should bt' reviewed bv
courts with "heightened scrutiny" to avoid abuses.3
Three years later the U.S. Supreme Court gave the
ultimate ,udici.rl nod to such "takings" bv government. [n 1984 the court, in a unanimous decision,
allowed a Hawaiian housing agency to force large
landowners to sell land to homeowners who had
previously leased the land on which their homes
were located.r

In the Hawaii case, the court said eminent domain
had traditionally been permitted if it re'lated to anv
"conceivable public purpose"
- and in this particular case, the public use was said to be the antimonopolistic purpose of the plan. The sweeping
Ianguage in that case opened the flood gates for
cities and counties across the U.S. to stretch the
term, "public use," to cover virtually any taking that
might create jobs or increase the tax base. Critics
also say condemnations sometimes are carried out
to help the politically powerful at the expense of
those not well-connected.

14%
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Congress authorized the Agency to lease or sell
portions of the land to private parties if those partics
would carry out the redevelopment plan.

1999/2000

Few would argue that eminent domain is not a
legitimate tool to acquire land necessary for the
creation of infrastrucfure needed to create a better

Enritrcrrl Donnirr or Domi atiott?

life fora community or region. The public could not
function without highways, sewer and water lints,
schools, and recreational facilities. Likewise, the
public good is generally lr,ell served by allowing
railways and power utility companies to use condL'mnation to acquire the right of ways necessary to
provide important public services. Condemning
properties to create redevelopment zones has alscr
become a ge.nerally accepted method for revitalizing blighted areas. At what point, however, should
the use of this very powerful process be questioned?

Should governmental agencies use eminent domain to take property next to a public-use facility,
such as a dorvntown arena, to be sold to a private
interest so that a parking garage or restaurant can
be developed? Should a public agency be allowed
to condemn private property of one business to
turn that property over to another private business?
Should a city or countv have the right to force
businesses, and even homeowners, off their properties to create more jobs or higher property or sales
taxes?

Eminent domain has taken a frighte'ning turn in a
very un-American dirc.ction and it is time to reconsider if the aggressive use of this powe'rful tool is not
beginning to trample private property rights. Public
works and private enterprise are obviously linked,
but injecting the power of government to force
citizens to surrender their property and their rights
to benefit specific busincss interests is fundamentally wrong.
THE AGGRESSIVE USE OF CONDEMNATION
ln recent years, governments have begun to broaden
their definitions of what constitutes a public use.
M.rny now us( eminent domain as,rn economic
bol, they condemn the property of one landowner
or business and give it to another business. Legal
scholars and attorneys specializing in eminent dt>
main issues say this expanded definition has placed
an additional hardship on property owners who
have to prove that land taken is not for a vital public
use. The judiciary has watered down eminent domain laws.
Communities that are a5;gressivelv using their powers of eminent domain do so primarily to increase
tax revenues. They use the catch phrase "economic
development" to iustify their actions. By displacing
a smaller business in favor of a larger one, they
expect to generate higher property and sales tax
revenues. Is it the right of public agencies to decide
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which businesses should occupy a particular parcel
of land? Zoning ordinances might detcrmine how
intense the usc can be in a given area, and even what
tvpes of businesses are allowed in an a re.r, but these
governmental powers certainly cannot force one
firm out in favor of another. lt has to be frustrating
for a successful business to be informed that they
must sell their property and move so that some
other business can relocatr. onto their property.
Citi.'s, counties, and regions aggressively compete
against one another to attract new business. They
also must try to retain businesses they already have.
ln both cases, Iarge corporations often have tremendous leverage as they play one location off against
another location. Economic Development Agencies
ofte'n find themselves playing a high stakes poker
gamL' to attract or retain an important employer. To
play successfully, cities must often offer huge incentives to corporate America. If a corporation is big
enough, or important enough, they can often get on

the "corporate welfare" wagon. Cities regularly
give big businesses special tax breaks, free land, and
many other concessions. If private property has to
be taken from a smaller business to assure retention
of a larger firm, or to assure a relocation of a major
new employer, so be it. Eminent domain is often the
technique used to provide the desired land for the

important employer.
ln downtown, Pittsburgh a proposed $480 million
rede'velopment project called Market Place at Fifth
and Forbes is causing quite'a stir among politicians
and local business owners. William Robinson, a
state legislak)r who represents the Downtown are.a
has criticized the city's proposed project. He says
theproject is moving too fast.-rnd isn't fair to smaller,
longtime Dorl,ntown merchants who are faced with

losing their property to a national development
firm. Robinson has vowed to draft legislation aimed
at narrowing the use of eminent tlomain, since he
fears condemnation isa ttrolthatcould figure prominently in assembling property for the Market Place
proiect.'
Eminent domain has been used in Pittsburgh and
elsewhere to clean up areas classified as "blighted."
Congressman Robinson has argued that "blight"
has been applied toobroadly and that his legislation
would include a more precise definition of blight.
The Congressman said," I am concerned that local
governments and redevelopment agencies have
taken a cavalier approach to eminent domain-" The
city has designated large sections of Downtown
and the North Side as Blighted, but Robinson doesn't

l6

Cities regularly gizte big businesses
special tax breaks, free land, and many
other concessions. lf piaate property lras
to be taken from a smaller business to
assure letefltion of a larger finn, ol to
assufe a relocatiofl of a major nezo
erfiploveL so be it. Eminent domsin is
often the technique used to Woaide the
desired lancl for the important employer.
think they are truly in bad shape. He knolt's that the
property cannot be taken by eminent domain until
the city declares the property as blighted." The
problem I have with this project is that Fifth and
Forbes avenues, in the'ir current condition, can
hardly be calle.d blightect by any stretch of the
dc.finition," Robinson said. "Most of the businesses
that will be forced out are not failing."

Another Pittsburgh property highlights the dual
problems associated with owning land in an area
designated as blighted, and the "corporate welfare"
mentality. Back in 1980, the citv declared the property on which stands the Pittsburgh Wool Company (PWC) b be blighted-" The owners of PWC,
Roy and Jeff Kumer, didn't even learn about their
blight designation until 1999.
The Kumer's property is legally "blighted" despite
th(' fact that it is clean, well maintained, and houses

six thriving businesses that emplovee more' than
100 workers. The Pittsburgh Wool Companv received a blight designation because it does not have
a front or side yard. In Pittsburgh, an area can be
declared blighted ifit meets one of l0 vague criteria
including such things as "inadequate planning" or
an "econonrically undesirable" uso. Once an area
has been deemed blighted, the city can easily condemn any pr()perty in that drea.
On August

the urban development agency
authorized the city of Pittsburgh to issue a "declaration of taking" on the PWC property and an ad join1'1, 1999,

ing rental property owne'd by Roy Kumer. To n,hat
"public use" would the city put the Kumer's property? After spending $10 million to buy and clear

the land, Pittsburgh planned to sell it to the H.J.
Heinz Co. for $1.5 million. Heinz officials threatened to leave the city, taking 1,300 jobs with them,
if Pittsburgh didn't acquire the land Heinz needed
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achieve t/rc Ltr:st lettcls of return ioith miitrtunt risk.
There are many ofthese portfolios, each with different levels of return and risk. AII of these ideal, or
optimal, portfolios define what is called the t'ffrcirnl
frontier. The efficient frontier is a very useful ana-

first measuring an asset's risk exposure and return prospects and then incorporating it into the
portfolio of existing holdings.
Determine best city/property type allocations
for building new portfolios - The identification
of the efficient frontier using MPT applications
can first help investors to understand, thr: rang,e of
returns--;trul tfu ntininrum risk lt'i't'ls associttL\l uith
thest rttunts-tlnl can be aclittttl giacn today's
ill'est u: t opportunitits. Second, it provides a
tangiltlt' ltrttchnnrk against which investors can

lytical tool, as it provides a frame of reference,
allowing real estate investors to evaluate whether
they can dcr better by rt'posifiorrirr.q thair portfoliLts.

Flqrrre 1 illustrates this point using two hypothetical
existing portfolios and an efficient frontier pkrtted
in risk and return space. The strategic implication of
Fi.grrrc i is that an investor can improve the performance of an existing portfolio and reduce risk by
altering its composition in terms of property types
and markets. For example, Portfolio A in Fi.qrrrc 1
can move upward to a higher retrrrn and even lower
risk level by adding exposure to the Dallas office
market (Portfolio B). MPT applications can help
investors and portfolio managers in a number of
other ways:

contrast and evaluate their own return objectives
and risk preferences. Finally, itcan help investors
determine hou, to tllctcate their funds across the
different property types and intelligently select
taryt cities. The efficient frontier can be cttslotrized to take into account each investor's objec-

tives and preferences, such as the exclusion of
markets n,hose size is belon, a certain threshold
or minimum and maximum required allocations
per market and property type.

Introduce a disciplined approach to real estate
investment and managemenl - MPT provides a
consistent and systomatic framework for anaIvzing real estate portfolios and developing investment strategies either at the metropolitan
area/prope'rty type level or the asset-specific
level.

Make intelligent new investment target choices
will best complement existing holdings
and help better achieve specific investor objectives - MPT applications cannot only help investors evaluate the c'xtcnt to \!'hich a strategic repositioning of their existing portfolios *'ill improve
performance and rcduce risk, but also guide
them in implementing such a strategic repositioning. For example, asset allocation analysis
can 6;uide investors as to uhnt aidit[onal Ttroparty

that

Evaluate the impact of new acquisitions on
existing portfolios - MPT applications can help
evaluate the impact of new acquisitions on the
return and risk profile of existing portfolios by
Figure
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Efficient Frontier and Existing Portfolios
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DEFINING REAL ESTATE RISK
One of the ma jor challenges in applying MPT b real
estate in a meaningful way is the derivation of
consistent return and risk measures across markets
or across specific properties. Developing such measures is particularly difficult given the uncertainties
inherent in real estate investment. For example,
investors acquire properties based on certain expectations regarding rental income growth and

value appreciation over the holding period. But
what if rents and values do not gron'as much as
expected or even decline? And how likely is it that
such a disaster $,ill occur? There are also uncertainties on the plus side, but these are n elcome! These
uncertainties regarding a property's cash flow and
investment performance lie at the heart of thc dcfinition of real estate risk.
Real estate investors are faced with two types of
risk: market risk and property-specific risk.

Market risk relates to metropolitan-specific factors
that mav adverselv affect a property's cash florr'. For
example, if the high-flying stock market of 1999
crashes, office space demand and eventually market
rents and propertv values rvill be negativelv affected. Some metropolitan areas, hoh'ever, u'ill be
affected more severely than others. For example,
Nerv York, whose economv depends highlv on
financial se.rvices, will take a greater hit than most
metropolitan areas in the country. Hence the notion
of market risk. Uncertainties regarding a market's
performance stem not only from the demancl side
but also from the supply side. For example, an
unexpected decrease in interest rates may trigger
greater construction than expected, thus softening
the market and depressing rental rates.
The notion of the property-specific risk is based on

the widely accepted argument that the extent to
which a specific property is affected by marketwide
fluctuations depends on such idiosyncratic characteristics as its lease rollover schedule, existing rent
levels, occupancy percentage, operatinS expenses,
capital expenditures, etc. Thus, in measuring risk, it
is important to go an additional step and examine

how sensitive a property's cash flow is to
marketwide fluctuations given such idiosyncratic
characteristics.

When defining real e'state market risk it is important to emphasize its forh,ard-looking nature.
Stock market originated theories and methodologies have established the historic standard de'viation as the measure of risk, placing more emphasis

2.t

on a backnard (as opposed to a forward-looking)

approach. Forward risk, or more appropriately,
uncertainty, is not necessarily best capturL'd by the
standard deviation of past movementsf For real
estate, in particular, an historical/stock market originated approach is inappropriate for two maior rea-

to build a $36 million warehouse and distribution
center. Pittsburgh's mayor said, "We will proceed
aggressivelv to file a declaration of takinS. We're
going to move on this. This is an opportunity kr
anchor the largest manufacturing facility in the

city."

sons. First, unlike stocks real estate cannot be traded

instantly. Liquidity constraints force long holding
periods that run typically between three and 10
vears. Second, the real estate narket is cvclical and
slo*, to adjust.r The real estate market does not
follow the random walk fluctuations observed in
the stock and bond markets n,here tomorrori,'s
price fluctuations have nothing to do with where
the market is today. Given the widely documented
cvclicality and slow pace by which real estate markets react to random economic shocks, lvhat mav
happen tomorrow has a lot kr do with today's
market conditions.l
To understand the above argument, consider two
hypothetical office markets, A and B. Market A has
a high historic volatilitv of returns, let's say five
percent, but also a very low vacancy rate, let's say
three percent. Market B, on the contrary, has a low
historic volatilitv of returns, let's say two percent,
but happens to be in the middle of an explosive
building boom that has recently driven vacancy
rates up to 1tl percent. Using the backward definition of risk as .-r guide, one would, without hesitation, point to market A as more risky. On the other
hand, if dilferences in the current stage of the market n'ere to be factored in, n'e rvould have a d ifferent
assessment. Obviously, market B with ar.r 18 percent
vacancv rate would bc' much more susceptible k)
rent decreases and investment performance deterioration in the event of an unexpected de'crease in
demand than would market A with only a three
percent vacancy rate. Hence, contrary to h,hat a
backward-looking approach lvould suggest, market B may in fact be more risky than market A.

RISK AND MODERN PORTFOLIO THEORY
Consistent estimates of risk nreasures for specific
markets and/or properties can enable real estate
investors to make more intelligent strate8ic investment decisions by applying MPT. MPT allows real
estate investors to build better portfolios by systematicallv evaluating the risk and return characteristics of the opportunities available across all markets. For example, an investor considering 50 markets and four propertv tvpes has to choose among
200 potential investment targets. By applying MPT,
real cstate investors can identify those combinations of tar8et cities and propertv types that can
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After months of political maneuvering designed kr
condemn the PWC property, the Heinz Company
finally stepped in and offered to make a deal. Heinz
finally negotiated directly with the Kumers. lust
like many eminent domain cases across the country, it was the private developer, Heinz, and not the
city that called for and then called off the condemnation. When the city was proceeding with condemnation, the Urban Redevelopment Agencv had
told Htinz officials to stav clear. The Agency didn't
want Heinz's involvement to undercut the city's
"public use" justification.T The fact that Heinz, a
private company, could remove the threat of eminent domain shows iust how private this deal really
was. Why shouldn't private firms do their own
bidding?
The redevelopment agency in San Jose, California,
provieies anolher erample of an agency using eminent domain tobenefit large businesses. Thatagencv
used the eminent domain process to acquire private
property needed for a second Adobe Systems, Inc.,
office tower next to its downtown headquarters.
Even though the property was needed for private
use, the agency justified the condemnation based
on the sheer magnitude of the project, and therefore
its positive impact for public intcrest.s
The same agency threatened to use condemnation
to take a do\a,ntown building that Woolworth Corp.
once occupied. Woolworth planned to divide the
building to house a subsidiarv retailer, Champs

Sports, and a Burger King. Thc redevelopment
agency had other plans for one of the largest groundfloor retail spaces in the downtown area. They
hoped to lure a more coveted retailer, Ross Stores,
into the building, and were willing to us!' eminent
domain if necessary to orchestrate their development desires."

Ultimately, city council was able to purchase thc
propertv without resorting to the use ofcondemnation. The property is located in a redevelopment
zone, but should the government decide that one
retailer is more desirable'than another business?
Wouldn't this plan send the \4'rong message to
other downtown property owners by suggesting
retail favoritism?
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A Texas case provides yet another example of just

how far some redevelopment agencies are willing
to be go to use public money, power, and influence
b help powerful private corporations, builders,
and developers. Indianapolis-based Simon
DeBartolo Group owns shopping malls all across
the country. In Hurst, Texas, a suburb of Fort
Worth, they own the NorthEast Mall. The
DeBartokr Croup decided that in order for their
mall to be competitive in the Dallas-Fort Worth
area they needed to expand to add anchor stores.
The city approved the expansion proposal, and
even agreed to share local sales tax revenues with
the mall developer and to repay its land acquisition costs. It was important to the city to accommodate the mall, since over 60 percent of the town's
tax revenues were generated bv this shopping center."'
.127

To make way for the expansion,
homeowners
would lose their homes. Most of the homeowners
werewilling to selltheir homes, they were receiving
offers that exceedt'd the appraised value of their
homes. Not all of the homeowners wanted to sell
however, and those unhappy with being forced to
give up their homes refused to accept thedeveloper's
offers.
At this point, City Council voted to use its power of
eminent domain to take the homes of holdouts. City
Council member Henry Wilson said, "right, wrong,
or indifferent, we're a partner with Simon
DeBartok)." City Attorney John F. Boyle Jr. said "the
person getting property taken can't distinguish between a park or school and a shopping mall." The
plaintiffs attorney, Scott Moran sar|, it differL.ntly,
"if vou're big enough and powerful enough, you
can get a city to do your bidding." tt
The issue of public necessity will also be a focal
point in court battles over the taking of land for
Detroit's riverfront casino district. The Detroit city
council voted 6-3 in March of 1999 to approve the
use of eminent domain condemnation for the casino district.rr City officials have cited the creation
of about I 2,500 permanent casino iobs, in addition
to construction jobs, in saying that the casinos
constitutL. a public purpose. The city and the developer actually even refusecl to negotiate u,ith the
property owners for a voluntary purchase at a
nrarket de'rived price. Instead thc.y preferred to
take the land by force. Condemned businesses are
much cheaper than those purchased on the open
market, because the owner is only compensated for
the propertv, not the valuc of the business.

.19

The city expects to condemn long-term industrial
and retail businesses down bv the waterfront to
makt room for casinos that will be financed by
public bonds. They also will take properties from
longtime resitlents for more upper class housing
while cutting the taxes for the new homes. Both
projects provide huge financial benefits to private
developers, private businesses, and private citizens. Fred Steinhardt, a local attorney familiar \\'ith
eminent domain cases, says "lf casinos are declared
a public necessity, the eminent domain law will
have been reduced to form and striped of substance." Detroit may face a tough fight if thc public
necessity challenge is raised. A recent New Jersey
court ruling that dealt *,ith condemnation for casino use in Atlantic City may provide precedent for
this case.

In the Atlantic Citv case, a pon't.rful businessman
tried to get local authorities to use condemnation to
acquire a next door property for expansion.rs Vera
Coking's rundown boarding house happened to be
located next to the Trump Plaza. Trump thought the
property was an eye sore that needed to be torn
down. He tried to buy the propertv, t() expand
Trump Plaza parking, but Coking would not agree
to sell. Trump then went to the city asking that they
use their poners of eminent domain to take the
building, which he would then raze. James Whelan,
Mayor of Atlantic City, said: "We are rebuilding
Atlantic Citv. The Future of this citv is not Vera
Coking's boarding house."
At Trump's rt'quest the State Casino Reinvestment
Development Authoritv began condemnation actions against the propcrty in 1994. State and city
officials said the move would further the citv's plan
to add more hotel rooms for the support of their nerv
convention facility. Lawyers for Vera Coking said
the plan was a ruse to allow Trump to avoid paying
market value for the land.

In a decision that could prove important throughout the countrv, the New Jersev Superior Court said
that taking the land by eminent domain was flawed
because it set no limits on what Trump could do
with the land after he got the propertv.rrThe Casino
Reinvestment Development Authority claimed that
the purpose of the condemnation was kr providt'
limousine parking and landscaping for the Trump
Plaza Casino. These improvements lrould in turn
improve parking, traffic control, and green space in
the area. The court examined the contract between
Trump and the agency and found that it did not
limit Trump Plaza to using the property in the way
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Communities throughout the country are
exte n ding th e I egal int erpre t a tion
of when a taking is for the public good. By
stretching the pozoer of eminent domain,
particularly uthen it mearrs f auoring
one priaate business ooer arother,
gooenrrflents ale eroding prioate pfoperty
rights. Condemniflg oioble homes and
businesses to prioate deaelopers engaged
in profit-making aerrtures bedrs
no relationship to the intertiotrs ol
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the founding fathers enbodied in the
Constittrtion. The courts haue generally
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abdicated thcir responsibility to protect

indiuidual rights and limit
goaerfiment pouers.
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approved by the agency in the development plan.
lnstead, the contract 6;ave Trump a "blankcheck" to
use the condemned propc.rtv as he wished. The
court's ruling takes a well-established legal doctrine, the re,ection of government action when the
rtal purpose is different from the stated one, and
applies it in a neh, context.
The decision has no effect outside'of New Jersey,
but for those who feel private propertv rights are
abused by such "takings," this ruling is important.
The New Jersey court said there was no guarantee
ofa public benefit strong enough to justify condemnation of property to turn it over to a private busi-

Ifthe ruling in this case sets precedent throughout the country, it u,ill be a revolution in condcmnation law and an important restraint on governmental powers. Land use lawycrs may finally have a
powerful tool in opposing condemnations and an
instruction manual on how to use it.
ness.

Can a citv condemn sound property to transfer it to
private business? The courts, in most cases, have

answered that question in the affirmative. To the
dismay of property rights groups across the countrv, the U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that "public
use" is anything Sovernment says it is. The state

courts are frequently following suit by allowing
governmental agencies to take private propertv for
uses that n ould have once been unfathomable.
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increasing institutional investment in real estate, the issue
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idiosyncratic characteristics of specific properties is becoming more and
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Strategic Portfolio Aualysis:

more relevant to strategically oriented investors. Mode'rn Portfolio
Theorv (MPT) applications presented in the real estate literature focus
on rtgions, divisions, or the nation and use averages and standard
deviations based on historical clata or Monte Carlo simulations to
measure performance and risk, rt'spectively.r Although such methodologies can provide useful insights in terms of structuring real estate
portfolios, they present some serious limitations as they do not take into
account differences in re.al estate market behavior across metropolitan
areas as well as the strong predictable components embedded in such
a behavior. Also, they are not tailored to take into account propertyspecific charactc.ristics.
Against this background this nranuscript presents a new approach to
strate'gic portfolio analysis that focuses on metropolitan markets, develops forward return and risk measures based on the predicLrble compo
nents of the space markcts, and allows the incorporation of idiosyncratic
property characteristics. The balarrce of the manuscript is structured as
follows: first the authors elaborate on the basic dimensions of real estate
risk and discuss how real estate investors can use MPT applications to

imprcve performance and reduce risk. Next, they outline what they
believe to be the distinguishing features of their approach and briefly
describe its basic steps. Finally, thev present an application of their
approach to industrial investment targeting.
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Israel, Daniel H., "Property Taxes. The Value of Deregulation,"
Public Utilities Fort ight\,May 15,1997.

CONDEMNATION POWERS FOR PUBLIC
SERVICE CORPORATIONS
Historically, companies furnishing utility services,
such as electricity or telecommunications, werc
assigned discrete operatint territories in which they
were the sole providers of a particular service.
Cranting such companies the power of emincnt
domain rvas a reasonable public policy measure.
The power to condemn right-a-rl'ays for the placement of needed electric power, water, and telephone lines was necessarv to bring vital public
services to customers located throughout their trade
territories.
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In today's new competitive era, many companies
are vying for the same blocks of customers as existing monopolistic service territories are being dismantled by law. This is particularly true in the
telecommunications industry, and is likely to occur
in the poner generation and transmission sector
also. Such companies are incorporating as public
service corporations, and under existing law these

Wise, David M., "Opening theClosed Circuit: Assessing Electric

companies clearly have condemnation powers once
they acquire certificates to operate or build facilities

Utilitv Propertv Under Dcregulation," 1997 Co fereice Proings lnt e fi a ti on a I C onf erc nc e o n A ssessm en t A Llrn; n i s t/aliorr. Toronto, Canadar International Association of As-

The very real possibility exists that the same parcel
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of private property could be encumbered bv numerous easements of competing companies seek-
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vice lines, all offering essentially similar services tcr
end users some distance awav? SLrtes vr'ill grapplc.
with the very real question of whether public policy

still requires that private companies of this nature
be allowed continued use of the porver of eminent
domain to the same extent permitted in the past.
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"THREATENED CONDEMNATION"
It is apparent from the examples discussed above
that various government agencies have taken full
advantage of the iudiciarv's broad interpretation of

slrc

EMF ard radiotion on
nearby residertial propertV t)alues. afld co-autlnred their

has analyzed the inrpacl of stntrces of

'1998 report to tha lllinois Electric Properly Assessment
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the term public usL'to seize private propcrty. This is

not the only manner in which those legal bodies
have pushed their authoritv to its limits. Thev havt'
also made liberal use of the concept of "taking" kr
restrict the rights of private property o$,ners.
The land acquisition process utilized by the Interior
Department, which overseesthe National Park Ser-

vice, frustrates many landowners. Once a Park
Service formally authorizes an expansion of an
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existing park, Congress must approve the plan. The
landowners whose properties fall within the designated area are notified. This, however, does not
mean the Interior Department stands ready to actually acquire the property. Unfortunately, Congress
must also appropriate the funding necessary to buy
the lands incorporated in the cxpansion plans. This
process often takes vears to complete and leaves
affected landowners unsure of wherc. they standRecent actions in Murfreesboro, Tennessee, highIight the issue. Stones River National Battlefield
would like to expand the existing park boundaries
bv an additional 750 acres.r' [f the Park Sen ice
condemned the acreage, and the park expansion
was deemed a worthy "public use," that might be
the end of the story. The eminent domain process

would be used in its normal way, the property
would be takcn and just compensation lvould be
paid.
The property owners affected do not know, however, lvhen their properties will be taken or lvhat
compensation they will be entitled to. The property
owners point out that the Park Servicc has yet to
purchase 200 acres from the last Stones River National Battlefield expansion, which occurred eight

vears ago. The landowners know that property
included in the expansion plan has limited value
since no one would buy the property for development purposes not knowing if and rvhen the land
might be taken for park use. In effect, the lnterior
Department has condtmned the land, but not paid
,ust compensation.
Should the prop€rty owners bear the cost of not
being able to develop their land, and having b wait
an unknown time for compensation? This case
illustrates a perverse form of "threatened condemnation."

SUMMARY
The use of eminent domain is a necessary power of

government. Many of this country's finest publicworLsprojectswereconstructedonlandcondemned
by the eminent domain process. Defining, however,
an appropriatL' "public use" is an entirely different
matter. The courts, both the Supremt Court and
State Courts, have ruled in ways that make it quite
easy for governmental agencies to abuse the use of
a very powerful legal tool. Communities throughout the country are cxtending the legal intcrpretation of when a taking is for the public good. Bv
stretching tht. power of eminent domain, particuIarly when it means favoring one private business

5'I

overanother, Bovernments

arL.

erodinB private prop-

erty rights. Condemning viable homes and businesses to private developers engaged in profit-making ventures bears no relationship to the intentions
of the founding fathers embodied in the Constitution. The courts have generally abdicated their responsibility to protect individual rights and limit
government powers. Until nerr, rulings return substantive meaning to three little words in the U.S.
Constitution j'for public use"- gove.rnments will
continue to take property for almost any reason at
all.".,
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the case of nuclear po$,er stations), the affected
counties and municipalities will be confronted
with the unhappy choice of reducing local services ()r incrensing ta\es on the remaining property owners within each affected taxing jurisdiction. Political turmoil mav be creatcd in some
instances, as homeou'ners (who vote) seek to
shift as much of the increased tax burden onto
commercial and industrial property owners (n,ho
do not vote).
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR COUNSELORS
Awareness of the issues involved and sensitivity to
their fiscal implications can equip Counselors to
prepare to meet the demands for new or expanded
counseling, advisory, and som(, valuation services.
A few select Counselors who are already established appraise'rs and.rre prepared to meet the
challenges of valuing generatin6i plants in a competitive environment for electricity price's will likely
find their valuation skills much in demand. A
broader range of opportunity exists, however, in
providing market analysis and advice to potential
bidders, as additional generating plants are nr.rde
available at auction. Similar opportunities exist to
assist and advise. IOUs about the review of bicls, or
further negotiation for acceptability b the sellt'rs.
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in which the nuclear power station is located,
this can mean some fiscal relief, although it will

To the extent that assessed values in the krcal
taxing jurisdiction are reduced (dramatically, in

6. " Pittsburgh
Wo<rl

cense renerval/extension applications pending
before the NRC. For the county or municipality

Non-nuclear facilities will, on average, likely be
assessed and taxed at somewhat higher ltvels
than n ould be associated rvith valuation through
net book value (depreciated original cost). There
will likely be a considerable range of variation in
the ratio of sales price to book value (and current
assessment), depending on the type of fuel involv€'d, with serious argument over the extent to
which sales price reflects intangible assets (as
has been discussed previously).

1. Berman v. Parker,348 U.S.26.75 S. Ct.98,99 L. Ed.27 (1954).
2. Ibid.
3. "Casino Land May Provoke Lawsuits" Craiis Datroit B sil2.July 1999: Lexis-Nexis. Online. Internet.

ket environment. As noted previously, as of
.1999,
November
there were over two dozen li-

gencrallv be minor relative to the loss assocLrted
with decreased Market Value.

NOTES

nsss.

real possibility in the emerging compctitive mar-

l-ZA.

ln the public sector, many assessors n'ill need counseling advice about how to proceed in dealing with,
or negotiating with, both new, non-regulated owneroperators of generating plants locatecl rvithin their
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jurisdictions, and with existing owner-operators.
The, latter u'ill be competing on the wholesale market for the sale of their product, evl'n though they
may still be regulated IOUs.
Finally, industrial and commercial clients seeking
appropriate locations need to be made aware that
therc' is one more location factor (or hazard) to be
considered when an electricity generating plant
(especially a nuclear powerstation) is located within
a community.
As a first step in preparing to meet these opportunities, interested Counselors should become familiar

with the

sources of data and information about
wholesale (and soon retail) electricity markets, and

with the functioning of markets for generating
plants. The'Sck'clcri

Re fererrce's

that follow provide an

appropriate starting point.*.,
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coal-fired and hvdroelectric facilities face potentiallv insurmountable regulatory barriers, as well
as opposition from environmental groups. Further,
it is txceedinglv difficult to produce.r "new" geothermal facility. Finally, renewable energy sources
(e.g., rvind, solar) cannot compete in the current
and projected competitive-price market environment without subsidy. Moreover, thcy do not have
a record demonstrating sufficitntly high levels of
reliability to serve in any role except as peakers in
the overall electricity gricl system of the U.S.
It is .1lso easy to set'whv large numbers of purchases

of existing natural gas-fired generating facilities
'1997

havt. taken place between November
and October 1999. The SPKW prices for existing facilities
shown in Figrire 1 is still substantially lower than the
cost per kilorvatt for new facilities. Nevertheless, on
net balance, it is cxpected that natural gas-fired
combined-cycle turbines will continue as the technologv of choice for neu, construction, at least during the coming decade (or until an as yet unknown

competitive alternative cmerges).

IMPLICATIONS FOR PROPERTY TAXES
On average, tht new, non-lOU owner-operators

of non-nuclear facilities rvill likely face higher
assessmcnts, and pay more property taxes, than

the formcr IOU orvnt'rs did rvhen assessments
rvere based on book value. This will occur, however, only after assessors are able to utilizc sales
prices as the basis for nen', higher assessments.
In the inevitable ensuing debates over the Mar-

kd Value of the real propertv (and taxable tangible personal property) of existing generating
facilities that have sold, more explanatory details of the transactions will most likely emerge.
Fcw "clean" sales of the tangible real property

and perst'nal pr()perty of electricitv Sencr.ltinB
plants have been reported. Nearly all include
acquisitions of fuel contracts, power purchase
contracts with the selling IOU (some of which
are long-term, fixed-price contracts), employment guarantees for existing plant personnel,
and other intangible, non-rc'alty assets. There
will likely be considerable debate betnecn taxpayers and assessors over the allocation of sales
prices to taxable property. In particular, there
u'ill undoubtedly be major arguments over the
extent to which reported sales prices reflect nontaxable, intangible assets.

On aoerage, the nezo,
ozt)fl er- op

e

r ato

non-lou
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facilities zoill likely face higher
assesstneflts, aflil pay ,nofe pfoperty
taxes, than the fonner IOU ozoners did
|ohefi assessrnents 7.oere based on
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only after assessors ale able to
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reductions in their assessments and propertv
taxes. Assessors will resist theseefforts as strongly
as possible, because of the large dollar reduction
in the local (county or nlunicipality) tax roll that
"marking to market" will entail. [n addition,
assessors' organizations in states with multiple
nuclear-fueled power stations will seek help
from the state legislature toobtain compensation
for , or at least amelioration of, the potentially
cataclysmic impact on local revenues. This has
already happened in lllinois and Connecticut,
for example. Similar fiscal catastrophes have
impacted local communities in u'hich nuclear
power stations have closed (e.g., Brookhaven,
Suffolk Countv, New York; and East Haddam,
Connecticut).
It will probably not matter whether any
nuclear porver station that has sold to a nonregulated IOU is in a state in which IOU properties are assessed and taxed state-$,ide on a unitary basis, or whether real property is assessed
and taxed directly by the county or municipality
in which it is located. The new owner(s) will not
be a regulated IOU with interconnected propertv throughout the state. Even if the new owners acquire more than one power station within
a given state, those generating plants will be
separate, free-standing facilities. The transmission lines and distribution lines with which the
power stations are connected will be still be
owned and operated by a regulated IOU.
Therefore, the likelv fiscal problems associated with the sale of a nuclear power station, or
a petition for revaluation based on market evidence, will be felt directly and fully by the local
taxing jurisdiction.

will likely stay in operation longer than has been anticipated. The prospc,ct of extending the current license perioti is a

Some nuclear stations

Nt rv, non-regulated owner-operators of
nuclear plants rvill undoubtedly se.ek dramatic
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became an indcpendent operating entity rvith simi-

lar but different shareholders and an independent
board.
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In luly 1994, Mayor Wellington Webb appointed a
Sports Facility Task Forct' and the co-chairmen were
Dan Muse, citv attornev, and me. I do not know whv
I was picked, unless it was because of my involvement h,ith the Downtown Denver Partnership that
had submitted a list of names for the Mayor to
consicle'r for the Task Force in general. The request
came directly from Mayor Webb and I accepted. The
Mayor thought the whole process would take about
three months.
The Task Force was to consider negotiating or
renegotiating relationships with the Denver Nuggets and the Denver Broncos regarding their perceived needs for new stadiums.
Mayor Webb had a few instructions in our consideration:
. Financially, the City had to be as well off after the
neg()tidtiuns as it was ht'fore.
. The teams had to commit to play in Denver for 25

For about three months, the Nuggets made pre-

sentations to the Task Force explaining why they
believed they needed to replace McNichols Arena

with a new state-of-the-art facility that would be
paid for mostly by them. One of the questions that
kept coming up was "if the Nuggets were going to
pay for the' staclium, why was there any discussion
at all about reaching an agreement?" Wellthere u'ere
several reasons:
. The Nuggets u,ere playing basketball at
McNichols Arena under a lease that would expire
in 2008. Thty needed to be released from that
lease and that took political action.
. The City had a surcharge on tickets that was used
for the operation of their facilities and arenas.
Because the Mayor said that, financially, the City
had to be as w,ell offafter the negotiahons as it rvas
before, replacement of those dollars was important.
' As we got into the negotiations, it was clear that
there were other public needs regarding rightsof-r,ay, access, signage, etc.
. The contracts needed to be approved by City
Council.
. The City Council had to approve the development plan (Planned Unit Deve'lopment).

years.
Membe.rs of tht,Task Force, totaling about 30, equally

divided between the Nuggets and the Broncos
groups, were made up of a broad representation of
they included people u'ith downour community
town interests, lawyers, finance people, union representatives,contractors, political representatives,com-

munity leaders, etc.
Note: Becnrrse th( trsolintions il,illr f/re Nl.gSefs
nLlua ccd to n dcal on a nap stadiunr, I u,ill tell thnt part
of tht storv. When the negotiations started, the
Nuggets were ou,ned by Comsat. Comsat also

owned the Avalanche that was playing in
McNichols and would be playing in the ne*, facility. For simplicity, the negotiations were always
described as being with the Nuggets. Over the term
of the negotiations, Comsat spun off a subsidiary
called Ascent that owned several operating parts,
including the Nuggets and the Avalanche. Comsat
controlled Ascent until the end of the negotiations
when, one month before our final agrL.ement was
reached, Ascent was fully spun off from Comsat and

This clcarly was a PUBLIC/private deal. We suggt'sted that the Nuggets not talk about this being a
purely private tieal or they would lose the deal.

NEGOTIATING WITH THE NUGGETS
The Nuggt'ts Task Force concluded that although
McNichols was physically usable, it ll,as functionally obsolete given krday's requirements of club
seats, boxes, etc. As a result, the Task Force authorized negotiations with the Nuggets.
The Task Force appointed a negotiating team
that included: Peter Bowes, CRE, co-chairman of the
Sports Facility Task Force; Mary Kelley, chairwoman
of the Nuggets Task Force; Dan Muse, City attorney
and co-chairman of the Sports Facility Task Force;
Dc.bbie Ortega, City counciln oman; and Cathy
Reynolds, City councilwoman. Others that were
part of the negotiating team were City staff members: Bar Chadn ick, City Planning Offict'; and Liz
Orr, City Director of Finance. Outside consultants
included: Thomas Ragonetti, attornevi and Craig
Skt'im, sports facility consultant.
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Figure
When weand ourcounterparts
with the Nuggets met, it u,as a full
room. Mary Kellcy and I were the
onlv ones not being paid bv anvone. We were volunteers, with no
commitments other than to do the
best we could to negotiate a fair
deal, one that the City ancl the
Nuggets crruld brrth allord and live
with for 25 years.
Be[ore and during our negrrtiations, support and direction came
from the full Nuggets Task Force.

This kept the broad representation
involved in the process.

NEGOTIATINC THE DEAL
The first attempt at negotiating
thedealwas during the l994Christmas holidays. We met several times
a wt'ek, sometime's eight hours at a
timc.. Shortly after the holidays, we
reached a conclusion on numbers
and therent that the Nuggets would
to pay t0 the City, but stumbled on
an index of that rcnt. There u,as no
givt'on cither side rcgarding indexing the rent arrd $,e thought the
deal was dead.
Because tht'Nuggt'ts orga nization was a master at marketing,

we erpectt'tl thcm to .rrguc their
in the press. We met to develop our approach, which ba>icallv was damage control. We arranged a press conference for that
afternoon and, as it turned out, the
case

Nuggets did nothing n ith the press.
The Mayor called and asked if
I would meet with him before the
press conference. Because time was
short I asked him if there lvas someplace I could park that was close
and easy. I ended up parking in a

small inside parking area in the
City and County building that few
evcr get to see, much less use, and
thcn I rode up in the elevator reserved for the Mavor, other special
dignitaries, and prisoners. I did not
know that the elevator was there
and probably will never get to ride
in it again.
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What the Mayor wanted to talk
about was rvhether I and the City
team could meet with him and the
Nuggcts team after the press conference or sometime'in the evening,
so as not to lc,t this opportunity get
away. I told him I could after the
press conference, after teaching
schrxrl, and after going kr a family
dinner party.

NO DEAL?
The press conferencc started
with the st.rtement "thc deal is
dead." We thc'n described what we
had all been through and how hard
everyone had worked. We
complimented thc Nugg,etson their

participation in th(} communitybut
we were just not able to make a
deal. The only statement that got
on the news was "thedealis dead."
The Mayor did arrange for everyone to come back about 9:30
p.m., and the faces on the Nuggrts
team were anything but friendly
becauseall they had heard was "the
deal is dead." But through that effort, the Mayor got a commitment
for us all to meet again the nextday.
This was a long day for me. lt
started at 8:00 a.m. and ended at
2:00 a.m., with timc' out for teaching and dinner.
Thc ner,l dav we met again,
worked out a deal, and developed
a letter of agreement. If the Mayor
had not invited us all back the night
before, I do not know what would
have happened,but developing any
type of a deal would have been
much harder and taken much
longer. The Mayor's leadershipwas
terrific.
The ncxt task was to draw up contracts and consider some technical
legal issues. After about 90 days we
were within hours of having contracts ready to sign when a Colorado Supreme Court ruling came

down about possessory interests.
Effectively, it said all possessory

interests, anv private company,
even in a publicly-o*,ned facility,
would pay possessory interest

1
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taxes. Since this deal rvas based on
there being no real r.state taxes,
possessorv or otherwise, this n as a
nt'ar fatal blow. The Colorado Legislature. passed legislation beforc.

tu

Nucle.r

the end of its session in June that
would removt' the possessory interest tax. The Covernor, rvith lots
of support, vctoed the bill because
it was done k)o quickly, was not
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I

Hvdroelectric
I

Coal

lvell thought out, and probably
would not survive any legal tests.
HURRY UP & WAIT...
Then we went into the dolclrums. There was a mayoral election in May, at which Mayor Webb
w'as reelected. There nere some
new city councilmen. Through the
summc'r, there \a,as a lot of change
irr the leadership of the Nug6;ets'
organir.ltion. Thev hired Tim
Romani to build the new stadium.

rl

Number

Natural Cns

I(1

t,{01

2lt9

217

Other

25

1,3i9

'ti{

{li)

r,l3q

32E

Totals

(a)

I 16,2

260.76

103.2

J

Book Value Not Available for Atl Facilities

(b) Includes "Fossil," Ceothermal, Mixed, Multiple
(c)

For Only Sales with Book Value Availrble

(d) Weighted Average; Non-nuclear Weighted Average 125%

Tim had just finisht'd building

NOTE:

Multiple PIant / Facility / Source Sales Make "Per Plant" Data Unavailable.

Comiskt'v Park inChicago and was
ready for a nr.w challenge. He did
not know there w,ould be nothing
to do for awhile.
Not much went on between
June'lqe5 and January 1997. This

SOURCE:

Seller 8-Ks (plus Press Releases; Articles; and Baltimore Cas and Electric Co., PC&E and S<ruthern
Energy, Inc., Web Sites). All sales information obtained from the Inttmet is xdl guaranteed to be accurate

w.rs l8 months whcre we had infrcquent meetings at which there
was little or no progress. Two things
clicl happen; the Colorado Legislature passed legislation that removed possessory interest taxes,
and the Nuggets told us they could
not afford the deal they agreed to
in January 1995.
I am satisfied there was no will
on the part of the Nuggets k) do a
deal. Comsat was still in charge
.rnd Ascent was a sl.epchild. Their
interests rvould havt' been best
served to get the deal done and the
facility up as soon as possible, but
that was not going to happen.
The Nuggets and the Cityjockeyed
for position, often in the pre'ss:

Rurr Esrerr lssuts, Winter 1999/2000

Pice ,os. Book Value
The early (1997 through mid-1998) auctions

Sales

produced sales prices well in excess of book value.
This led to ir widespread belief that the "stranded
costs" of IOUs would be fully offset by the "profits"
from the sale of their non-nuclear generating plants.
Subsequent transactions, however, have reduced
the ratio of sales price to book value. These figures
are summarized by type of fuel in the far right-hand
column of Figurt 1. Quite clearlv, nuclear-fueled
power stations havt'sold at a very small fraction of
their book value. On the other hand, hydroelectric
facilities and natural gas-fired generating plants
have sold at prices notably higher than their book
values. Coal and "other" fuels have sold at lou,er
ratios, but prices still average higher than book
value. Frlgrrrr 1 also shows, that on averagc, nonnuclear facilities as a group have sold at about 25
percent above book value. These findings have
implications for local property tax and assessment
policies, which are discussed bt'low.

The Effect of Elactricily Marktl Derr1ulatio

o

I

NEW PLANT CONSTRUCTION
One of the el€'ments of a competitive market is the
response of supply to increased demand. Virtually
all of the new construction that has been reported
over the period November 1997 - October 1999, has
been natural gas-fired. They have been predominantly combined-cycle gas turbines, with a sprin-

kling of co-generating facilities (*'hich are effectively gas-fired jet engines), Some 40 new electricity
generating facilities have been completed or started,
totaling approximately 22,280 Megawatts of capacity. Tht. average cost per kilowatt rl,as M56. That
figure has risen over the two-year period covered,
lirrgely because of increased demand for gas turbine
gcnerators and for skilled, experienced contractors.
The forecasts for new capacity construction and fuel
demancl provided in the sources cited in the Selected l{eferences all agree that re,liance on natural
gas turbine facilities will continue. Nuclear power is
not environmentally or politicallv acceptable. Both

btcal Proltrly lor,Assessrrflrfs

&

Fiscal SlabilitU
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From the base of the initial requireme'nts and specifications of the Act, individual states \r'ere encouraged to pass their own restructuring legislation. In
the absence of anv such statt, legislation, federal
standards and requirements were to go into effect

generatinS plants. Multiple-plant transactions are
not uncommon. At the same time, it is unusual for
one purchaser to acquire the entire generating plant
capacitl, of an IOU.

bv 2002.

Flglrrc 1 also provides averal;es for plant capacitv,
reported sales price, book value (w,hen available),
and reported sales price pe'r KW, by type of fuel.
There is a residual "Other" category in acldition to

.

the major fuel types: nuclear, hydroelectric, coal,
and natural gas. "Other" sales include combinations of facilities using different types of fuel in the
same transaction, rvithout the necessary information to p.'rmit allocation of price by individual
generating plant, or bv category of fuel.

These types of things just made
tveryone mad and hurt our ability
k) get anvthing done.

State Action
Since 1997, several major statc.s have passed
legislation that both created a timetable for the

development of a competitive pricing system for
electricity and mandated choice of electricity providers for non-residential and residential customers alike. Approximately a dozen states in New
England, the Middle Atlantic [legion, and the UpperMid-West (plus California) have such programs
in place or in process. In most instances, non-residential ("commercial") customers n'ere given the
option to choose electricity providers or sources
before such choict, rvas offered to residential consumers.

Nearly all the state legislative programs require
divestiturc of generating facilities by regulated investor-owned utilities (lOUs), or at least "encourage" it. Municipal utility companies, other governmentally-operated utilities, and ek'ctric coopera-

tives are generally exempt from this divestiture
requirement. Shifting ou,nership and operation of
gen!.rating plants to ntx-regulated firms means
that a market-price basis for local assessment and
taxation of power stations must replace the existing
system of relying primarily on net book value. The
market evidr,-nce from the first t$.o vr'ars of divesti
turt' to non-[OUs indicates changes in plant values
that rvill likely have strong impacts on both the local
revenues and fiscal policies.
EMERGENCE OF A MARKET FOR
CENERATING PLANTS
Because of the mandate or "encouragement" of
divestiture in state "deregulation" laws, a reas()n.rblv active market for gt'nerating plants has developecl since late 1997. The first sales were in California, u,hich set the pattern for most of the other
transactions that have occurrcd subsequently. Divestiture of generating plants is accomplishccl
through public auction, most commonlv rvith sealed
bids. After bids are submitted and reviewed, there
is usuallv clirect nr,gotiation betu,een the seller and
the short list of ircceptable" bidders.
Figrr rc 1 presents summary information about sales
volumes and prices through October 1999. The 55
reported s.rles transactions included over 200
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While all of the hydroelectric facility transactions
(and many of thc coal, natural gas, "fossil fuel," and
geothermal facility sales) were multiple-plant transactions covering several communities, all of the
nuclear-fueled power station sales involved only
one facility (or a partial interest in one facility) in
one community. Since the purchasers are non-regulated, the impact of sales prices on assessed values

lvill directly affect the local community (town, citv,
or county) in which each plant is krcated and taxed.

Comparatiae Sales Prices by Type of Fuel

Average Sales Price per Kilowatt (SPKW)
varies considerably by type of fuc.l. Not surprisingly, hydroelectric generating capacity commands the highest average SPKW, because its
opcrating expenses are extremely low. Next is
coal, followed by "other." Natural gas-fired facilities have commanded generally relatively low
SPKW, in part because the plants that have transferred have generally been older and less efficient. In addition, their fuel costs have been rising in r€.cent years, rcflecting increased demand
for natural gas, especially from new construction, which is discussed belon'.
Nuclear-fueled power stations have sold at the
lowest average SPKW. This is also not surprising,
given the uncertainties of operating license renewal
or e-xtension, dccommissioning costs (both amounts
and timing) and on-site'nuclear waste storage costs.
This latter uncertainty stems from the lack of a
national nuclear wastc storage site, or even a designed future location. Moreover, to date, no nuclc'ar
power station (NPS) has received a license renerval. ln response to the prL'ssures of competition,
however, as of November 1999 there were over two
dozen NI)S license renewal applications pending
before the Nuclear Regulatorv Commission (NRC).
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Thc Nuggets announced they
were discussing a dc.al with
Douglas County (part of the

TRIMMING THE TEAM
To get ricl of some of the an-

Denver metropolitan area, but
r.r'ay south and rvithout a concentration of people).
The Mavor had a press conference' where he set a Coke can on
the lectern.

the negotiating team further. The
City's team rvas: Tom Ragonetti,
Iawyer; Liz Orr, City Dircctor of
Finance; Craig Skeim, sports facility consu ltant;,rnd me.Tim Romarri
rvas the Nuggets' kev nr.gotiator
and he had comparable support.

A GRIM FEBRUARY
In February 1997 there was a
meeting that we thought would

was called. I called to check in and
those that were there askcd me to

come, suggesting that there was
progress. Then we broke for lunch

and the bottom fell out. After
lunch, the Nuggets had changed
everything, would not agree t0
anything they had agreed to before
lunch, and things that were matters of degree they r,r,ould not con-

sider.

was angry. For the first time, I
had the feeling that the deal might
not happen. I raised my vorce
and it quivered and broke. A te,rrible day.
After that terrihle meeting in
Ft'bru a rv, we talked toTim Rom.lni
and suggested that thisdealneeded

-

a

.

There n as a basketball strike the
next year which illustrated why
the city net'ded the floor.
Effective replacement ofseat tax
funcls to support other City the-

aters and arenas facilities was
needed. This ended up being a
sliding scale u'ith maximums
and minimums based on attendance.

'

There had to be cross guarantees th.1t dealt with the requirement that the Nuggets and the
Avalanche play in The Pepsi
Center for 25 years. The guarantees were such that whether
the parent organization, the
Avalanche organization, or the
NuBgets' organization (each
separate corporations) failed, all
other parts of the agreement
would stay in place. This was a
key issue and gave the City the
security it needed tobe sure that
the teams would be in Denver
for 25 years.
So the stage was set to finish the
deal. What might seem like an un-

related event, but I am sure was

The rest was really a fast track:

.
.
.

kr be touched every dav bv some-

McNichols needed tobe handled

by someone. The most logical

the one who needed to do it. He
had a vested interest in getting the
deal done so he could build the
stadium, and the other key people
for the Nuggets were not always
available and their minds were not
focusc.d on this deal. Tim took that
suggestion and things started to
happen.

one to do that was the Nuggets
because it ivas operating an
aren.r that wtruld t.rke the major

events awav from McNichols,
and McNichols would be available kl take lesser events and
events on days when the Pepsi

ter was already being
used. But horl' much should

Cen
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vt'ry influentialevent, was the fact
that Comsat was going to spin off
all of its ownership in Ascent (the
Nuggets). That was going to happt'n June 30, 1997. That allowed
the Nuggets to focus on this as a
deal and get on with it. The agreement, in principle, between theCity
and the Nuggets, was signed in
July 1997 .

McNichols Arena would not
necessarily or aukrmatically be
torn down, and operations at

one at the Nuggets and that he $,as

leveling influence and helped

settle. the issues.

needed to be resolved:
' The City \^,anted a minimum
rent, referred to as a floor, to
protect it from a timewhen there

and I could not go at the time it

what is

resolved. This was a place where
Craig Skeim's backgror.rnd was

There were a lot of issues that

could be a basketball strike. If
that \^,as going to happen, the
Nuggets wanted an upper limit,
a ceiling, to allow them b get the
benefit of the significant upside
that it would produce. The Nuggets did not u'ant the floor and
theCitydid notwant the ceiling.
We h.rd to go back and explain
again that what we needed was
something that was fair, and if
there was goinB to be a floor
therc needed to be a ceilinp;.

...

maior event? . . . what is a
minor event?
difficult to Bet

tagonistic personalities, lve reduced

u,ork ou t details from earlier meetings. It was scheduled to be short

I got a pit in mv stomach because the games that were being
played were all beyond reason. I

the Nuggets be paid?
.1

.

contracts u'ere ready by October;

thePUD(zoning)wasapproved
in November;
the Nu8gets closed on the site
purchase for the facility two
days after City Council approved the PUD;
one week later construction
started;

'

the facility opened in September 1999.

This was an amazing journey.
Tlrree months turned into three
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NTRODUCTION: BACKCROUND TO THE ANALYSIS

Federal Energy Policv Act of 7992
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of Connecticttt, anLl a Ttrircipal itr
tlrc Raal Estate Corurstling Groult
of Anrericn. Part ol his prnctict irtt'olt'tsttaluatiott of ttuclear and ntttttruclcar ltowcr platrts, antl identit'icatfutt of HVTL prtlximitV impacts.
Htu,osa cotrsultattl on propertV tax
implicat itnt s of el ccf ricity dere guln
tion lothe Electric Property Asstssmenl Task Forct irt lllirtttis. Hc is
(Cotttirrued ort pagc 22)

Tlr

The
Comprehensive National Energy Policy Act mandated
restructuring the regulated clectric utility industrv in the United States
to a competitive pricing environment. While it also encouraged energy
efficiency, and the expanded use of renewable energy sourccs, the Act's
primary thrust was to requirL' competition (most especially compditive
pricing) in the electricity generation segment of the electric utility
industry. This meant competitive pricing of wholesale electricity at the
generating plant "gate." The traditional vertical integration of the
generation-production, transmission and distribution functions within
the electric utility industry was effectively dismantled. Wholesale price
competition was to be achieved through ownership-operation of generating facilities by non-regulated, non-utility owner-operators.

The transmission function, on the other hand, nas required to
remain under regulation by both the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) and state regulatory commissions. Subsequent to the
passage of the Act, FERC has mandated equal access to the transmission
network, for all generating facilities, and at the same fees. The distribution function also remains with existing regulated local utility companies, who must deliver electricity to customers of all power suppliers
rvithin their former franchise areas at the same fees and u,ith equal
ACCCSS.

Effect of Electricity Mnrket DtrtgulnliDt on Local Prolierty Tnr .Ass.ss,r,.,,r ls

I

Fiscol Stahility

17

Ultimatelv, the bottom line is that the rise of the
Internet does not signal either the threat of wholesale disintermed iation or even the diminution of
commercial real estate brokers. On the contrary, by
intelligently Ieveraging the powerful capabilities
of the Internet's new breed of "virtual marketplaces" along with enhanced internal analvsis trnd
management tools, brokerages can significantly increase their value-added proposition and even further lusti[y their commissions by imprtrving overall service to customers. One might consider the
technology changes that n'ill be brought about as
a "re-intermediation" of the skilled broker vs.
disintermediation.*.,
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
(contirued from page 72)
CBlRichartl Ellis' Int'eshnent Propertits Group until tlre
end ol 1997 , uherc he ueated an institutional markcting
capahility that propelled CB's market position lo the largest
inuestment brokerage firm in Anrcrica. (E-mail: jstanfill@

prop tyfirst.com)
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years, and we had no idea what
was going to happen when we
started. The whole thing iust grew.
There lvere highs and lows, personalities and styles, public and
private. What an education! Not
really a real estate deal, but real
estate related. The key was to work
for something that was fair, and
that needed to be the focus. We lost
track of that sometimes, but had to
keep coming back, never losing
sight of *,hat was fair. Being an
unpaid volunteer helped me to focus on fair without there being any
perception of advocacy or bias for
the City.

enioy it. This was an example of it.
My n'ife Devon, my best friend
and critic, listened and encouraged
and consoled and counseled. As
always, a key to my well-being and
efftctiveness.

LIFELONG BENEFITS
After the hundreds of hours
that were spent in this effort, my
memory u,illbeof the peoplc. Some
good, some not so good. I knen'
some from before. Know them better now. Some that I met durinB the
negotiations are my friends now.
Marv Kellcv and Craig Skeim
became more than just business
people to me. I got to know lheir
families beyond the busint.ss efforts we shared. I will never forget
this.
Tim Romani and I became verv
good friends. On the day of the
announcement in July 1997, the
DL'ttlter P]st included th,o articles
written by two different reporters.
One about Tim and one about me.
We each credited the other with
the success of the ne6iotiations and
told of ouramazing friendship. This
too, I will never forget.
Overall, I learned a lot about
real estate, politics, and people.
Some I wish I ditl not have to learn,
but was amazed that I had never
been exposed to it or lc.rrned about
it bcfore. I spent mtrre htrurs in
these negotiations than I can count
and it was worth it. I w.ould do it
again.
My father, Eugene Bowes, CRE,
encouraged me, through his example, to volunteer. ldo, and I

tiLlual irrttrpretalions of lha n'tnts.

Working on this negotiation was
the most diverse, challenging, and
educational counseling experience
I have eve'r had. Glad to have been
asked . . . glad to have been able to

help.".,

NOTE: I/ris rliclc is boseLl Ltrt tlrc
autl\r's trtcr orrl. Focts nid n'e lspr(
senled ara his rt'collections. Obtittrrsly,

nll pnrtits ittt'olt'ttl utoukl hnu indi
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importance of the brokers' contributions to the process rctluire that these shared markttplaccs be clcsigned to preservt' broker autonomv and control.

INSIDER'S PERSPECTIVE

FOCUS ON THE ECONOMY
Tga Eruo IsNtr Nean . . . BUT REpENT lr.:vmv!
l,tt HuSh F. Kclh1, CRE

a

G,
E
F/

\[7etl,

we lrave gotten thr(rugh Y2K without needing to draw on all that

YY

bottlc,.l water.rnd c.rnned food. The survivalists have come back from the
mountains. The confetti is cleaned up from Times Square. Airplanes clidn't fall
from the sky. At last report, ATMs had notcycled back to the year "00" and were
still dispensing dollars, not rvampum. Even the hangovers have gone awav by

now.

When I was growing up, magazine cartoonists had clipart of a bearded,
rumpled old man carrying a sign saying, "The End is Near!" The punch line
would vary, depending on thc news of the day. But the comedy was .rlways the
same: the out-of-touch doomsayer with the millenarian message versus the gogetters !t ho made the r.l,orld revolve. We, the readers, alrvavs knew something
that the local Nostradamus couldn't see and our lar-rghter never inr.oh,ed
adopting his perspective. The end zoos,r'l noar; the party was destined to go on.
That rvas the point of the joke.
By the time this editkrn of Rr,n/ Eslalc,lsslrrs is in your hands, we will have
passed another significant event on tht, calendar. The present economic
expansion will havr, set a new record for longevity. Young pet.lple n,ho were in
grade school at the time of the last recession will be preparing for their college
graduations. Their fortunate older brothers and sisters, u,ho wcre given a few
shares of Microsoft as a graduation present in 1991, are now gazillionaire,s if
thev have hacl thescnse to hold on to their grub-stake. Wlren n,ill the party end ?
Even for those of us who still cling kr a belief in the business cycle, there is no
date fixed for the ball to drop, signaling the end of this extraorciinarv period of
growth. Orrr economic times are worth rr'flecting upon, as they have been
e'xceptional not only in le'ngth, but in the magnitude ancl the charactcr of thcir
vigorous gains.
First, it should be said that no expansion tlies of old age. Typically,
recessions are the result of either economic suicide or honricide. The' "suicide"
scenario involves death from overdose, too much of the, high Iife that overheats
some critical economic sectors until a reaction sets in. Such recessions are, in
effect, corrective measures in our economic system. "Suicide" is probably too
final a term, .rs the mechanism of a re'cessitx in fact serves to slow don'n the
economic pulse, rather than arrest the heartbeat entirely. The "homicide"
recessions are those either deliberately induced (such as the inflation-killing
recessions of the early '80s, engineered by the Fed under Paul Volker) or those
that are triggered by hostile maneuvering (including the oil crisis dorvnturn of
the mid-'70s and the Gulf War recession of nine ytars ago). Again, "homicide"
overstates the case sincc we have, up to now, alwavs been able to rebound from
the crisis.
Sc.cond, and notwithstanding the frequency with which we sec real GDP
grolvth soaring above four percent, this economv has not bcen hitting on all

Unlike the rclative.ly wide open nature of Intern!.tbased residential listings, it will be important for
comnrercial brokers to nrtrke use of online databases
that provide. the ability to ret.rin antl enhance the
importance of clicnt/broker relationships. For example, by onlv accepting exclusively-listed properties from licensed broktrs ancl building in mechanisms for automatic notification to the brokt.r *'ht,n
a listed property is matched with a buyer, a systenr
such as PropertyFirst.com can greatly streamline
the sales prtress while simultaneously enhancinl3
the broker's ability to capture the commission on
both sides of the transaction.

By fostering highly-ef ficient and well-structurecl
marketplaces that can be interactively used by both
listing brokrrs and qualified principals, this nerv
breed of online service has also laid a solid foundation for further enhancements to the commercial

broker's value-added capability. Furthermore, by
making use ofshared databasc sen ices maintainecl
by database experts and trained research staffs, an
individual broker and brokerage firm can turn into
an inr.1ustry-wide resourcc that rt'ould be ttxr costly
for any individual or firm to maintain.

THE IMPORTANCE OF DESKTOP SEARCH
CAPABILITIES AND DATA ANALYSIS
Of course in ordcr to enhancc their addetl-r,alut
and efficiently manage their business activities,
today's commercial broke'rs nt'c.cl mucl.r more than
just access to an online databasc. Brokers also net d
powerful u,ell-intc,grated capabilities to conduct
clata st-archts and analysis on their local deskkrp
machines. As ke1, participants in helping to shape
deals from start to finislr, comme'rcial brokers must
to be ..rble kr provide their clients h,ith in-depth
analysis of market conditions, historical trends,
negotiation strategies, etc.
In order to compete in krdav's global market, commercial brokerage firms need to equip their brokers
with powerful local applications that can empower

them to conduct in-depth, off-line analysis to ensure timely information, cost-efficiency, ancl a high
level of security. Bv setting up their internal information systems to mirror and complc'ment their use
of external online services, brokerage firms can
minimize learning curves and training costs whilL'

maximizing efficiency and bottomline service to
their clients.
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Brokers and their managers can also lt'vera6;e'the
same software and historical database b quickly
generate custom reports on kev performancr'pa-

rameters, such as sales volumes, transaction
timeframes, ancl closing ratios. Using the off-line
analysis capabilities, management reports can be
easily gene,rated bv broker, by office, by propertv
type, etc., which can also be- easily compared to
overall industry trends and benchmarks by tapping
into the broader set of information in the external
online databasc'.
LEVERAGING VALUE-ADDED SERVICES
AT THE POINT OF TRANSACTION
Another ma,or area in which the ust, of new
Intornet-based technology can strengthen the commercial brokers' valuc proposition is in the provision of ancillary and support serviccs that are often

required at thc point of transaction. As online
marketplaces become increasingly popu Iar mcchanisms for matching buyers .rnd brokers, the s.rme
sites can also be used to develop full-fledged communities or "portals" that bring krgether qualified
providers of a wide range of relatc'd services. For
instance, upon complt'tion of a transaction for office
space, the broker or their principal could also tap
into the onlint service for rcferrals to space planners, moving companies, tl'lephone svstem vendors, etc.
Because

virtually everything in commercial

real

estate is ultim.ltclv driven bv tlre transaction, it

will make sense. for the maiority of support

and

ancillary services to gravitate toward sites that
support the brokc'r and principal in the transaction
process.

THE BOTTOM LINE
By expkriting these nen, Internet-based technologies to streamline their operations and extend their
market reach, forrvardJooking brokeragt's can empower their brokers to spend less timechasing deals
and more time closing thent. As a result, brokeral;es
can simultaneously increasc their re,r,enue strt'am,
improve customer satisfaction, and lowt'r their internal cost structure to improvt' profitabilitv. In
addition, the ability to cross-integrate new Webbase-d services B,ith in-house softu,art tools n,ill
further irrcrease efficiency by providing a seanrless
environment for analysis, managing, ancl optimizing the overall process. Finally, the ability to readily
make a tailored set of .rncillary services available to
their clients at point of closing n ill enable brokcrs to
enrich their intrinsic val ue and strengthen their
ongoing custonrcr relationsh ips.

Ctn Counttr tl,r' Rists of Disirtu'rnurlintion By Entbrocitl md L{'..,"Si,r.( T.chitologv l'tt:itds
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Options for privately posting listings within their
own organizations;
Capability to focus marketing efforts on pre-

qualified principals;
Ability to interactively search and retrieve
listings according to a r.r,ide range of parameters;

Flexibility to step the marketing process through

distinct phases, such as starting with private
listings and then transitioning to more r.r,idespread shared listings as required;
Options for efficiently delivcring both onlineand
hard-copy color marketing materials and offering memorandum in real time;

Efficient integration with existing legacy systems and desktop environments;
Capability to supplement the sale with valueadded support sen'ices at the point of transaction; and
Built in analysis tools for ongoing management
of the overall sales and marketinp; process to
achieve optimal results for customers and profitability for the broker.

OPTIMIZING LIQUIDITY,
SPEED OF TRANSACTIONS, AND
COST.EFFICIENCY
The basic objectives for the ultimate success of anv
market-making activity include the need to optimize Iiquidity for the customers while ensuring a
high degree of transaction speed and cost efficiencv. As the commercial real estate industrv Iras
become increasingly globalized and institutionalized, the ability to provide ready liquidity has
become an important consideration for professional investors, such as REIT managers and pension fund advisors. Likewise the ability to spec'd
up the transaction process ensures greater effectiveness of the market bv reducing the percentage
of deals that are at risk of "falling out" of the
process during protracted negotiations, due to
conditions such as changes in the economic environment.

The broker cotnmunity is discotsering

that the u,eIl-integlated deplovment of

atly
improae the underlyitrg cost efficienctt of

cylinders. We have been congratulating ourselves
about the breadth of the American economic revival,
most notably seen in a three-month skein of ,1..1

decent housing, medical care, or quality public education. And, with the Japanese model squarely be-

their operations by helping them to more
quicklV target qualified plospects afld to
rapidly moae their transactiot s florn
initial presentation to final corllpletion.

percent national unemployment, the best jobless
rate'in 30 vears. But rve actually have had many soft
spots in the past year or two. A simple list would
include;

stock market and the potL.ntial consequences of Wall
Street running out of gas in the near future .
Real estatc profe'ssionals do well to attend to the
total economic picture, good and bad. Real estate is
best conceived as a residual product of economic
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EXTENDING GEOGRAPHIC REACH AND
MARKET KNOWLEDGE
Perhaps the greatest impact of Internet-based technologies on the commercial real estate market is the
ability to immediately reach prospective customers
..tnvrt,here around the world and around the clock

with in-depth and highly effective information on
the propertv being offered. Unlike residential sales,
in which geographic location is the primary criteria
for matching buvers and sellers, the conrmcrcial
market has become an increasingly global arena, in

r.r,hich other business parameters generallv outrveigh geographic location. Therefore, to serve this
n orldwide marketplace, commercial brokers must
leverage availablt' Internet-based technologies to

improve their reach.
By using Internet-based "infornediary services" that
are tailored specifically t() commercial brokers, such

as the l'>ropertyFirst.com svstem, agents can gain
.rccess to detailed listings for thousands of

.-rr, ailable
properties, which can be easily searched and sorted
bv a rl'ide range of criteria. Properties can be ca tegorized according to location, size, price, and type,

Therefore, an increasinglv sophisticated customer
base is turning to their commercial brokers to use all
available technologies to optimize marke't reach,
liquidity, and transaction speed. Similarly, the bro-

such as office, industrial, shopping/retail, multihousing, hotel/resort, etc. This makes it a relatively
simple matter for a brokcr to quickly compile a list
of targeted candidate properties right from the
broker's desktop. Similarly, using services that provide database's of registered principals, commercial
brokers can interactively search and sort according
kr detailed profiles and buying criteria in order to
tluicklv match prospective buver requirements with
available properties.

ker communitv is tliscovering that the rvell-integrated deployment of Internet-based technologies
can greatlv improve the underlving cost efficiencv
of their operations by helping them b more tluickly
target qualified prospects and to rapidlv move thcir
transactions from initial presentation to final
completion.

Driven by the nee,d to better serve their custom('rs, m()st commcrcial brokers are nort recognizing the bent'fits of tapping into some form of
shared database servicl's to extend their reach and
speed up salescycles. However, the highlycompetitive nature of the commercial marketplace' and the

l.l
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A manufacturing

sector which has seen recent
employment losses in all industries except for
automobiles
A capacity utilization rate that was 80.7 percent in
October, an indication that our production chain
is relatively slack give'n the duration of this e.xpansion and that the surge of investment in plant
and equipment during the'90s is seeing suboptimal returns
A negative trade balance of historic proportions,
with each quarter's dip in the current account
creating a drag, now approaching $100 billion
c.very three months, on total GDP
An absolute drop inexports (notiust a lagrelative
to high importvolumes) from approximately $680
billion in l99Z to $660 billion in 1999
Federal belt-tightening that has seen governme'nt
spending growth slip behind real GDP increases,
not only in social programs but in defense (0.9
percent nominal growth in Fiscal 2000, or a loss in
constant dollar spending) ancl in net interest paynrents to the private sector (one of the consequence's of a budget surplus that lets us retire
high-yield Treasury debt)
An agricultural economy that is truly distressed,
$'ith net farm income at its loh'est kvel in a
decade

We shall probably never know the extent of the
productivity wasted in the obsessive attempt to
exterminate the Y2K computer buB, but it cost at
least a couple of decimal points in CDP during
'l998 and 1999.

In the face of such measures, it is all the most stunning that we have not only kept growing for so long,
but have continued to t'xpand robustly. The list
immediately above, hou,ever, does not exhaust the
sources ofconcern. Sociallv, we have to \.\,orry about
our incredible shrinking savings rate, the persistence of the underclass in the midst of gencral prosperity, and the question of n'hy - for all our wealthwc find large swaths of the population unable to find
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fore us, we need to consider the helium-powered

activity, receiving its value from the ability to provide functional, well-located, pleasing, and economically appropriate facilities. Real estate exists to house

purple and their interactions at work and play, to
provide a placc. to fabricate, store, distribute, and sell
goods. The very term "economy" comes from the
Creek oikos, meaning "house." I have found that real
estate, with all its tangibility, is an excellent vantage
point from which kr vierv the economy as a whole,
since property value so intimately rcflects economic
demand stemming from everv conceivable sector.
lf I have my rescrvations about the current good
fee.lings about the economy - based upon the factors
I've listed - I still do not see any immediate stumbling bbck that would end the successful run of
GDP gains in the near future. We have too much
momentum thus far in 2000 for any sudden contraction to be likelv. Industrial production figures started
to improve last summer and the National Association of Purchasin6; Managers Index for November
was solidly positivL'. Real personal income is advancing smartly and consumer confidence is high.
Thus, we havc just had the best holiday sales season
in more. than a decade, both in stores ancl on-line.
After-tax corporate profits have doubled since 1990
and are up 5.5 percent in the past year. We have a
Federal Budgct in surplus, giving the government
plenty of ammunition for economic stimulation
should it be nccded. And we already have a high real
interest rate - the spread of short-term rates over the
CPI that gives thc. Fedcral Reserve tremendous
monetary flexibilitv should it be needed, as it was in
lak' 1998.
No nonder that there is snickering at anv suggestion that "the end is near" for this cycle. Our
biggest danger might be complacencv, th(, optimistic belief that growth will go on fore.r,er. Ileal estate
analvsts know what this unrealistic faith looks like:
revenuo proiections that grow faster than inflation
throughout the cash flou, proiection, coupled with
an aggrcssive discount rate to calculate Net Present
Value.
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In fact, we don't know which of the numerous
economic risks lurking out there might tip the
economy into recession. It is important, though, to
recognize that the risks are real. During the long and
very impressive cyclc, ofthe'90s we dodged a couple
ofexceptionallv serious troubles, including the threat
of a commercial banking collapse in the U.S. betu,een.l990 and 1993 and the potential for a severe
global decline in i998. Our hope in continued expansion is the likelihood that many of the weaknesses
listed above are already in the process of correction.

millions more joining in every month. Spurred on

The commercial rcal estate market

by the welt-publicized successes of these e-commerce pioneers and the growing acceptance of

has been sorfleTlthat slower to ernbrace

the Internct because of the iflherefltly

mainstream users, the Internet now represents a
maior opportunity for transforming both the residential and commercial sectors of the real estatc
industry.

dilferent nature of the cornmercial process.
lnstead of beiry driaen by tlrc mass
corntlufiicfrtion of standardized listing
itformation as in the residential sector,
thc comtnercial sector has tratlitionally
entdiled much ,rrole cornplex afld aaried
transactions that require a higher leoel
of management by the broker throughout
the entire sales and negotiation process.

While much of the "buzz" associated rvith tht.
lntcrnet h.rs been on the e\citint new succcsses in
retail-oriented, Business-to-Consumer (B2C) sectors, industry experts generally agree that the most
dramatic impacts of Web-enabled commerce are

just now beginning to emerge in the Business-tcr
Business (B2B) arena. While B2C applications offer
a new way for retailers to reach broader markets,
82B eBusiness applications entail sweeping opportunities for completely re-engineering existing supply chain and transaction processing relationships
for much greater efficiency using Internet-based
technologies.

But the economy gives us no Buarantees.
Don't be too dismissive of that old gentlc'man or
his sign. Asissooften thecase, there is great practical
benefit in a biblical injunction: Be watchful. You do
not know the day or the hour. The best insurance
against the ill effects of a recession, after all, is to
anticipate that you will one dayneed to cope with the
downturn. Tht' best time to start that planning is
now.REl

sales in the residential market are driven primarily
by the ability to put standardized information into
the hands of armies of local agents, the use of
Internet-based marketing has quickly becomt' a
powerful tool.

According to a new studv conducted by Activmedia,
the real estate market is predicted to be the seconcl
fastest BrowinB .rrena for online ctrntmerce, erceeded only by the growth in computer software
sales and ahead of publishing/ information services, financial services, Internet services and computer hardware. The Activmedia report indicates
that while overall business on the Internet is growing at an cxpkrsive 63 percent, the real estate sector
is experiencing an amazing 310 percent growth
rate. Although the bulk of this real estate e-commerce gron,th is in the retail-oriented residential
sector, the commercial real estate sector offcrs major opportunities for re-engineering the entire intermediary process to greatly enhance brokers' valueadded services and overall profitability.
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F. Kelly, CRE, NnoYork Cilv, is chitf econonist for
Landauer Rcalty Croup,lnc., kr Crubb €"r Ellis C(rnryanv),
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On the other hand, the commerciaI real estate market has been somewhat slou,er to embrace the
Internet because of the inherently different nature
of the commercial process. Instead of being driven
bv the mass communication of standardized listing
information as in the residential sector, the commercial sector has traditionally e'ntailed much more

complex and varit'd transactions tlrat require a
higher Ievel of management by the broker throughout the L'ntire sales and negotiation process.
Clients in the commc'rcialsector tend to look to thc'ir
brokers to provide a broader set of value-added
serr.ices n'ithin the context of a deeper and often
times ongoing relationship. Because of this need for
a deeper relationship, many commercial brokers
have traditionally been reluctant to "open-up" the
process, preferring to maintain more control over
exactly how and where the properties aremarketed.
Therefore, commercial brrkers require much more
functionality and flexibility from their investment

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN RESIDENTIAL
AND COMMERCIAL MARKETS

ln the earlv going, the residential real estate market
has actively migrated to tht' use of online marketing
and sales mechanisms because the lnternet represents a fairlv natural cxtension of existing standardized methodologies. For example, residential multiple listing services (MLS) havc been automated
for decade's and are u'idelv accepted as a core tool
for the industry. Moving MI-S databases online was
a verv logical step in response to the growing rvave
of a1;ents and their customers lvho routinely use the
Internet. Similarly, the enhancement of the markcting and sales process through the'online posting of
Web-based "brochure-ware" has become a routine
part of thc residential real estate arena. Because
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in online svstems.
As thev implement ne\^, Internet-based e-commerce
solutions, commercial real est ate brokers nr.ed to be
able to flexibly manage a variety of multi-dimr:nsional marketing methods, such as:

Worldwide marketing of their listings based on
a variety of parameters that go vvell beyond just

price and location;
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radical as the changr's in the real estate markt't have been over the last
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THE RIsTs oT DTsINTERMEDIATIoN

corresponding effective demand. Later in the decade, however, it gave way to
a startling recovery u,ith vastly improved occupancies and double-digit market rent increases. ln the prrress, the public markets (REITs and CMBS)
emerged as the catalyst for disciplined and adequate real estate investment
dollars.
And yet, what else is new? Haven't we been there before? For some of us,
more than once in our caree'rs? Some of the same suspects and a few nert'ones,
only a diffe'rent time? The one constant through it all, peaks and valleys, is the
cycle of real estate performance. Market cycles are timeless, and the process is
unlikely to change.
The notion that real estate markets are cyclical is not new. What is new and
significant is the' recognition by informed decision-makers of the importance
of research on the cyclical nature of real estate markets with regard to real estate
values.
The real estate value cycle methodology t'mployed by the Clobal Strategic
Real Estate Group of PricewaterhouseCoopers incorporates both the physical
and capital market re'al estate cycll's through a simple concept. The physical
real estate cycle adclresses real estate economics - the interaction between
supply and demand, in other words, real estate that impacts vacancy rates and
rental rates. The capitaI market real estate. cycle addresses the redistribution of
real estate assets from se'llers to buyers the creation of real estate value
through new construction.
The combination of the physical and capital market real estate cycles occurs
in the formula known to many in tht real estate industry: V = I/R, wherein V
equals value, I equals income, and R equals the cap rate. The physical real estate
cvcle directly impacts the income (i) or real estate assets. If vacancv rates
increase and occupancy declines, rental rates decrease. The multiplication of
occupancy and rent theoretically equals income. The capital market real estate
cycle impacts cap rates (R), which respond to changes in vacancy rates and
changes in income. Real estate cycles impact the bid-ask between sellers and
buyers and new construction by developers and owners.

ETvTBRACTNG

Ity lohn Stnnfill

ver the past ferv vears many self-stvletl futurists have been
fervently predicting that the Internet's ability to enhance
communications between the principals in a commercial real
estatetransaction will lead directly towidespread "disintermediation"
in which all traditional intermediaries will become extinct. Obviously
such su,t'eping prognostication has been the cause for quite a bit of
concern among real estate professionals in general and among commercial brokers in particular. ln realitv, the glob.-rl reach and everexpanding capabilities of the Inte'rnet represent a myriad of opportunities for forwardJooking commercial realestate brokerages to greatly
enhance their value-added services as well as improving their cost
efficiency. By embracing these new technologies rather than avoiding
them, brokers can turn the Internet into a source of new empowerm rt instead of a threat of climination.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
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u"o.t, the timelessness o[ real estate remains int.tct.
The real estate recession o[ the early'90s wreaked financial havoc on
investments saddled with the enormous overbuilding of the 1980s without the
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RAPID EVOLUTION OF INTERNET
E-COMMERCE CAPABILITIES
Over the past ferv vears a virtual stampede of companies have
stormed on to the Internet in a new and unrelenting "gold rush" to
mine the mother lode of e-commerce. According ttr projections from
Forrester Research, Inc., the online sales of hard goods alone will
reach $'1.3 trillion u,ithin the United States by 2003. Already, the nen,
frontier of e-commerce has proclucecl many undisputed high-profile
successes, such as Amazon.com, eBav, CeoCitie's, and Dcll Computer
Online. At the same time, the excitement generated bv these ner.,r,
online commerce alternatives is continuing to fuel the unrelenting
growth in the number of actively participating Internet users, currently estimated to include more than 80 million Americans, with

Rrer. Esreru Issurs, Wirter 1999/2000

Computer modeling adds immeasurably to the efficient and accurate
placement of each real estate market by property type and geography in the
proper phase of the full cycle - recession, recovery, e\p.rnsion, and contraction.
Alternativelv, the investor can analyze both the characteristics and trends in I
(income) and R (cap rate) in any given property market to determine where the
market is in the value cycle (Exhibil 7).
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Once the hard work of determining the cvcle
position of the markets under study is completed,
the user can utilize the results as a management tool
for timing strategies, asset management and valuation, portfolio risk assessment, and short- versus
long-term lease decisions, among others. Every real
estate investment needs a stratcgy for a profitable
venture to include timing and an exit notion. Cycle
modeling and analysis provides a tool for such a
strategy.
Changes in the real estate markets are inevitable.
Some will bring back memories of times past; some
may be new wrinkles on old themes. Investors, eager
to avoid a repeat of past mistakes, continue to seek
out advance warnings of future risks to real estate
investments. The good ncws is that more timely
information on real estate markets is available in the
21" Century. And, real estate research provides the
modeling capability in the form of real estate value
cycle analysis that provides a powerful tool to anchor investment strate8y.REl

Peter F. Korpacz, M Ll, Bethesda, Marylard, is currtntly
the director nnd gktbal head ot' tfu strategic rcal estate
resenrclt group of Prican alcrhouseCoolters, LLP. Witlt our
35 yrurs Ltf exptrierrct in real estate appraisal, counseling,
anLl rexarch fitlds, he is sought after as a qualified experl
u'ittrcss in t'nri(rtrs slnte and ltleral courts in:ool:oing real
estale disputes,and is tnliotnlly recogrtizcd as an apprniser
and arbilrator irr realcsfrlc l.rx,ssessnr,nt disprrtts. He uas
fonnrrly lhe president of Peter F. Korpacz €t Associates,
Inc., ztltrcitt llr Korpacz Real Estate Investor Survey
uas first pttblishtd in 1988 and nour rnarks its 'l2th ycar in
publicatitttr ruder I he Pricnt'af erhouseCoopers' hnnner.
Be girnring in 2000, P ricetl'aterhousecoopers lau nched Real
Estate Value Cycles, a semi-attnual publicatiotr ol real
estate cycle informatirm on the positiort of office, zt arelttuse,
reliil, qpartmtnt, and hottl sectors irt 58 rnajor U.S. nnr-

1999).

7. Formoreof Peter'sinsightfulobservationsontheworkingsof
technology and the web, click on www.pikenet.com.
Lynch, CtitfiWrulit'e Valualiotl ol REITS, January 6,
2000. Other propcrtv types were: Apartments: 15 percent;
Neighborhood Shopping Centers: 19 perc!,nt, Hotels:21 percent; and Office/lndustrial: 22 percent.
9. Other Intemet firms rvith plans for developing large warehouscs include Barnesandnoble.com Inc., and eToys-com
lnc.
10. AMB I']roperties, Inc.
11. ln a recent survcy, approximately ,lO pcrcent of E-firms
reported that some "manual intervention" was required kr
fill orders (Source: Wall Strect lo nnl, November 22, 1999).
12. Some observers expect som ethinS of a counter trend or reinfermediation, as expcrienced people are incrcasin8ly re.
quired to i terpret the flood of comm@litized data made
possible by the Internet.
'13. Instituteof Real Estate Management
14. From l997 to 1999, the annual cmployment growth rate in the
financial services, insurance, and renlestate (FIRE) industries

8. Merrill

fell fromoverfourpercent towellbelow twopercent.

kets.

During

the same pcriod, the annual employment growth rate lor
"New Economy" industries such as telecom, recreation services, motion pictures, and computer and data processin8
remained near or above six percent.
15. As an example, it was r6ently announced that eight floors
(200,000 sq.f0 in the formerChevron building indowntown
San Francisco were leasrd k).r multi-media company.
16. Industrial space rents for $5-$6 sq.ft. versus$20-$30

foroffice

and retail-
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Sourcc: The McMahan Croup

their living environment, they may te.nd to change
residences less frequently. Lower turnover rates
mean increased income that falls directly to the
bottom line.
In addition, potential non-rental income
through advertising, licensing agreements, and
other arrangements with retailers may turn out to
be significant, further enhancing apartments as a
desirable invc'stment opportunity in the new ce'ntury.

benefit, as apartment living is made more desirable.
In conclusion, real estate does appear to be threatened by e-commerce, although the threat is quite
different for each of the major property types. For
some reaI estate firms and individuals, e-commerce
may mean an end to the way business has been
conducted in the past. For others, e-commerce may
represent an opportunity to grow both profession-

allv and financially in what historv will no doubt
record as a defining moment for the- industry.

SUMMARY
Figurc 10 summarizes the anticipated impact of ecommerce on various real estatL'property types.
Malls and pou,er centers should experience the
most direct negative impact, followed by CBD office buildings. Industrial and suburban office properties willexperience a significant impact, but largelv

in terms of a shift in design and location. It

is

The new Millennium is an excellent time to take
stock and challenge traditional ways ofdoing things.
From this re-examination of goals and circumstances, new strategies can evolve that will minimize dou,nside risks and perhaps uncover new
opportunities that were previously unknown.*.,

1

.

corporate real estate operating companies, or REOCs. For all of their shortcomings and maturational problems, publicly-traded REITs represent a new breed
of investment vehicles that have noteworthy virtues and fundamental advantages over many of the older methods of investing in real estate.
Take, for example, the perspective of the individual investor who bought
interests in syntlicated limited partnerships in the 1980's and whose plight is
onceagain making news. Therecarr belittledoubt that thepublic REIToT REOC
offers individual investors more liquidity, better governance and accountability of management, and better reporting and transparency than the syndicated
limited partnership structure.
And the same is often true from the perspective of institutional investors.
Take the admittedly crude example of an institutional investor based some'
where in thc Midwest who would like to allocate some funds to office buildings
in the'Southeast. The investor now has a choice between investing in the
publicly-traded stock of any number of REITs which focus on the sector or
utilizing one of the various private market alternatives that has historically
been available. Investing in the public stock will often prove advantageous for
a number of reasons:
r Instant access to information required tt-r make the investment decision
SEC filings on the REIT that provide dctailed information, including audited financials, can bc. pulled off the internet in seconds.
. Speed of execution and liquidity - de'pending on the size of the investment,
the'stock can be purchased and sold almost instantly with a few clicks of a

.
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Neighborhood shopping ct'nters should feel the
least impact of the retail formats, although the
L.mergence of w,ell financed and managed ecommerce food and beverage business models
mdy pose a problem tei low m.rrgin supermdrket chains. Multifamily residential appears to
be the only propL,rty type that will not experience a significant negative impact as a result of
the growth of e-commerce and, in fact, may

its bear market wounds, are the lor.q-fsnlr advantages of publicly traded,

'

possible that net aggregate industrial space demand may actually increase.

t0

he current RE|T-related news centers on the day-to-day performance of
I REIT stocks, the ercessivc restrictions imposed by the REIT rules, methods
for retaining and compensating REIT executives, and predictions for when the
REITbcar market rvill end. Often forgotten, however, as the REIT industry licks

f

The worldwide use of the Internet doubles everv 100 days.
The web has reached 50 million users in less than five years,
significantly faster than television (13 years), the computtr
(16 years), or radio (38 years).

2. Examplesincludetelephones,faxmachines,computers,bar-

'

code xanners, credit cards, smart cards, teL{ommunica'
tions Iines, hand-held devices, robots, etc.
3. Theterms "web" and "lnternet" are used interchangeably in
this article.
4. ColdmanSachs
5. Wall Sl/eel lountol, November 22, 1999.
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mouse.
Assurance of getting future reports on a regular basis - public companies are
required to file with the SEC publicly available quarterly reports, including
financials, and to disclose all material events.

Tried-and{rue public company corporate governance structure

-

while

certainly not perfect, the governance structure that has e.volved in corporate
America is relatively rvell-defined, gives the shareholders a clear voice, and
provides mcchanisms for aligning the interests of management with those
of the sharcholders.
Comfort that the various Wall Street watchdogs (analysts, ratinS agencies,
investment banks and the financial press) will be keeping an eye on the
REIT.
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Will Ot'etpouet tlrc REIT Bear Markt't
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goods between air and ground transit, which, in
the process, substantially reduces inventory turnover.
ln summary, tho impact of e-commerce on industrial properties will br. both positive and negative. Cenerally, the positive is that many new facilitie.s n'ill bc required in ne,w locations- Most of the'se
will be built from scratcl.r due to major changes in
building location and design. Also, they will be
krcated as closely as possiblt'to key modal inte,rchanges in the path of goods movement, particularly at the nexus of air and ground transit.
Perhaps more far-reaching is the use'of the web
to change the logistic equation, requiring new buildings that facilitate air/ground transfer and have
little need for storagc. While this creates demand
for new, specially designed space, it reduces inventory turnover and could shrink the need for pure
storage space. This could have a negative impact on
the demand for existing industrial properti('s, particularly those in older industrial areas and,/or
se'cond titr cities. Over time, manv of these buildings could become functionally obsolete for industrial purposes and may better serve office, residential, or other uses.

Efficiency and lower transaction costs
u,hen
buving real estate. through investment in -publicly
traded stock, there is no need to negotiate iointventur(, agrL'ements and othercontracts; hire la\{yers and ground-lc.vel consultants; perform costly
groundJevel dtrc diligence; develop nr-.rv business relationships; hire a staff; open offices; or
incur frictional costs of entry and exit (transfer
taxes, title insurance premiums, etc.), all potential
aspects of direct investment in real estate. In
addition, in the case of foreign investors, FIRPTA
taxes typically can be avoided.

will always be an active private real estate
investment sector (as there is in non-real estate capital intensive industries that have long been public),
and some investors will continue to shy away from
investments in public REITs and REOCs because of
the view that such investments clo not provide the
There'

sought-after diversification from stock market investments historically provided by real estate investments (the lurv will be out for some time as to
this debate). But on balance, despite the recent setbacks, public REITs'and REOCs' roles as investment vehicles will continue k) grow as their advantages to investors converge with the inescapable
logic of providing the capital intensive real estate
industrv with access to the public capital markets.REl

Office Properties
We have noted that many service firrns will
suffer disintermediation as a result of the growth of
e-commerce.r2Since many of the emplovees affected
will not be candidates for "webifying," the odds are
high that this u,ill result in fewer employees per
dollar of revenue and lcss demand for traditional
office space.
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Financial, insurance, and real e.state (FIRE) services will be one of the major areas impacted. As of
1997, FIRE firms occupied approximately 30 percentof office space in the U.S."Any majnr reduction
in FIRE demand will most likely impact office space
in CBDs, particularly in second tier cities and those

lacking a strong higi-tech labor force. ''

Substitution Space: In some cases, Iower demand for office space'may bc. offset by demand for
new space in a new krcation or a nert, configuration.
It is also possible that vacated office space is reused
by non-traditional users, as reflected in the growth
of lnternet firms in downtown San Francisco's "Media Gulch"'i and New York's "Silicon Alley." For

those firms that can successfully webify all or a
portion of their operations, the new facilities are
more likely to be located in industrial rather than
office areas.
If the web reduces operating margins as

6+
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Thc lrnptcl of E-CLrr nvrce on Reol Eslolt

Real estate does appear to be threatened

by e-commerce, nlthough the threat is

quite differcnt for each of the major
property types. For some real estate Iinns
and indiaiduals, e-cornrflerce ,rray ,neafl art
erul to tlrc way busifiess has been coflducte.l

in the past. For others, e-cor?rrfierce ,nay
represent dn opporturlity to grow both
professionally and financially in u:hat
history zoill ,ro iloubt record as a defining
,nornent for the irdustry.
anticipated, FIRE firms may be forced to seek
Iower operating cost environments.r" In the long
run, this may have even broader implications for
the location of office operations and may further
contribute to the shift k) industrial-type facilities.

Apartffi?nt Properties
Demographics: Multifamily residential properties are already benefiting from the positive demand impact stemming from two maior traditional
apartment cohorts (boomers over 50 plus echo
boomers in the l8 - 25 year old category) experiencing rapid growth simultaneouslv.
In terms of web impact, few strong arguments
can be made that it rvill be nc'gative. In fact, thc
added convenience of web shopping could further
enhance the attraction of apartment living by delivering goods and services directlv to the individual
unit or community pickup station. This should be
particularly attractive to time-starved professionals
and older residents.

Web Initiatives: To take advantage of this,
several Iarge multifamily owners, such as BRE Properties, are experimenting with the development ofa
community home page from which a wide variety

of shopping and other services can be provided
over high capacity lines, without disrupting normal
phone service. The availability of on-site apartment
managers to explain services, expedite deliveries,
and explore rtsident needs creates a por!,erful mer-

chandising combination of considerable value to
retailers and others seeking to expand their penetration of local consumer markets.
The apartment owner also stands to benefit
handsomely. Most owners experience 50 percent
or greater annual tenant turnover. To the exent
that tenants evidence' greater satisfaction from

may actuallv increase. The Iocation and design of
new industrial buildings, however, will be considerably different than today.

Aggregate demand: At this point, the aggredifficult to gauge. A strong
argumcnt can bc'made that industrial demand
will bc lower in the future as a result of the
decline in aver.ige turnover, made possible by
the increasing use of the web for inventory nranagement.
There are, however, many positive forces shaping industrial space demand. Increasingly, traditional office users are shifting to industrial facilities.
As an example, pension advisor Kennedy Associates has developed 24 facilities over the last tw()
years, utiLizing industrial construction techniques
to create more cost efficient office space. Most tenants are large, blue chip companie,s, utilizing the
space largelv for office-type operations.
The operations of web firms also are having a
positive impact on industrial demand. Initially, this
occurred through the development of space for
independent call centers taking online orders and
Iogistic firms delivering products to the customer.
Increasingly, holtever, web firms are taking
direct control of the ordering and fulfillment process. As an example, Annzorr.com isdeveloping millions of square feet of regional distribution ce-nters
within a dav's truck drive of many American markets.Webvan hasexecuted a contractwith the Bechtel
Group kr develop highlv automated, mega-warehouses in 26 cities across the nation.'
gate demand issue is

Metro Area Location: Thus far, we.b building
tmphasized being at or near the
delivery capabilitit's of major logistical firms such as
sitL. selection has

FedEx and UPS. This has meant increased demand

for industrial facilities at or near major airports,
particularly in hubs such as Memphis and Louisville.

As morc u,eb firms decide to manage their
own fulfillment, L'xpect expansion of de mand in
other major regional distribution centtrs such as
Atlanta, Dallas, Los Angeles, Chicago, and Northern New Jersev. These markets are also attractive
because the host city is usuallv a Iarge market in
itself, allowing rapid distribution to customors in
thc' immedia te' area. The resu lt could bc a negative
impact on industrial demand in second tier distribution cities.

Airport Locations: Whether or nut this new
demand will favor airport locations r,',ithin these
metro arc'as

l1

is

notclear. AMB I'ropertvCorp.,

a

largt'

industrial REIT, is developing new warehouse
facilities "on the tarmac" of airports throughout
the nation and, potentially, overseas. Other observers point to the necessity of being located
near regional .rnd local ground distribution systems.
If an airport location is desired, there is also the
issue of whethcr to utilizc an existing public passen-

ger terminal or one of an expanding number of
private freight and executive aircraft airports. Public passenger airport locations continuc' to have a
major advantage
40 percent or more of cargo is
still carried on passenger flights.r"

Building design: There also are major changes
occurring in the design of these nen,buildings. The
combination of a large, diverse inventory, high
turnover, and a "single point" delivery promise
retluires a sophisticated, dependable order tracking
system. A large portion of this can be automated,
requiring clear-span space for installation and operation of equipment, as well as the a',,ailability of
an adequate supply of dtpendable power. Multiple
truck operations require a large number of truck
bays and more land devoted to truck turning and
maneuve'ring.
Not all fulfillmcnt operations can be automatedlarger numbers of peoplc (for industrial buildings)
are required tooperate the automated systemand to
"hand-pick" special orde.rs." This means air-conditioning a higher percentage of building space and
providing more emplovee parking than would be
found in a traditional industrial building.
Since u'eb-based inventory turns much faster,
there are fewt'r invcntories stored and less dernand
for high rack storage space. This shifts building
design from a concern with cubage to ont, of square
footage, resulting in new buildings having lou'er
ceilings and a largcr footprint. When coupled with
a need for more employet' parking, industrial building sites will have to bc considerably larger than in
the past. Amazon's neu, 800,000 square foot warehouse in Atlanta is a good example of this new
prototype.
Public Warehouses: Industrial facilities for
smaller firms are also changing. Some of AMB's
new buildings, such as one under construction at
DFW airport, will allow four 747-cargo airplanes
to simultaneously unload directly onto the rl,arehouse loading dock. The goods are then transferred to onc. or more of 46 truck loading docks
situated on the, other side of the building. In essence, this type of facility is not a storage building
but a "through put" facility that mixes and matches
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INSIDER'S PERSPECTIVE

FOCUS ON HOSPITALITY
MoprnnrINc PRoFrr GnowrH ExprcrEn UNrn 2001
ltrl B jorn I lansott, CRL.

-

fter a sloll second-quarter performance, growth of the U.S. economy
.{_laccelerated in the second half of 1999. Real gross domestic product (CDP)
grew at an annual rate of 4.1 percent in 1999, fueled by increased inventorv
buildup and export activity as well as continued robust consumer and business

I

spending.

?i

The pace of c'conomic activity in the U.S. will continue to remain strong at
least until 2001 as overseas economies gain momentum; Macroeconomic
Advisers anticipates real GDP kr slow slightly from 1999 to 3.4 percent in 2000
and 2.8 percent in 2001.
Theanticipated solid performance of the U.S. economy in thenexttwovears
rvill stimulate lodging demand growth as well as encourage continued development initiatives. Room rate advances will continue, but there will be a tightcr
spread betneen average room rate growth and inflation in the next two years.
Although profit margins are not expected to improve significantly going
forward, aggregate industry profits will continue to rise at a compound annual
growth rate, of 8.3 percent.

MODERATING RevPAR GROWTH
After peaking at 6.I percent in 1996 in the current cycle, the growth of U.S.
revenue per available room (RevPAR) has been trending down as the high level
of hotel construction has adverselv affected occupancie's and room rate growth
in most lodging marke'ts. Beginning in 'l996, U.S. demand growth failed to keep
pace with the supply expansion. The net increase in supply from 1996 to 1998
was almost 292,000 rooms, representing a compound annual growth of 4.1
percent. By comparison, thc. industry's historical supply growth average from
1975 to l99tl is 2.8 percent.
Occupancy d ropped 1.2 occupancy points to 63.9 percent in 1998 from 65.1
percent in 1996. Room rate increases also slowed to 4.4 percent in 1998 from 6.5
percent in 1996. The combination of lower occupancy and modest average
daily rate (ADR) gains caused RcvPAR grou'th to slide from 6.I percent in 1996
to 3.6 percent in '1998.
1999 PERFORMANCE

Statistics from Smith Travel Research (STR) shorv a continuation of these
trends in 1999. The stronger supply gro wth (+3.9 percent) rclative to dt'mand
growth (+3.5 perc€'nt) pushed down occupancy ratL's, thus limiting the industry's
ability to raise room rates and RevPAR. The occupancy in 1999 fell 0.5
occupancv point to 63.4 percent, w,hile ADR increased onlv 3.9 percent to 98.1 .07
in the same period one year earlier. As a result, RevPAR advanced by only 3.2
percent. In inflation-adjusted terms, RevPAR increased 1.0 percent. (Tnbles 1
nrtd 2 swnnmrizc the'1999 parformttrce itrLlicntors.)

Insider's Perspective - M1dtrating Profit Grouth Exptttcd Until2001
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lmpact on GAFO space: Fig,r/r 9 translates the
projections in Flqrrrc ll into square footage of shopping centtr and powe.r center space. The 950 billion
in existing non-store sales was deducted from 2005
sales in order to focus only on incremental sales.
This generally assunres the impact of cxisting nonFigure
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CAFO snles ctmld dropbt1asntuch as'15
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t
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Neighborhood Centers: To date, most observwill have little impact on neighborhood centcrs because of the high
percentage of food and beverage items. This is
furthc.r demonstrated in the marketplace where
neighborhood ce.nter REITs are discounted at the
second Iolvest rate (.19 percent) of any major property type.
The amount of money and talent being expended on online grocery operations such as
Webvan and Streamline, however, may ultimatelv
pose a threat to traditional supermarket chains that
operate on very lorl' margins. Webvan in particular
is focusing on reinventing the supermarket distribution system and, if it succeeds, all grocery store
metrics may change.
ers have assumed that the web
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While the impact on retail will most likely
involve a reduction in the amount of space required, aggregate demand for industrial space
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Non-store Sales Growing Rapidly: Non-store
retail sales havt'been rapidly increasinB, although
stilla relatively small percentage of total retail sales.
Catalogues continue to be the dominant format for
non-store retail sales although Internet sales have
been responsible for the bulk of the growth over the
last few years and are growinS; at a faster rate.
Between 1996 and.1998, virtually all of the
growth in non-store sales was over the Internet. The
growth in catalogue sales was about the same as
1992 - 7996, while ry sales growth was static.
Figrrrc 8 projects non-store retail sales of general
merchandise, apparel, furniture, and other goods
(GAFO)
- those considered to be most likely to
occur in shoppinB and power centers. The analysis
assumes that catalogue and TV sales will continue
at 1992 - 98 growth rates. lnternet sales were projected at the mean of two sets of industry projections. Based on this analysis, Internet sales should
become the dominant form of non-store CAFO
sales by 2005.
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The performance in 1999 was mixed withinprice
segments. Both budget and economy segments
achieved the highest inflation-adjusted RevPAR
growth (+3.0 percent and +2.3 percent, respectively),
benefiting from healthv ADR gains. On the other
hand, luxury, upscale, and midprice properties sustained below-average inflation-adjusted RevPAR
increases. Though room demand was exceptionally
strong in these segments, room supply expanded
even faster. These led to large occupancy declines,
which in turn inhibited room rate increases among
these properties.
By region, strong ADR growth allowed New
England, Mountain, Pacific, and Middle Atlantic
regions to outperform the overall industry in terms
of real RevPAR growth (+6.2 percent, +2.1 percent,
+1.7 percent, and +,l.7 percent, respectively) in 1999.
In contrast, hotels in the East South Central and West
South Central reported declining real RevPAR
growth as both regions suffered weak occupancies
and ADR performance.
ln terms of location, resort properties registered the highest real RevPAR growth (+1.8 percent) due to above-average ADR gains. Meanwhile,
hotels in airport, suburban, and urban areas reported stagnant or declining real RevPAR. Hotel
occupancy suffered material declines in these markets, resulting in ADR growth only slightly above
inflation.
Among the top 25 metropolitan statistical areas,
Detroit, Miami-Hialeah, Ne*' Orleans, Washington

D.C., San Diego, Los Angeles-Long Beach, Boston,
Tampa-St. Petersburg, New York, and San Francisco/San Mateo reported RevPAR growth significantly above the industry average in 1999. Robust
Iodging demand expansion allowed ADR in these
markets to grow at least twice as fast as the rate of
inflation dt'spite significant drops in occupancy in
manv cases. In contrast, we.ak demand continued to
drive down occupancy and room rates in C)ahu
Island. Meanwhile, Denver, Dallas, Phoenix, and
Houston generated the most dramatic drops in real
RevPAR growth among the metro markets due to
rapid supply growth.

LODGING INDUSTRY OUTLOOK,
2000

To

2001

PricewaterhouseCoopL'rs expects room demand

to increase 3.0 percent in 2000; and 2.7 percent in
2007. (Tablc 3 Trrtsents the U.S. lorlgitg industry forcadsls. )

As new development proiects are expected to
slow, PricewaterhouseCoopers expects a gradual
decline in room starts through year 2001, From
151,866 rooms in 1998, annual room starts will declineat a compound annual rate of6.4 percent through
2001, but will still remain at high levels (exceeding
100,000 rooms). By 2001, demand growth will catch
up as room supply growth slows to 2.8 percent. As a

result, occupancies will decline bv 0.4 occupancy
point to 62.7 percent in 2000 from 63.4 percent in
1999, and stabilize in 2001.

Table 3

PricewaterhouseCoopers U.S. Lodging Forecasts, 2000 I

1999

2000

2001

63.9

63.1

63.0

1t2.7

2,357

2,440

2,515

2,582

2,652

3.2

3.5

3.0

2.7

2.7

.+.2

3.9

3.5

2.8

2.6

78.01

81.07

83.99

87.10

90.40

4.4

3.9

3.6

3.7

3.8

3.6

3.2

3.1

3.3

3.8

'1e98

Projected Non-Store
GAFO* Sales

Occupancy (%)

Billions

Fiqrire 8
$

160

Average D.rily Rooms Sold

$1

Change from Prior Year (%)

$120
I

tt00

Z0Oz
I

2002

62.7

I

I

End<rf-Year Room Supply
Change from Prior Year

(o/n)

I

$80

!
I

$60

Totat

Revenue per Available Room

trw

$20
$0

Change from Prior Year

(% )

I

I

'1998

2000

2003

200s

* Ceneral merchandise, apparel, fumiture, and other goods

I

Change from Prior Year (%)

Catalogue
E lnternet

s40

I

Average Daily Rate (5)

I

5orr.e: Forecasts are from Pric&L!,ltrl,]0ustc}r.ltet. Hospilililv Dirrclions, December 1999/ranuary 2000
Historical data are from Smith Travel Research.
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Cumulative supply pressures will result in
moderating real ADR growth. Nominal ADR will
gron, less than four percent in the next two years
while annual inflation is e.xpected to risr. at least by
2.5 percent- In inflation-ad justed terms, PricewaterhouseCoopers expects ADR to increase 0.9
percent in 2000 and 0.8 percent in 2001.
Moderating ADR growth and declining occupancies in 2000 will lead to decreasing RevPAR
trends. RevPAR is expected to grow 3..1 percent in
2000. RevPAR growth will improve slightly to 3.3
percent in 2001 as occupancv rate ceases its downward trendDespite the declining trend in RevPAR growth,
industry profits will continue to climb, but at a
decelerating pace. Hotels will increasingly rely on
non-room activities to boost revenues and cut expenses to improve profit margins. Pricen,aterhouseCoopers expects aggregate profits to increase to
$2.1.4 billion in 2000 and $26.5 billion in 200.1 .*.,

WHAT IS THE NATURE OF THE THREAT?
The threat to real estate is tnofold: 1). a direct
reduction in the aggregate demanil for physical
space; and 2). a reduction in the functions currently
associated with the use of these assets, indirectlv
resulting in reduced demand for affected proper-

Travel ap;ents
Automobile salespeople

Direct Reduction in Aggregate Physical Space
Demand
A direct reduction in the ag8re8ate demand for
real estate assets may occur because:
Physical space is no longer required: As noted,
demand for retail and sen ice space is reduced
when transactions occur over the Internet rather
than in a store or office. The more sales or sen'ice
volume handled over the web, thc Iess demand
for physical space. Space devoted to commoditylikt goods and services is most impacted by this
phenomenon.

The acceleration of inventory tumover: Demand for storaSe space is lou,er u,hen average

Bjom Hanson, Ph.D., CRE, Ntrrr York City, is tht global
hosllitolity industrv lndcr for Pricnt nterlnuscCoo1rtrs. Hc
is a rtcognizeel tttthority rtith ltis tlnrs Ltf consultirrg,

inventory turnover is reduced. Reduction in the
turnover rate of businc.ss firms has been declining for some timc as a result of "just in time"
scheduling, the extensive use o( bar coding, and
the growth of logistic firms b distribute goods to
the consumer.
These developments havcprovided the foundation for the Internet to emerge as an integrating and unifying force that will dramatically
improve the' efficiency of goods movement. As
an example, w,hen Dell Computer converted to
an Internet purchasing format, it reportedly reduced its average inr.entory turnover period
from 56 days to six.

hankittg arrJ rexnrth uyeriatce. Ht' ltohls Tlrc Corrrrsc/or of
Renl Estnk (CRE); Ctrtifitd Fraud Examint:r (CFF,); and

lnltrnntional

Mortgage brokers
Real estate brokers
Bank employees
Stock brokers

(F

SCI ) ltrofrsiotnl
deslgraf iolrs. Dr. Hanson is au arrtlnr ond lru1rcnl slteaktr
u,lto has b*rr quolttl in cLttotlltss nmior brrsilcss crrrl irdrrstry lluttlicnlbns. He is or hns beert on ot'ficar,board trrnbar,
ttr fatulty nrcmbtr of nnrty irtLluslry, eLlucntiLtnal, arul cit'it'
organ izat itnts ircl rr dirr g AH tr MA, H S& MAl, Corn dl Un i-

.,ersitV,al;.l Nt:t,Y(trk Unittusifv. tlthns sen cd ns Intenntional Presidcnt of the Cornall Socitty of Llotehucn ond utas
tlre Cornell Hottlit'r ttf tlre Ymr irr 1994.

Reduction or Elimination of Functions Occuting

in Physical Space
The second type of impact is created by the
disintt'rmediation of a function or activity, generally
in the services area. Every business transaction that
is performed over the web ultimately reduces the
demand for physical space to perform the same
transaction.
There are many traditional intermediary roles
that are impacted:
' Insurance agents
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This is largely due to the significant cost savings
that the web can generatt'in service transactions, as

indicated in Fi.gurr

5.

ties.

ABOUT OUR FEATURED COLUMNIST

Foorl Sen,icc Corrsrr ltnuts

observes, the impact of technological change is
usually overestimated in the short run and underestimated in the long run.t
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The ltupact of E-Cotnitrce on Real Estote

No doubt there are other activities that will be
impacted over time. People made redundant will be
forced to retire or seek employment in ()ther areas.
Unfortunately, the new jobs in the lnternet industry
often require different skill scts than those of many
redundant employee. This is reinforced by thc general tendency of businesses to lay off older employees and hire younger ones.

WHAT IS THE MAGNITUDE OF THE IMPACT?
The magnitucle of t-commerce's impact on rcal estate n ill vary by property type, location, and physical configura tion of the.rsset.

Retail Properties
The web will have the greatest negative impact
on the aggregate demand for retail properties. To
understand thisbetter, it is important to distinguish
betu,een the economic health of the retailer and the
demand for physical retail space. Much has been
written about the ongoing battle'betu,een traditional and web retailers. While the "clicks and mortar" retailers may ultimately prevailover those that
are "born on the wt'b," this is not necessarily good
for real estatt' because the demand for physical
space is still reduccd.

Retail Assets Weakening: Re'tail has been a
depressed property type for many years. The annual growth in shopping center real retail sales per
square foot has been negative or neutral for most
of the last 20 years. This lack of gron,th, coupled
with an emerging concern about the impact of ecommerce, has led to lower investor expectations

for the future appreciation for regional malls, as
indicated in Frgrrrr: 7. In the public market, mall
retail REITs are currently priced at a 30 percent
discount to Net Asset Value (NAV), the steepest
discount of any major property typt'.s This, despite the fact that 1999 was one of the best years for
retail sales ever!
Shopping center space also is rapidly aging.10
almost three-fourths of U.S. space is over
yea rs and almost half is over 20 years. Older centers

Figure
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market. Timing convenience is significantlv be.tter:
24 hours a day, sevL,n days a week (24/7) as opposed to when a physical store is open. The extensive resources of the web also allow the e-tailer to
provide consumer education and offer solutions to
customer problems. Finally, web products and services compete globally on price, not iust against the
merchant down the street.
If the e-tailer's value proposition is fulfilled, the
customL,r's experience is positive and a bond of
loyalty can begin to evoh,e. The web firm benefits
from this loyalty as the customer buys more, tells
others about his/her positive experiences, and
makes suggestions to the firm for further improvements. This leads to revenue growth and, at some
point, increased profits, a portion of which can be
plowed back into enhancing and reinforcing the
value proposition.

Fulfillnent Still a Big Hurdle
Successful fulfillment continues to be a major
problem facing e-tailers. The front end marketing
and advertising is of little value if the delivery of the
product or service ("the last mile") cannot be completed in a timely and hassle-free manner. Consumer satisfaction levels decline when orders become "out-of-stock" or require too krng a delivery
time. On average, half of disappointed back-ordered customers cancel their purchases. 'Many etailers are just beginning to understand the overall magnitude and complexity of the fulfillment

.l

I

problem, particularly in times of rapid increases in
sales activity.

oth B2B and B2C e-commerce threaten real estate,
Ithough in different wavs. This is tlue to some
undamental propositions:
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ociety."
he [nternet is based on the use of cyberspace,
hich is basically non-physical space.
eal estate, in contrast, is physical space.
very transaction that occurs on the Internet is a
ransaction that will not occur in physical space.
ver time, this substitution can result in less
ggregate demand for physical space, all other
hings being equal.
ven if agtregate demand for a particular property type is not affected, the Internet may require
ifferent building configurations and locations,
hereby rendering many existing buildings obs-
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ome may quarrel with the degree or timing of these
actors, or parse words as to their meaning, but they
rc' so fundamental that it seems much more productive for real estate people to discuss horv to deal
ith the problem than to assume it doesn't exist.
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The lrnptcl of E-Comnrcrcc on Rr.tl.l EstalL'
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Transactions conducted betzleen business firms are
called "Business to Business" or B2B. Flqrrrc 1 illustrates the process by which both B2C and B2B

acti\.ities occur.
B2C activities, including pavment for goods or ser-

margin) of tht web for the marginal cost of new
physical factory and equipment. This produces a
significant increase in the return on net assets
(RONA). To illustra te, Figrr re 3 compares theRONA
Ltf Annzon.cortr witlr Barnes & Nobles' non-web,
bricks ancl mortar operation.

Experts'& Consultants' Cnide,

(e.g. UPS, FedEx, etc.). This interface is generally
facilitated by the use of an "extranet," a dedicated
portion of the lnternet that connects an e-firm with
its suppliers and customers. Either the Iogistics firm
or the e-firm mav operate the extranet.

Tht. e-firm also may ust the web' to assist in producing and distributing goods or services. In the
case of a manufacturer, this may involve an
"intranet" connection within the firm with employees (and computers) involved in the marketing,

production, and distribution process. Since many
firms are, outsourcing many of their non-core activities, the process also mav involve an extranet connection with sub-contractors and suppliers.

WHY IS E-COMMERCE SO APPEALING TO
BUSINESS FIRMS?
Most pcople think of e-commerce in terms of B2C
transactions, largely because of the intense media
scrutinv and the large ad budgets of the B2C firms.
As indicated in Figrrrr'2, howevcr, 80 percent of
e-commerce is currentlv B2B and its relative position is expected to increase over the next fivc years.

l
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Many Iarge firms such as CE, Ford, and Ceneral
Motors are rapidly transforming their entire operations into Internet companies in which the web
controls or influences virtually all aspects of thc.ir
operations.

Louers Inoe stment Costs
Another major attraction of being an e-firm is
the role of the web in dranraticallv lowering the
amount of investment capital required to produce
a given dollar amount of revenue. This is achieved
by substituting the virtually zero cost (at the
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Picitrg Not the Magnet
Another public perception is that lower prices
are the major reason for shopping on the web. In
fact, the we'b is often ,r,or. expensive than discount
bricks and mortar stores. ln a recent cost comparison studv covering food, stationarv, housekeeping,
health/beauty, toys, and paint/hardware, only
paint/hardware was cheaper on the web.{
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e-commerce firms do

enjoy is the fact that they do not have to charge sales
tax as a result of a government moratorium. Ci\,en
the rapid growth of e-commerce, however, and the

I

resultant increasing diversion of sale.s tax revenue
from state and local Bovernmc.nts, this pricing advantage ultimately may disappear.
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possibk'bv the lveb. There are many reasons for
this-shorter procluction cycles, higher employee
productivity, better inventory management, and
more direct control over distribution chanrrels.
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WHAT ATTRACTS CONSUMERS?

price, is not the ma,or attraction for B2C ecommerce, what is? As indicated in Fi.gurc.1, Ameri
cans have been working longer hours and relaxing

mprott

18202

much more quickly ("scalability") than a non-web
firm lhat must invcit in lhe tinte-c('nsu ming process of financing and constructing buildings and
other physical infrastructure. This is particularly
important to start up firms or those wishing to
introduce nerv business lines or products.

erat ing Eff iciency
The rapid growth in B2B is due largely b a
significant increase in firm operating efficiency made
I
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A web-based firm also can capture market share
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Accelerates Market Sharc Capture

A price advantage that

ed

Wayne W. Sitzel, CRE
Serttice Categoies:

vices, are conducted through the Internet directlv

with the consumer. The delivery of the goods or
service ("fulfillment") may be handled dirt'ctly by
the e-firm or by contracting with a logistics firm
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poor" and will tradt' price for

the convenience of ordering products and services
aI a conyenient time (anytime) and in a convenient
location (anywhere). For certain products, such as
toys, the n'eb also avoids a potentially traumatic in-
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store experience that most shoppers prefer to es-

l

cape.
j
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A Neu Value Chain
Ficurc 5 illustrate,s hort' e-commerce has created
a new value chain between producers and consum-

ers. lt begins w,ith a significantly different value
proposition than that of the traditional retailer.
Product/service sele'ction is massive and centralized as opposed to what is available only in a
physical store. Customer service is targeted and
personal rather than constrained by the local labor
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A look at the forces changitg the way America liaes anil works and
the implications for the real estate inilustry
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soft the utttrld of intangihlcs, of ntedia, ofsofhoarc, and of
seruices-u'ill sootr contnmrtd tlrc it orkl of tht hard-the uorld of rmlity, of
atonts, ttfobjttts, ttfsteel and oil, and tlre hnrd u,ork done bV lhe sutnt olltrous."
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Kevin Kelly, Nrzu Rnlts for tlrc Ntw Econonty, 1998
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n" real est.rte industry has experienced many setbacks over the
years - the economic roller coaster of cyclical boom and bust,
;'credit crunches" when financing compietely dries up, sudden
changes in government land use or tax policy, and physical destruction
as a result of wars or natural disasters.
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But never in its history has the real estate industry faced a threat to its
fundamental role in society - providing physical space for people and
firms to perfornr their day-k>day activities. It is only in the last few years,
as the use of the Internet has spread and been adapted to commercial
tr.rnsactions that the true nature of this threat has begun to emerge.l
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The lmpacl of E-Commerce

o

Real Estale

This manuscript explores the e-commerce phenomenon and why it is so
appealing h business firms and consumers. It then examines the nature
of the threat to realestate and speculates on the magnitude of the impact
on each property type.

WHAT IS E-COMMERCE?
Electronic business (c'business) is the use of the Intemet and other
electronic dc,vices to operate and manage businesses.r Electronic commerce (e-commerce) is e-business involving a purchase or sale transaction that occurs electronically.
Electronic transactions involving the sale of products or services to
retail customers are referred to as "Business to Consumer" or B2C.
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inaugural "lnsider's

Pt,rspective" columns of Peter Korpacz on rescarch; Biom Hanson, CRE, on
the irospitality industryi and Robin Panovka on IlEITs. The'y join the
economics column, authored quarterly, by Hugh Kelly, CRE. It is hoped that
rcgular columns by such lc'ading thinkers in their fields will enhance the
appeal of REI and ensure that it maintains a contcmPorary, cutting-edge

n Inf o rm ati on

Why not give the gift of a REI subscription to a colleague or
business associate? Real Estate Issrres publishes four times Per year
(Spring, Summer, Fall, Winter). Place your order today!
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As the adage goes, "the only constant is change." For 25 years,
Real Estate Issues has been a constant source of ideas, insights, and methods,
assisting industry experts in meeting the challenges of a changing market
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The aforementioned topics are not new to Rr'al Esfnlt'lssltr's lndeed, somewhat opposing vie$'s were articulated by Hugh Kelly, CRE - at least with
,"rp".i t., the profundity of change wrought by technokrgy on uses of real
estite-in the Winter 1998 / 1999 Issue of REI ("And You Sav You Want a
Revolution? Technology Turns Out to Be a PIus for Real Estate Demanri").
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As techn()logy creates oPportunities, it also has some unpleasant effects'
Disintermediition of jobs and functions is one such result. The threat of
displacement is far reaching, ranging from travel a8ents to automobile
dealers. Virtuallv no industrv is immune Potential disintermediation ofreal
estate brokers and tht' importatrce of adaptability are strcssc'd bv John
Stanfill.

Maura M. Cochnn, CRE
MBIA & Associatei, ConsultinB/
Bartram & Co<hran,lnc. - Hartford, CT
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t the start of the Second Quarter of 2000, Y2K is a distant memory, the
N.,tv Ec()nomy is roaring fonvard, the Fed continues its assault on
stocks, and e-commerce is firmly established as a way of conducting business. Terms like B2B and B2C have become part of our lexicon. In addition,
digital links between technology providers and businesst's are becoming
better understood as is the movemc'nt of goods and services in the nerv order'
CRE John McMahan's article on e-commerce lends claritv to the many
changes that are taking place and the business strategies that are evolving'
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EIr.rrNrNr DoverN on DoprrNenoN? by Douglns Tinnlotrs & Lara lNonatk
Under the Power of eminent domain, a Sovernment can acquire, with just componsation, private property for a
"public use." R!'cently, governments have stretched the public use doctiine in w.rvs that seem to trample private
ProPerty rigits. To thc dismay of prnperty riBhts groups across the country, the U.S. Supreme Court has ruled that
"Public use" is anythinB Eovernment says it is. Thc state courts are generaliy following iuit bv allowing
agencies to
take Private ProPertv for uscs that would have once bcen unfathomable. Cirmmunitiis intcnt on creaiing'lobs and
increasing tax revenues are using condemnation to take private prop.rty f()m onc business to be given io another
more attr.rctive husint'ss. Wht'n an<l rvhere does "public use" stop? This manuscript cliscusses the -ever brnadening
use of eminent domain.
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Counseling it the Public Sector - The Pepsi Center W ptar D.

53
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The author was chosen by the Mayor of Denver to serve for approximately three months on a task force that would
neg-otiate relationshiPs with the Denver Nuggets and the Denver Broncos regaiding their perceived needs for new
stadiums This Public/Private sector negoti.ltion resulted in the development tf the l;epsi Center in Denver. Little did
the author know upon accepting the appointment that three months would turn into three years. The author,s
ParticiPation in this volunteer counseling assignment eamtd him The Counselors' 1999 James Felt Creative Counseling
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The real estate industry has experienced many setbacks over the years, but never has it faced a threat to its fundamental
role in society - proviiing"oiphvsical space foi people and firms to perJorm their day-to-day activities. It is only in the
the lnternet has spread and been adaPted to- .ommercial transactions that the true nature
last few, years, as the use
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possible date. UPon Publication, copvright is held by The Counselors oi Real Estate (American Societv of Real
Estate Counselors). The publisher will not refuse any reasonable request by the author
for permission io reproduce any of his/her contdbutions to the journal.

I

I

clude public and private property or^.ncrs, invr,sto6, attorneys, nccountants, financial institutions, pension funds and
advisors, governmtnt institutt)ns, health
care facilities, and developers.

t Through N e ftoork ing,
Etlucation & Publicatiols
Enrichrnefi

Networking continues

hallmark of
The Counselor organization. Thn)ughout
the year, programs provide cutting-edge
r'ducational opp()rtunitie\ for CREs rncluding se'minars, workshops, ttchnology sessions, and business issues forums
that keep member\ abrenst of leading industry trends. M.,etings on both the local and national levels,rlso prom()te Interaction betlr,een CREs ,rnd mtmbers
from key user groups including those

I

I

I
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patible ONLY. DO NOT submit colorized computer files -- the graphics must be crea ted'l
c.rie or black ntl
lvhite onl If possiblc, save in all of or at least one of the followin formats: .emf; .eps; .tif
8
3). Number all graphics (tables,/charts/graphs) consecutiv.,l v All graphics should have titles
4). AII notes, both citations a!td explana tory are to be numbere'd consecutively in the text
and placed at the qnd of
the manuscdpt
5) whenever possible, includc glossy phokrgraphs tn crarifv and enhance the content in vour article.
6). Article title should contain no m.re th.1n eight to ten w,rids inclucling an activt'verb.
7). For uniformitv and .lccuracy consistent rvith our editorial policv, refir to Thc Associattrl Press
-Slyle&ook.

THE BALLARD AWARD MANUSCRIPT SUBMISSION INFORMATION
The REI Etlitorial Bonrd is accepting manuscripts in competition for the 2000 William S. Ballard A$,ard. All
articles published in REI during the 2fi)0 calendar yea. ruill br eligible for consideration, including member
and
non-me'mber authors. The $500 cash award and platlue is presented annually each spring, during The
Cqunselors'Midyear Meetings to the author(s) whose, minu.script best exemplifies tfie high staniards oiiontent main_
tained in the iournal. The recipient is selected by a three-pe'rson subcommittee comprise'd of members of The
Counselors of Real Estate. (The 2000 recipient will b!, honored at The Counselors 200i Midyear Meetings.)

as the

specializing in financial, lc,gal, corporate,
and govemment issues.

CRE members benefit from
I

the CRE regularly accesses the most ad-

What is a Counselor ol Real Estate (CRE)?
A Counselor of Real Estate is a real estatt, professional whose prinrary business
is providing expert advisory sqr1 i6(.5 1.
clients. Compensation is often on an

nies retain CRES for advice on rcal estate

L

I

bi-monthlv membt'r newsletter, Tlte
Cororsr,hrr, .ind a rr'ide rangt, nf books
and monographs publisht'd by The
Crru nsr lor organization. A majrrr
plavcr in tht' technological revolution,

litigation support, asset management,
tr()ns/diJpositi0ns,rnrl 6cnt'r.rl analvsis.
CREs achitvt, results, acting in kev
nrles in .rnnual tr,rnsactions .rnd u or real
estate dedsions valued at over 541.5 billion. O!,er 300 of the Fortune 500 compa-

MANUSCRIPT/GRAPHICS PREPARATION
I). Manuscripts must be submitted on di sk (nlong u ith hnrtl copr ) in IBM or lC forEat only--Mac files cannot
be accommodated: .txt (text) file format or Word for Windows 6.0. All submitted materials, includin abstract,
I
text and notes, are to be double-spaced Number of manuscript pages is not to exceed 2 5 single-sided
sheets
approx. 7,000 words). Submit five copies of the manuscript, a 50- to 10o-word abstract* and a brief
biographi,
cal statement. Computer-created charts/tabl es should be in separate files from article text. f An ahstiocl
is a
brief synoltsis. ll the nmtuscriyl is acct,flrll\l for l
icalb , the allljract uttuld appanr ot tfu tablc )f cotltc ls poir.)
2). Graphics/illustrations are to be considc,red as figures, numbered consecutively and submittL'd in a form
suitable for re.production. Graphi cs nust either be submitted camera-ready or computer-generated as pC com-

break-even analysis, the environment,
cap r.rtes/viclds, REITs, dnd (apital formation. Mombers also bent,[it from the

vanced methodologics, techniques and
computer-generated evaluation proctdures available.

\',rluation, feasibrlity studies, ncqui:,i-

cale?:1,".:'i:: rr r.r deadrines.

on important topics such as instituti(mal
investment, sports nnd the c(rmmunitv
redl ('slate cthiCs, tcnnnt reprcsentatir,;,

nation (Counselor of Real Estate) is
awarded to all members in rec(.,gnition
of supt'rior problt.m solving ability in
various areas of specialization such as

holdings lnd inrrstments. CRf clicnts insee Editorial

ffi.

OT REAL ESTAIE,I,

/ssll.5 publishes four times annually (Spring, Summer, Fall, winter). The journal reaches a lucrativc
segment of thc' real estate industry as well as a representative cross section of professionals in relatcd industdes.
Subscribers to Rcal Estcte lssrrcs (RE1) are primarily the owners, chairmtn, presidents, and vice presidents
of
real estate comPanies, financial corporations, propedy companies, banks, management companies,
iibrarie,s, and
REALTORo boards throughout the countrv; professors and university person"nel; and prifessirinals in
S&Ls,
insurance companies, and lalr, firms.
Renl Esln ' lssttes is published for the benefit of the CRE (Counselor of Real Estate) and other
real estate professionals, planners, architects. developers, economists, government personnel, lar,r,yers, and accountants. It focuses on providing up-to-date information rTn problems and topics in the field of real estate.
Re'dl Eslafe

a

wealth of information publishecl in Thc
Counselors' quarterly journal, Rt,a/ Estite lssu.s, which offers decisive reporting un today's chnnging real est,rte industrv Recognizcd leaders contribute
critical analyses not otherwise available

hourlv or total fixed fee basis, although
partial or total contingent fee arrangements are sometimes r,rsed. Any possibil<tr perce,ived conflict of interest is resolved before acceptance of an
assignment. In any evt,nt, the Counst,lor
places the interests of the client first and
fbremost in any advice provided, regard-

itv of .rctual

less of the mr'thod of compensati(,n.
CREs have acquired a bro.ld rangt, of
expericnce in the real estat., field and
possess technical conrpetency in more
than one rcal (,state discipline.
The dient relies on the counselor for
skiUed and objective advice in as.sessing the

client's real estate n€.eds. implying both
trust on the part of the client .rnd trustworthiness on the part of the counselor.
Whether sole practitioners, CEOs of
consulting firms, or real estate depart-

ment heads for major corporations,
CREs are seriously committed to appl),in8 their extensive knowledge and resources to craft real c.state solutions of

measurable economic value to clicnts'
businesses. CIiEs assess the r.,al estnte
situation bv gathering the facts behind
the issue, thonrughly analyzing the collected data, and then recommending key
courses of action that best fit the client,s

goals.rnd objectives. These real estate
professionals honor the confidentiality

.rnd fiduciary responsibility of the clientcounselor relationship.
The txtensive CRE nctwork stays a
step ahead of the ever-changing reai est,rte industry by reflecting the diversity

ol all providers t,f counscling

services.

The membership includes industrv erperts front the corporate, legal, financial,
institutional, appraisal, academic, government, Wall Street, management, and

brokerage sectors. Once invited into
mt,mbership, CREs must adhere to a
strict Code of Ethics and Standards of
I)()fessional Practice.
Users of Cow$eling Setuices
The demand continues kr increasc for ex-

pert counseling services in real estate
m,rtters world$,ide. Institutions, estates,
individuals, corporations and federal,
state and krcal governmcnts have recognized the necessity and value of a CRE's
objectivity in providing advice.
CRES service both domestic and foreign clients. Assignments have been ac(cpled in Africa, Asi,,, the United Krngdom, the Caribbean, Central and South
America, Europe.rnd the Middlc East.
CREs havc been instrumontal in assisting the Eastem European lleal Property

Foundation creatr and develop private
sectot market-o ented real estatc insti-

tutions in Central and Eastern Europe
and the Newlv Independent States. As a
member of The Coun5elor organiz,rtion,
CIIEs have the opportunitv to travel and
share theirL'xpertise $'ith real estate practrtroners tr()m st'veral developing coun-

tries including Poland, Hungary, Bulg.rria, Ukraine, Czech Republic, Slovak
Republic, and Russia as they build their
rtal estatt, businesses and develop standards of professional practice.
Only 1,'100 practitioncrc througlrout
thr'!r'o!ld carrv theCRI Designation, denoting the highest recognition in the real
estate industry With CRE membcrs averaging 20 vears of experience in the real
cstate industrv, individuals, institutions,

corporations, or government entities
should consider consulting ivith n CRE
to define and solve their complex real es-

tate problems or matters.RU
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